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Introduction

“What about today?” asked a graduate student in a seminar on strategic thought some
years ago, after discussing the likes of Sun Tzu, Clausewitz, Mahan and Douhet.
“Aren’t there any contemporary strategic thinkers?” The question formed the genesis of
this book. In 1943 Edward Meade Earle published Makers of Modern Strategy from
Machiavelli to Hitler, an edited volume covering the range of strategic thought over the
previous four centuries that ultimately became a modern classic. Four decades later
Peter Paret’s edited book Makers of Modern Strategy from Machiavelli to the Nuclear
Age, published in 1986, significantly revised and updated the earlier version and took
us through much of the Cold War era. But “Where are the great military minds of our
[present] day?” lamented one commentary on military strategy in the latter half of the
1990s, “Are there any?”1 And why does it matter?
In the contemporary era the conduct of war remains one of the most important acts

of the state. While the overall trend in numbers of conflicts is downward, there are still
many wars between states, between states and non-state actors, and among non-state
actors. A number of issues that impact on the security of citizens today—ultimately a
country’s primary responsibility—are non-military in character or require broader,
comprehensive, whole of government, civilian activities. But for those that are military
in nature, or require a military response, strategic thought remains imperative. “Our
ability simply to cope with—much less shape—a future of pronounced complexity,
uncertainty, and turbulence,” notes one scholar, “will depend in large measure on the
prevalence of strategic thinkers in our midst.”2 In our present age of almost continual
conflict, and on occasion outright war, our ability to think strategically may be more
important than ever.

Our search for strategic thinkers requires a prior understanding of what we mean by
strategy and strategic thought. The word “strategy” is derived from the Greek strategos,
normally translated as “general”. Therefore, notwithstanding the increasing application
of the word strategy to a range of human activities over the last several decades—from
education to healthcare to business and industry—the term itself remains fundamentally
military in character. Most discussions of strategy begin with Clausewitz’s classic text
On War, in which he defined strategy as “the use of an engagement for the purpose of
the war,”3 with “engagements” often interpreted as meaning not only actual battles and
campaigns but also tacit and explicit threats of the use of force.

Clausewitz’s definition lends itself to a wider interpretation of strategy that encom-
passes policy instruments other than the military. Once we do that, what we are really
talking about is not strategy per se but grand strategy. The role of grand strategy,
argued Sir Basil Liddell Hart, “is to coordinate and direct all of the resources of a



nation, or band of nations, toward the attainment of the political objective of the war.”4

Others go still broader, arguing that grand strategy is a state’s theory about how it can best
“cause” security for itself, and that there may be military, political and/or economic
strategies within an overarching grand strategy.5 There is a great deal of merit to this
broadest perspective, in that it can help to explain the overall foreign and security
policy actions of a state. It is a valuable big-picture perspective. But it is not the focus
of this book. Rather, this book takes as its starting-point the original Clausewitzian
definition of strategy, noted above, and paraphrased in the 1986 Makers volume as
“the use of armed force to achieve the military objectives and, by extension, the political
purpose of the war.”6

Strategic thought or strategic thinking, argues Bernard Brodie, can be roughly equated
to strategic theory.7 Theory may be defined as a set of statements or principles devised
to explain a group of facts or phenomena. But theory in the area of strategy cannot be
static, as this definition would suggest; it must always be forward looking. “The essence
of strategy,” argues Colin Gray, “lies in the realm of the consequences of actions for
future outcomes.”8 Strategic theory must be transferable to the world of action. Yet at
the same time its components cannot be overly linked to the practical world, lest they
be rendered irrelevant in a different time and place. An important characteristic of a
theory of war is that its ideas must also be able to transcend “time, environment, political
and social conditions, and technology.”9 The challenge is to find the appropriate balance
between practicality and enduring applicability.

A further factor to consider is whether the strategic thought accounts for all dimensions
of warfare—sea, land, air, space, and now cyber—or whether it focuses on just one
(or two) element(s). It is the distinction between a general theory of war and partial
theories like the works of Alfred Thayer Mahan on seapower and Guilio Douhet on
airpower. These provide valuable insight into the nature of war, so long as no one
“mistakes their partial theories for whole theories of war and strategy.”10 At first
glance Clausewitz also presents a partial theory of war, but Clausewitzian concepts like
friction, the political nature of war, and the centre of gravity, originally formulated for
land warfare, have been applied to all dimensions of warfare, thereby demonstrating
that a partial theory can contain the seeds of a general theory.

As for who may be considered a strategic thinker, at the most rudimentary level we
might ask whether we are looking for the ideas of a military person or a civilian. Some
argue for the former. “It is ironic and disappointing that virtually all the reputed
‘experts’ on strategic and military affairs familiar to the public are civilian academi-
cians, consultants, and journalists … To be effective in the strategic realm, the military
must produce its own strategic thinkers.”11 Others argue that “the civilian writers with
something important to say have usually been well received by the professionals,” and
have often been closer to the mark than their military contemporaries in making pre-
dictions about the future.12 Thus it would seem that a maker of modern strategy can
come from the ranks of the military or civilian society. The real problem is the relatively
small number of strategists of any stripe. “The field of potential strategic theorists is
exceeding small because soldiers tend not to be scholars, civilians tend not to be com-
fortable theorizing about strategy, and strategy as a vocation falls between the political
and military realms.”13

Thus strategic thought matters. It matters because it helps us to cope with the
uncertain and turbulent world around us, and because it helps us to understand the
contemporary role of military force in a nation’s security policy. “Although its effects
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on international politics are profound,” notes one scholar, “the conduct of war is often
neglected [by members of the academic community] who instead focus chiefly on its
causes. This overlooks a rich—if under-theorized—literature by historians, soldiers, and
strategists.”14 To this end, this book centers on strategic thought in the post-Cold War
and post-9/11 eras. In our search for modern strategic thinkers we are looking for
military strategists and practitioners, civilian strategists and scholars, and military and
civilian historians who have written in the decades since the end of the Cold War about
the conduct of war in the contemporary period, and who have put forth statements or
principles that are at a sufficient level of generality, so as to present, at a minimum, a
partial theory of war.

For simplicity’s sake the book is organized functionally. Chapter 1, Seapower,
chronicles the move from the blue-water, open-ocean strategic thinking of the Cold
War to the post-Cold War emphasis on operations in littoral regions “from the sea” onto
land, to today’s integration of the two approaches to include operations in the littorals
and throughout the sea lines of communications. Chapter 2, Landpower, focuses on
state-to-state combat in the land dimension, drawing out perspectives on the conduct of
war that first emerged in the latter Cold War periodwith AirLand battle, were later refined
in military vision statements, and saw application in the 2003 Iraq War. Chapter 3
examines strategic thinking on the value and use of airpower, debates that were sparked
in the contemporary era by the 1991 Gulf War and continued through to the 2011
operation in Libya. Chapter 4, on joint theory, examines strategic thought on themes
that cannot be neatly categorized into the sea, land or air dimensions of warfare, but
include all three services as well as force enhancement from the space domain. Packages of
discrete but to some degree overlapping ideas are captured by the terms Revolution in
Military Affairs, system of systems, network-centric warfare, military transformation,
effects-based operations, rapid decisive operations, and “shock and awe.”

The most prevalent form of conflict today, irregular war involving a state and at
least one non-state entity, is the subject of Chapter 5, which considers strategic thinking
on insurgency and counterinsurgency and includes concepts like fourth-generation
warfare, non-trinitarian war, and New War. Chapter 6 centres on cyberwar, a topic that
sparked some discussion in the mid-1990s but, with the growing number of cyber-
attacks against states in the 2000s, has been an area of increasing attention. Chapter 7,
on nuclear power and deterrence, highlights strategic thinking on the current role of
nuclear weapons in deterrence and how best to make threats credible in light of new
actors, while Chapter 8 turns to strategic thought on spacepower, including “traditional”
spacepower themes like space force enhancement, as well as space control and some
fledgeling ideas (at least in the unclassified domain) about war in, through, and from space.
In each chapter I attempt to identify the significant contemporary strategic thinkers

in a particular area, recognizing of course that the most strategic of strategic thinkers—
those who move beyond partial theories to approach a general theory of war—cannot
fit neatly into one chapter or another. Some names appear in several places. A further
constraining factor is that some notable thinkers—Marine Corps General (retired)
Charles Krulak comes to mind—published few works and thus it was not possible
to cover their strategic thought in as great detail as their actual contribution would war-
rant. Many chapters begin with a brief opening discussion of the ideas of classical,
mainly pre-World War Two, strategists within the functional theme in order to provide
historical context. Specific to a particular geopolitical circumstance, and available in
innumerable places, the vast Cold War literature on most topics is only briefly raised.
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The focus and added value of this volume is the post-Cold War period. One exception
is Irregular War, which includes an examination of Cold War literature, since the end of
the Cold War arguably had little impact on the conduct of war at that level. Finally,
some functional areas are almost purely post-Cold War in nature and thus have little or
no prior body of literature.

Each chapter concludes by drawing together principles of a theory of war within a
particular functional area as revealed by the scholarship of the strategic thinkers in our
midst. A holistic consideration of these partial theories may make it possible to draw
out themes that collectively approach a general theory of war in the contemporary era.
This is a tall order—and the one to which the book aspires.

Elinor Sloan
Ottawa
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1 Seapower

For the student of strategic studies an examination of seapower is the first and arguably
most important step in achieving a present-day understanding of how a country can
best employ military force to further its national security goals. This is because naval
forces, unlike land and air forces—but perhaps similar to present and future space
capabilities—are inextricably linked to the predominant phenomenon of our age:
globalization. “Seapower,” notes the preeminent contemporary maritime strategist,
Britain’s Geoffrey Till, “is at the heart of the globalization process in a way that land
and air power are not.”1

Globalization refers here to the growing interconnectedness of the world and the
resultant effect, such that activities in distant locations increasingly directly impact on
circumstances at home and vice versa. The phenomenon is not new: the first great era of
globalization lasted from about 1870 to 1914 and spawned the “father” of the concept
of seapower, Alfred Thayer Mahan. His was essentially a “blue-water” vision of naval
forces, that is, one that saw forces operating well offshore and countering one another
to secure maritime trade routes. Yet even in these early years (albeit toward the end
of the era) there was an alternate vision, one expressed by Sir Julian Stafford Corbett,
of the use of naval forces to assist the army in its operations on shore. The ideas of
Mahan and Corbett, history’s best-known seapower strategists, provide a useful frame-
work through which to view modern ideas about the role of naval forces in a nation’s
security policy.

This chapter examines contemporary strategic thought in the maritime dimension.
It begins by highlighting the key ideas of Mahan and Corbett with respect to a nation’s use
of naval power. It then presents through the Mahan–Corbett conceptual lens the stra-
tegic thinking of those who have written about seapower in the post-Cold War
(including post-9/11) period. They include, among others, British scholar Geoffrey Till
and American analyst Robert Work, as well as several US Navy admirals and Marine
Corps generals who were instrumental in furthering US naval doctrine and strategy
during the 1990s and 2000s, including General Charles Krulak, Admiral Arthur Cebrowki
and Admiral Michael Mullen. The chapter concludes with some thoughts on the
components of contemporary seapower theory.

Alfred Thayer Mahan2

A US naval officer who served during the American Civil War, Alfred Thayer Mahan
remained in the US Navy for more than two decades after the war’s end. In 1886 he
was given as his final posting the position of lecturer in naval history and strategy at,



and president of, the US Naval War College in Newport, Rhode Island. He subse-
quently went on to a prodigious writing career, but is best known for the lectures he
turned into a two-part volume on seapower: The Influence of Sea Power upon History
(1890) and The Influence of Sea Power upon the French Revolution and Empire (1892).
The goal of these two works, which cover the periods 1660–1783 and 1793–1812
respectively, was to examine the “effect of sea power upon the course of history and
the prosperity of nations.”3 Mahan presents his findings early, stating in the preface to
the first volume that “mastery of the sea rested with the victor.”4 Most of the remaining
pages are devoted to naval histories of various battles, Mahan’s own “collection of
special instances in which the precise effect [of superior naval power] has been made
clear.”5 Unfortunately the combined works lack a chapter that draws together conclusions,
and only “from time to time, as occasion offers”6 does Mahan relate the narrative back
to his original thesis. It is therefore left to others to concisely state the Influence
volumes’ overall argument: “Their central theme is simple,” writes Philip A. Crowl in
the pages of the 1986 Makers of Modern Strategy, “in every phase of the prolonged
contest between France and England, from 1688 to the fall of Napoleon, command of
the sea by naval domination, or lack of it, determined the outcome.”7

Seapower in Mahan’s conceptualization had two essential meanings, the first rela-
tively narrow and the second comparatively broad, both of which pertain to the sea as
a great highway of important trade routes. The first meaning centers on straightforward
naval capability, that is, “military strength afloat, that [sic] rules the sea or any part of
it by force.”8 A second, broader meaning of seapower includes “peaceful and extensive
commerce,” elaborated to involve (1) production; (2) shipping; and (3) colonies and
markets.9 A seapower must produce and exchange goods, carry out this exchange
through shipping and, significantly, have access to secure “stations along the road”—in
Mahan’s age, colonial possessions—from which “armed shipping” could facilitate trade
by protecting the “peaceful vessels of commerce.”10 Contemporary definitions similarly
encompass a narrow and broad understanding of the term. Seapower, argues Sam
Tangredi, entails not only the operations of navies in war, but also the control of
international trade and commerce, the use and control of ocean resources, and the use of
navies as instruments of diplomacy, deterrence, and political influence in peacetime.11

For Mahan, the aim of naval strategy was to support and increase seapower, and the
purpose of seapower, in turn, was to enable sea control. The latter meant ensuring that
the great sea commons through which trade flows was open to a nation’s own use and
interests at all times, and deprived to its enemies in wartime. Along these lines, con-
temporary British maritime doctrine has defined sea control as “the condition in which
one has freedom of action to use the sea for one’s own purpose in specified areas and
for specified periods of time and, where necessary, to deny or limit its use to the
enemy.”12 But, as will be seen below, the notion of sea control has, at least in some quar-
ters, undergone a subtle change in recent years. “In a globalized world [sea control] is
less a question of ‘securing’ the sea in the sense of appropriating it for one’s own use,”
notes Till, “and more of ‘making it secure’ for everyone but the enemies of the system
to use.”13

Although Mahan acknowledged that sea traffic was at times threatened by piracy,
his view of the history of seapower was largely one of a contest between nations—and
this contest took place on the open oceans. The requirement was for overbearing power
on the sea to drive the enemy’s fleet from the sea; such power would have to come from
capital ships, meaning armoured battleships, but Mahan left open whether this was better
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obtained through a few very big ships or more numerous medium ships. It follows that
he discounted the use of naval forces in coastal operations in support of land forces,
something he had witnessed and observed to be generally ineffectual during the Civil
War. “On no point is Mahan more emphatic,” states Crowl, “the primary mission of a
battle fleet is to engage the enemy’s fleet.”14

Sir Julian Stafford Corbett

The failure to incorporate power projection from the sea onto land, and the inter-
dependence of armies and navies in wartime, have been identified by scholars as notable
shortfalls in Mahan’s thinking. This was evident during the Cold War, but is even more
apparent in the twenty-first century as “joint” warfare—incorporating sea, land and air
forces—has become all but mantra in the Western world. For early thinking about joint
warfare we can turn to a second naval strategist of the early twentieth century, and our
first non-military strategic thinker, Sir Julian Stafford Corbett.
A contemporary of Mahan’s, Corbett was a British scholar, a civilian naval historian

who lectured at the British Naval War College and is best known for his 1911 book Some
Principles of Maritime Strategy. The book itself examines a broad set of concepts,
including, among others, the concentration of forces at sea and the notion of a decisive
battle (both of which he refuted), maritime communications, command of the sea,
blockades, and an extensive discussion of limited war. But of most interest here, because
of its applicability to the present era, is his discussion of the integration of naval and
landpower in the context of expeditionary warfare.

The first indication of the importance Corbett attributed to what he refers to as
“combined warfare,” but is today called joint warfare, lies in the book’s title and the
use of the term “maritime strategy”. A maritime strategy encompasses naval strategy,
but is broader in nature. For Corbett, a maritime strategy is necessary whenever there
is a war in which the sea is a substantial factor, but that strategy must necessarily
include other elements because, as he pointed out, “it is almost impossible that a war
can be decided by naval action alone … [s]ince men live upon the land and not upon
the sea.”15 In his view, “the paramount concern… of maritime strategy is to determine the
mutual relations of your army and navy in a plan of war.”16 “Naval strategy,” in turn,
“is but that part of [maritime strategy] which determines the movements of the fleet
when [the] strategy has determined what part the fleet must play in relation to the
action of the land forces.”17

Just as naval power cannot determine the outcome of a war, nor can landpower
effectively operate without the assistance of the navy. Unless by happenchance troops
are being transported to friendly territory, the role of the navy must go beyond the
simple transport of troops. “[A]n army acting overseas against hostile territory is an
incomplete organism incapable of striking its blow in the most effective manner without
the assistance of the men of the fleet,” he argues. “Alone and unaided the army cannot
depend on getting ashore, it cannot supply itself, it cannot secure its retreat, nor can it avail
itself of the highest advantages of amphibious force.”18 For Corbett, one scholarly expert
has concluded, “In order for war to be decisive … military force must be projected
ashore, and this is most effectively done from the sea.”19

Although Corbett discussed joint and combined operations, his analysis was com-
paratively brief. Indeed, most of Some Principles is devoted to other concepts; the
United States Naval War College describes Corbett’s contribution on joint and combined
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military operations as being one of “partial insights.”20 Nonetheless, his views provide
an important set of contrasting ideas to those of Mahan, and therefore help to establish a
useful framework through which to analyze the evolution of strategic thought in the
area of seapower since the end of the Cold War.

The first post-Cold War decade

Navy strategy

With the end of the Cold War and the demise of the Soviet Union, the predominant
seapower of the day, the United States, prevailed over the predominant land-based
power, Russia and its satellites—just as Mahan would have predicted. Yet throughout
the Cold War the Soviet Union was also a significant seapower. US naval doctrines and
strategies centered on capabilities, scenarios, and operations both for sea control and
power projection. Western naval forces maintained open the sea lines of communications
between North America and Europe; patrolled the chokepoints between Soviet naval
outlets and the wider ocean; assisted in opening up relations with China (since the
existence of the Pacific Fleet convinced China that the West could back it in any con-
frontation against the Soviet Union); and helped in arming forces battling the Soviets
in Afghanistan (because supplies were shipped first to Pakistan by sea and then overland
to Afghanistan). When it entered power the Carter administration questioned the value
of power projection forces, producing Seaplan 2000, which focused on sea control and
downgraded the power projection mission. But the Reagan administration reversed the
trend, focusing first on sea control through strikes and decisive battles in the Norwegian
Sea, and then on naval power projection against Soviet ground targets. By including
the land dimension, the new strategy, which was ambitious and expensive and credited
with assisting in bringing about the Soviet implosion, was not just a naval strategy but
also a maritime strategy.21

Rendered moot by the dramatically new security environment, US naval strategy
underwent a substantial change in the 1990s. The overall context was one of unpre-
dictable risks to security, brought on by failed states, ethnic conflict, the resurgence of
old hatreds, humanitarian crises, and the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.
Western navies were called on to assist crisis management efforts on land by bringing
power to bear in support of ground forces. The attendant shift in strategic focus, notes
Till, was away from what navies do at sea, and toward what they can do from the sea.22

For strategic thinking about seapower in the early to mid-1990s we can look not only
to scholars like Geoffrey Till and Norman Friedman, but also to early strategy docu-
ments produced by the US Navy as it adjusted to the nature of the post-Cold War
security environment. Jointly drafted by the US Navy and the US Marine Corps,
“From the Sea” (1992) and Forward … from the Sea (1994) defined a vision for the Navy
and Marine Corps that was largely Corbettian in nature. The 1992 document makes
explicit that the direction it provides “represents a fundamental shift away from open-
ocean warfighting on the sea toward joint operations from the sea,”23 while the 1994
elaboration confirms that “[t]he new direction for the Naval Service remains focused
on our ability to project power from the sea in critical littoral regions of the world”
(emphasis added).24 Rather than seeking to achieve command of the seas in a Mahanian
sense, the idea was to use the command of the seas enjoyed by the United States as a
result of its competitor’s demise to achieve other goals.
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The implicit and underlying premise of the two documents is that while events
happen at sea, people ultimately live on land, and thus in order to have strategic impact
the navy must be able to exert at least a measure of influence on activities ashore.
Moreover, the vast majority of humanity, it is noted in several places, lives within close
proximity of the sea or waters that reach the sea. The combination of these factors
meant that navies would have to operate in the “littoral” regions, defined by “From the
Sea” as (1) areas of the open ocean that are close to shore and have to be controlled if
one is to support operations ashore (a “close to land” version of sea control); and (2)
areas of land close to shore that can be defended directly from the sea. As usefully
elaborated by Friedman, “the littoral is distinguished from a much narrower coastal
strip … The landward part of the littoral includes most of the world’s population
and most of the major cities,” while the seaward portion may be considered the two-
hundred-mile exclusion zone established under the United Nations Treaty on the Law
of the Sea.25 At the same time, disorder at sea is often linked to events ashore—the
contemporary piracy off the coast of Somalia being a case in point. Therefore, even if
the goal were to maintain open the sea lines of communication it would be necessary to
focus on instabilities and conflicts in the littoral regions, rather than the direct defense
of shipping at sea.

For the US Navy, operations would thus take place in the littorals, and they would
be in response to a whole range of “regional challenges,” ranging from the “chief”
danger of aggression by regional powers to the far more common instance of intra-state
civil war. The two strategy documents discuss a number of sea concepts, many of which
are shaped by the fact that such challenges were unlikely to take place next door. The
first is Naval Expeditionary Forces, a clear echo of Corbett’s emphasis on naval sup-
port to army “Expeditions.” Just as expeditionary operations are (land-based) military
operations abroad, far from the homeland, naval expeditionary operations are meant to
respond to crises “in distant lands.”26 While expeditionary warfare takes place on land,
naval expeditionary warfare takes place in the littorals (landward or seaward).
Significantly, the term “expeditionary” in contemporary usage also implies a rapid
response time. It is not enough to get over there—one must get over there quickly.
“‘Expeditionary’,” states “From the Sea,” “implies a mind set, a culture, and a
commitment to forces that are designed to operate forward and to respond swiftly.”27

The Navy’s answer to a rapid response time is the second sea concept of forward
presence. Briefly discussed in “From the Sea,” forward presence is highlighted as
imperative in Forward … from the Sea. “Our most recent experiences … underscore the
premise that the most important role of naval forces in situations short of war is to be
engaged in forward areas” (emphasis in original).28 The building blocks of forward
presence operations are stated as Carrier Battle Groups and Amphibious Ready
Groups, thereby providing one answer to Mahan’s unanswered question of whether it is
best to focus on a smaller number of big ships or a larger number of medium ships.

Should a crisis response be necessary, this would be taken in the context of joint
operations, a third area of conceptual emphasis. Examples include the Navy and Marine
Corps seizing an enemy’s coastal bases to allow the entry of friendly ground and air
forces, and strikes from carrier-based aviation against land targets in the context of
power projection. “Just as the complementary capabilities of Navy and Marine Corps
forces add to our overall strength,” notes Forward … from the Sea, “combining the
capabilities and resources of other services … will yield decisive military power.”29

In separate scholarly work, General Carl E. Mundy, Commandant of the US Marine
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Corps at the time these documents were written, stressed that the ability to wage littoral
warfare would be dependent on the services waging effective joint warfare.30 Naval
fighter training during this time period took a “pronounced swing” toward precision
ground-attack operations, enabling carrier-based aviation to participate in joint strike
operations ashore as part of an overall strategic bombardment campaign.31 Box 1.1
provides one example of such an operation.

Box 1.1 Naval ground attack operations in Bosnia

� At the end of the Cold War the six republics of former Yugoslavia broke away
to form their own states. Civil war broke out in many areas, but especially in
the Bosnian republic, which further disintegrated into its three major component
nationalities or cultures.

� To enforce a No Fly Zone over Bosnia, provide close air support to United
Nations peacekeepers trying to deliver humanitarian aid, and conduct strate-
gic strikes against Serbian tanks and mortars shelling Croats and Muslims
in Sarajevo, NATO and the United Nations agreed to the use of precision
airpower. By the summer of 1993 NATO aircraft were on station on NATO
bases in Italy and on US aircraft carriers in the Adriatic.

� NATO airpower was used on several occasions in 1994 and 1995, culminating
in a sustained air campaign against Serb positions and facilities throughout
Bosnia in the late summer of 1995, and leading to a balance of power among
the factions that paved the way to the Dayton Peace Accords.

� Precision strikes by carrier-based aircraft and sea-launched cruise missiles in
Bosnia marked the US Navy’s first major use of force “from the sea” against
land targets as means of post-Cold War crisis management.

Thus with the publication of “From the Sea” and Forward … from the Sea, notes Till,
the Navy’s area of focus shifted from one of sea control—which remained important
but was maintained by default—to one of land control.32 The US Navy’s early strategy
documents center on littoral operations in crisis areas around the world, and on the
interrelated sea concepts of naval expeditionary operations, forward presence, joint
operations, and power projection from sea to land. They are broad themes. Moreover,
for all the talk of joint operations among the sea, land and air elements, the more
immediate issue was jointness among the Sea Services, especially the Navy and the
Marine Corps. For greater detail on how the US Navy and Marine Corps would
operate jointly one must look to the Marine Corps’ Operational Maneuver from the Sea
(1996) and The Navy Operational Concept (1997).

Operational implementation

As a service historically designed to project power from the sea onto shore, the US
Marine Corps arguably faced little adjustment in responding to the post-Cold War
security environment. Nonetheless, the intellectual push for the Navy and Marine
Corps to work more closely together in a joint environment came from the latter ser-
vice. Described in positive terms as an iconoclast in US defence circles in the mid- to
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late 1990s, General Charles Krulak, Commandant of the US Marine Corps, spear-
headedOperational Maneuver from the Sea and was an instigating force behind the Navy’s
parallel undertaking. “The threat of the next century,” Krulak argued prolifically in a
1999 article that summarized his thinking, “will not be the ‘son of Desert Storm’—it will
be the ‘stepchild of Chechnya’,” meaning that it would predominantly feature warfare
waged by non-state entities.33 He also introduced the notion of a “three block war,”
wherein within three contiguous city blocks the Marines might have to execute a range
of missions from humanitarian assistance, to armed peacekeeping, to combat operations
against a “tenacious and ferocious” adversary.34

In this new environment the Navy had to maintain open the sea lines of commu-
nication, but it also had to work with the Marine Corps to project power ashore across
the spectrum of warfare from low- to high-combat intensity. How the Sea Services
would do so was through a new concept that reflected a marriage between maneuver
and naval warfare. Naval maneuver warfare, The Navy Operational Concept points
out, means: “using the advantages we gain by operating on and from the sea to
establish operational and strategic advantage over enemy forces ashore. We do this
by … providing unimpeded use of strategic sea lanes and freedom of operation in lit-
toral waters.”35 It means, in short, ensuring and taking advantage of sea control in
littoral waters.

A manifestation of this was the Marine Corps’ Operational Maneuver from the Sea
or OMFTS, a doctrine for the projection of power ashore. As a long-standing amphibious
warfare organization, the Marine Corps’ traditional practice had been to establish a
secure presence on shore, build up heavy combat power, and then move inland. Under
the new construct, the Marine Corps would take advantage of the benefits enabled by
sea control, notably sea-based logistics and sea-based fire support. These two things
would allow the Marines to skip the “buildup” phase on shore, moving directly from
the sea to targets far inland “in a single decisive maneuver directly from amphibious
shipping”36 known as Ship-To-Objective Maneuver. The change was made possible
in large part because of improvements in the precision of long-range weapons, since
with advanced communications the force ashore could call the ships for support
that otherwise might have come from its own artillery. The increased precision of
weapons also reduced ammunition requirements, thereby contributing to a lighter
logistics tail.

The overall objective was to create a force that was based at sea and could project force
inland without first having to establish a foothold on land. It was, and is, a concept
with substantial historical precedent. Notes Till, “A brief review of the military experience
of the 20th century shows that the notion that navies can base military power at sea
and can support forces ashore directly is by no means new.”37 Nonetheless, Forward …
from the Sea sparked a revitalized undertaking, notably raising for the first time the
idea of “highly mobile ‘sea bases’ in forward areas.”38 Except for a brief period in
the late 1990s, when a sea base was promoted as a massive floating island, a sea base
has been consistently described not as a “thing” but as an approach or concept for
organizing and using seapower to influence events ashore. That concept includes
“a collection of ships and aircraft that can exploit the maneuver space of the ocean.”39

According to a Pentagon report, the collection itself would be flexible, “scaled to fit the
needs of specific operations, allowing their use in a spectrum of applications, from
humanitarian relief and non combatant evacuation operations to employment in large,
full-war scenarios.”40
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A decade and a half after the Sea Basing concept was first introduced it was still
being refined, having achieved, according to the Dean of the Center for Naval Warfare
Studies at the Naval War College, a “quasi-paradigm” status.41 The concept’s longevity
and continued elaboration may be explained by the persistence of the key factor behind
its introduction: the fact that in the post-Cold War era, US access to land bases in
likely crisis areas is extremely restricted, if not entirely non-existent (by contrast, during
the Cold War, US forces were based close to the likely crisis area, the inter-German
border). “[T]he tyranny of distance [to] the Pacific-Indian Ocean and Persian Gulf
littorals,” Krulak pointed out in 1999, “challenges the response time of land forces,
making the forward deployment of naval forces necessary.”42 Introduced as a navy
concept, Sea Basing took on departmental importance in the post-9/11 era as a con-
tributing element to the Pentagon’s change in overseas force posture, under which
massive US overseas bases were significantly downsized in favor of a greater number of
smaller sites close to crisis spots around the world.

Thus the naval strategy documents “From the Sea” and Forward… from the Sea, along
with the Navy andMarine Corps operational concepts, did much to push forward strategic
thinking about seapower in the 1990s. The centerpiece was expeditionary warfare in a
maritime (and Corbettian) sense, and the requirements were sea control on the open
ocean and in the littorals, the projection of power ashore (including troops and precision
strike), and the provision of sea-based logistical support. But could this be done using
existing assets, incorporating advanced technology? Or were new assets and approaches
necessary? At least one strategic thinker answered the latter question in the affirmative.

Admiral Arthur Cebrowski and littoral warfare

It is difficult to know where to place Admiral Arthur Cebrowksi in the annals of
strategic thinkers. As an academically inclined US Navy admiral who, like Mahan
before him, became President of the US Naval War College, he was very interested in
seapower. But much of his thinking is more properly placed in a chapter on “joint
warfare” (as was, to a certain degree, that of General Krulak), and some of his later
thinking could even be placed in a chapter on landpower or counterinsurgency.
Cebrowski thus appears several times in this volume; this chapter highlights his thinking
as it pertains to seapower. (The ideas of another academically minded admiral and
colleague of Cebrowski, William Owens, fit squarely within a discussion of strategic
thinking about joint warfare and are discussed in Chapter 4.)
In 1998 a group of naval officers led by then Vice Admiral Arthur Cebrowski began

to argue that the Navy’s new strategic focus required a new set of assets. Increasingly
sophisticated land-based anti-ship cruise missiles would put at risk the large ships and
carriers, holdovers from the Cold War era, that were now expected to ensure sea control
in littoral areas. Even small coastal navies, especially those featuring diesel-electric
submarines, could force the US Navy to operate some distance from shore, fighting for
access to coastal waters. For the reformers the answer to Mahan’s unanswered question
on fleet composition was not a combat fleet of large, multi-mission surface combatants but
rather, numerous smaller, cheaper platforms. These vessels, dubbed “Streetfighter,” could
operate independently to conduct a wide range of missions, from drug, piracy, and
terrorism patrols to support to humanitarian assistance and disaster-relief operations. Or,
their combat effectiveness could be dramatically enhanced by being tightly integrated into
a “network-centric” force.
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Cebrowski is considered the father of the network-centric warfare (NCW) concept, a
vision of the conduct of war that is fundamentally “joint” in nature and is therefore
discussed in Chapter 4. Whereas “platform-centric warfare” focuses on the individual
attributes of a particular military platform (bigger and better tanks, for example),
NCW centers on the combat power generated by having many (perhaps smaller and
less capable) platforms linked together through advanced technologies. In a naval
environment the concept translated into “the small, the fast, the many”; it “eschew[ed] big
ships and major weapons for a diffuse, ever changing and adaptable military force that
shares information instantly.”43 The concrete manifestation of the approach was the
Streetfighter, which also responded to the littoral warfare requirements of the post-Cold
War strategic environment.

To a service organized since the early 1940s around “big deck” aviation platforms,
the move toward smaller, networked vessels proved a difficult sell. But the idea survived
in the form of the larger and more capable Littoral Combat Ship (LCS). Now entering
service, the LCS is designed to operate in highly contested waters near shorelines to
counter mines, submarines, and fast-attack boats. The Pentagon’s 2002 decision to
develop the LCS concept, argues Robert Work of the Center for Strategic and Budgetary
Assessments, indicated the acceptance at the highest levels of the US Navy of new
thinking that had originated with Cebrowski. Leaders had embraced a future that was
“all about assuring joint force access into and from coastal waters,” and they had
endorsed a move from a battle fleet organized around carriers, to one characterized by
a network of tightly connected carriers, ships, and submarines.44

The second post-Cold War decade

Admiral Michael Mullen and the Global Maritime Partnership

“In 1992,” notes one assessment of US seapower, “the US Navy, after one hundred years,
closed its book on seapower doctrine in the image of Mahan. For how long remained
to be seen.”45 One could argue that the book remained closed for only a decade and a
half. In 2007 Mahanian ideas reemerged, in adjusted form, in a new strategy that had
its intellectual origins in the ideas of Chief of Naval Operations, and subsequently
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral Michael Mullen. In Mullen’s view,
seapower is about more than projecting force ashore in the context of joint littoral
warfare. This remains important, but it is only one component of a more expansive
view of seapower. For Mullen it is not a case of prioritizing the high seas, blue-water
domain of Mahan, or the littoral, brown-water domain of Corbett. Rather, there is
only one domain—the maritime—a product of the ubiquitous nature of accelerated
globalization.

In such an environment, warfighting may be necessary, but other activities are also
important, such as securing sea lanes and delivering humanitarian aid. Moreover, there
are a whole host of threat scenarios that fall well short of actual war but nevertheless
need to be addressed. “I’m here to challenge you first to rid yourself of the old
notion … that maritime strategy exists solely to win wars at sea and the rest will take
care of itself,” he argued in 2006, “in a globalized, flat world, the rest matters a lot.”46

Piracy, for example, “can no longer be viewed as someone else’s problem … It is
a global threat to security because of its deepening ties to international criminal net-
works, smuggling of hazardous cargoes, and disruption of vital commerce.”47 Securing
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the seas is in the interests of all nations, and the benefits of free markets should be
spread to everyone. This formulation leads naturally to the changed understanding
of sea control noted earlier. In Mullen’s view, “the economic tide of all nations rises
not when the seas are controlled by one but rather when they are made safe and free
for all.”48

But “the rest” is expansive, and governing or exerting influence across the globe is
far beyond US naval capabilities. The necessity is therefore for a cooperative approach,
a Global Maritime Partnership among nations. In 2006 Admiral Mullen put forward a
naval concept he called “the 1,000 ship navy,” not a literal notion but rather a metaphor
for “a free-form, self-organizing network of maritime partners” cooperating to halt or
divert the movement of threats on the high seas, or address concerns in the littorals.49

Concrete examples included coordinated operations by Malaysia, Indonesia, and
Singapore to counter piracy and terrorist movements in the Strait of Malacca; the
Proliferation Security Initiative, under which nations voluntarily intercept ships in
international or (more likely) local waters suspected of transporting weapons of mass
destruction; humanitarian assistance operations in the Indian Ocean after the 2004
tsunami and along the US Gulf Coast after Hurricane Katrina; and maritime evacuation
operations, like off the coast of Lebanon in 2006. All of these reflected an informal
maritime coalition to address common threats (manmade or natural) to common
interests. As articulated by Mullen, America’s future participation in similar such
endeavors could be facilitated by the creation of Global Fleet Stations. This is con-
sidered a “fresh approach” to sea basing that would include assets like modularly
configured ships, unmanned aerial vehicles and helicopters, as well as forces suited to
the mission at hand, such as medical teams for humanitarian crises and natural disasters.
The overall idea is to enable the US Navy “to operate everywhere there [is] a require-
ment across the maritime security spectrum, without the high overheads of the overtly-
aggressive carrier battlegroups.”50

Mullen’s ideas found formal expression in A Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century
Seapower, jointly prepared by the US Navy, US Marine Corps and—uniquely—the US
Coast Guard, and released in Fall 2007. The strategy is premised on an expansive
notion of the maritime environment that is consistent with Mullen’s perspective. The
maritime domain, it argues, includes coastal areas, bays, estuaries, islands, and littorals,
but it also encompasses the world’s oceans and seas, and all the airspace above them.
It thus straddles the Mahanian and Corbettian perspectives, explicitly reaffirming “the
use of seapower to influence actions and activities at sea and ashore” (emphasis added).
The unifying theme running throughout the Cooperative Strategy is that “preventing
wars is as important as winning wars.” The goal is to prevent or contain wars that
would otherwise disrupt the maritime domain, “an area covering three quarters of the
planet,” and representing “the lifeblood of a global system that links every country on
earth.” The focus is on “the system” and systemic security, rather than on any particular
units or components. Specific missions for the maritime services include “selectively
controlling the seas, projecting power ashore, and protecting friendly forces and civilian
populations from attack.” A particular concern is to mitigate threats to good order at
sea, such as piracy, terrorism, weapons proliferation, and drug trafficking. The ability
to do all this in a timely fashion requires “maritime forces that are persistently present”
and therefore “globally postured,” although the concept does not specifically mention
global fleet stations or sea basing. Moreover, it requires, above all, working in coop-
eration with multinational partners along the lines of Mullen’s original 1,000-ship navy
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vision, now renamed the Global Maritime Partnership initiative.51 Box 1.2 gives an
example of a set of operations that fit within Mullen’s conceptualization.

Box 1.2 Anti-piracy operations off the coast of Somalia

� Growing piracy off the coast of Somalia in the mid-2000s sparked the UN
World Food Program to request assistance in escorting cargo vessels from
Kenya to Somalia delivering humanitarian aid.

� A 2008 UN resolution authorized all states with vessels in the region to use
force to suppress piracy.

� Since that time, three multinational naval task forces have been deployed off
the Horn of Africa and in the Gulf of Aden: a European Union contingent,
Operation Atalanta; a NATO standing maritime group, Operation Ocean
Shield; and a wider international effort under US command, Combined Joint
Task Force 151. All these operations and their component vessels have a gen-
eral anti-piracy role, as do the naval forces from several other countries—
including China, India, and Japan, among others—that are operating in the
region under national command.

� The existence of multiple players united by a common mission fits well with
Mullen’s vision of a self-organizing network of maritime partners cooperating
to address threats on the high seas.

� The combined naval forces have had some success. World Food Program supplies
are getting through and the strategically important Gulf of Aden has experienced
significantly fewer attacks.

� But the overall effect of anti-piracy operations, which address the symptom
and not the cause, has been not so much to stop piracy but to push it further
out into the ocean. Ultimately, long-term solutions to these sorts of maritime
threats lie on shore with functioning states that offer pirates and their families
a better way of life.

A Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower is not without its critics. Robert
Work questions the strategy’s unifying theme, noting that saying “preventing wars is as
important as winning wars” is far different from saying “preventing wars is preferable
to winning wars.” In Work’s view, the latter formulation is the better one, coupled with
the unambiguous assertion that nothing is more important than winning wars
(emphasis in original).52 The crux of the issue may be that the new strategy is a post-
modern document in a largely modern world. Geoffrey Till has made a useful distinction
between post-modern and modern navies and states. The navies of post-modern states
pursue sea control, especially in the littoral regions; they are engaged in expeditionary
operations; and they focus on the system, promoting general good order and the con-
ditions for globalization that benefit one and all. Modern states and their navies, by
contrast, “will be warier about the implications of globalization for their own security …
and less inclined to collaborate with others in the maintenance of the world’s trading
system.”53 For Till, there is much evidence that countries are focusing on their own
defense and immediate interests, not those of the system—and this suggests a future
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involving more traditional Mahanian concepts of sea control, including fleet-on-fleet
engagements.

Conclusion

Thus a handful of scholars, analysts and practitioners are associated with post-Cold
War strategic thought on seapower. They include scholar Geoffrey Till and analyst
Robert Work, and practitioners Charles Krulak, Arthur Cebrowski and Michael
Mullen, among others. Their ideas have helped to modernize, elaborate and push for-
ward the limits of those of history’s best-known seapower strategists, Alfred Thayer
Mahan and Julian Corbett. Leaning variously toward one or the other perspective—
but always incorporating a degree of both—post-Cold War strategic thinking in the
maritime dimension has done much to fill out the partial insights of an earlier era.

Taken together, contemporary views on the use of naval forces reveal a theory of
seapower that might include the following tenets: the primary purpose of seapower is to
enable sea control both in littoral areas and in the open ocean; seapower working in
conjunction with land forces, whether through precision strike or logistic support, can
help to achieve strategic effects in war; by extension, effective littoral warfare requires
effective joint warfare; sea control in the littorals can significantly impact on the course
of intra-state conflicts and is necessary for effective naval support of humanitarian and
disaster-relief operations; navy expeditionary warfare is required to respond to distant
crises and is facilitated by naval forward presence, including sea-basing concepts; and
sea control on the open ocean is necessary to maintain open the sea lanes for all those
operating lawfully in the context of the globalized system.

Much of the post-Cold War, including post-9/11, theorizing about seapower centered
on the littorals and seapower’s impact on shore. In an environment where the demise of
the Soviet Union had granted, by default, American control of the open oceans,
Mahanian themes about fleet-on-fleet tactics found little or no place or relevance.
But threats and competitors are beginning to emerge that hark back to an earlier
time, whether these may be piracy on the open seas or concern about China’s growing
blue-water fleet. As unipolarity gives way to multipolarity this trend—already reflected in
the strategic thought of Geoffrey Till and implicitly flagged in A Cooperative Strategy—is
likely to instigate scholarly debate and, in doing so, push forward the boundaries of
contemporary strategic thought on seapower. The next chapter examines post-Cold
War strategic thinking with regard to landpower.
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2 Landpower

Throughout much of recorded history, until Alfred Thayer Mahan emerged as a strategist
of seapower, the study of strategic thought was all but synonymous with military
strategy in the land dimension of warfare. Two names are familiar to even the most
casual reader of military affairs: Sun Tzu, the fifth-century BC Chinese general who
lived during the “period of the warring states” and wrote The Art of War; and Carl
von Clausewitz, the Prussian general who served during the Napoleonic Wars and
whose On War was published posthumously. Two others, somewhat less well known
but whose ideas are usefully included in any volume on strategic thought, are: Baron
Antoine Henri Jomini, a Swiss national who served as a general in both the French and
Russian armies (including on Napoleon’s staff), and whose Summary of the Art of War
in many ways documented Napoleonic warfare; and Sir Basil Henry Liddell Hart, a
captain in the British Army during World War One who retired in the 1920s to a life of
military writing, including a volume on Strategy: The Indirect Approach.
Although elements of some of these works, notably Sun Tzu’s The Art of War, are

relevant to irregular warfare, and indeed to other walks of life, in general it can be said
that the ideas of these theorists pertain primarily to conventional warfare. While defini-
tions vary, conventional warfare can be understood as warfare between or among two or
more roughly symmetrical organized groups (normally states) whose objective is the
destruction of enemy forces, while irregular warfare features at least one non-state
actor, a materially weaker and often difficult-to-locate opponent who, in operating
against the stronger one, seeks not the annihilation of enemy forces (which is not pos-
sible) but rather the control of the population. Means and methods will also differ—the
use of improvised explosive devices is one of the most prevalent contemporary “stra-
tegies of the weak”—but the main distinction lies in the overall objective.

Responding to irregular warfare is arguably more difficult, and at a minimum more
complex, than to conventional warfare. Rather than developing principles in this area,
for example, Jomini simply advised states to avoid involvement in civil or religious
“wars of opinion.”1 But such advice was not particularly tenable in the decades after
World War Two and is even less so in the post-Cold War and post-9/11 eras. Strategic
thinking as it pertains to irregular warfare will be discussed in Chapter 5. Conventional
warfare can also be contrasted with unconventional warfare involving weapons of mass
destruction, that is, nuclear, biological or chemical weapons. Strategic thinking with
respect to nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction will be discussed in
Chapter 7.

This chapter examines strategic thought on conventional landpower. It begins by
briefly highlighting the key ideas of Sun Tzu, Liddell Hart, Clausewitz and Jomini.



Their strategic thought, particularly that of Clausewitz but also the others, has been
discussed and interpreted in innumerable places; the purpose here is only to outline the
parameters of strategic thinking about conventional landpower up until the early post-
World War Two period. The chapter goes on to discuss some ideas that emerged in the
latter part of the Cold War, notably that of AirLand battle, before examining in greater
detail strategic thought on conventional landpower in the post-Cold War era. The first
two post-Cold War decades were dominated by stabilization and counterinsurgency
missions, for example, in Bosnia, Afghanistan and Iraq (the 2003 Iraq War, along with
the 1991 Gulf War in the dying days of the Cold War, being the only truly “con-
ventional” wars). Nonetheless, there have been strategic thinkers who have focused on
the conventional use of force. Notable among them are scholars and former US Army
officers Lieutenant-Colonel (retired) Andrew Krepinevich, Colonel (retired) Douglas
MacGregor and Major-General (retired) Robert Scales. Official vision statements by the
Pentagon and the US Army during this period also offer important insights on the use
of conventional landpower in the post-Cold War era.

Sun Tzu2

Sun Tzu opens his treatise by arguing that war is a matter of vital importance to the state,
a matter of life or death, of survival or ruin, and that it therefore must be thoroughly
studied. A proponent of an “indirect” approach to warfare, Sun Tzu advised generals
to prepare the battlefield using deception and maneuver, with the goal of reducing the
amount of warfare as much as possible—and ideally to none at all—in the achievement
of one’s objectives. “All warfare is based on deception,” he argues in his opening
chapter, therefore “[w]hen capable, feign incapacity; when active, inactivity; when near,
make it appear you are far away; when far away, make it appear you are near. Offer the
enemy bait to lure him, feign disorder and strike him. When he concentrates prepare
against him; where he is strong, avoid him. Confuse him. Pretend inferiority and
encourage his arrogance. Keep him under strain and wear him down.” Maneuver, in
turn, is an important part of this strategy. To achieve deception, a commander must be
able to “make the most devious route the most direct … march by an indirect route
and divert the enemy … One able to do this understands the strategy of the direct and
indirect.”

Sun Tzu did not conceive the object of military action to be the annihilation of the
enemy’s army or the destruction of his cities and countryside. Rather, the ultimate goal
was “to take All-under-Heaven intact”—ideally by “subduing the enemy without
battle.” “Generally in war the best policy is to take a state intact; to ruin it is inferior to
this. To capture the enemy’s army is better than to destroy it … For to win a hundred
victories in a hundred battles is not the acme of skill. To subdue the enemy without
fighting is the acme of skill.” Tactically he advised deception and maneuver, while
strategically he advised first targeting the enemy’s overall approach. “What is of
supreme importance in war is to attack the enemy’s strategy. Next best is to disrupt his
alliances. The next best is to attack his army. The worst policy is to attack his cities.
Attack cities only when there is no other alternative.” Finally, Sun Tzu drew attention
to the importance of moral influences and leadership in war. For effective command,
he argued, a general must exhibit qualities of wisdom, sincerity, humanity, courage,
and strictness, and this, in turn, would give him the respect necessary for soldiers to
follow him into war.
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Liddell Hart

Writing in the aftermath of first one and then a second world war, B. H. Liddell Hart
was an admirer of Sun Tzu who felt that civilization “might have been spared much of
the damage of the world wars” had there been a greater knowledge of Sun Tzu’s
approach.3 Liddell Hart’s ideas and works are voluminous and centered to significant
degree on theoretical development regarding mechanized warfare. What is of most
interest here, however, is his refinement at both a strategic and tactical level of Sun
Tzu’s views with respect to an indirect conventional strategy. Strategically, Liddell Hart
argues that the purpose of a military strategy is to diminish as much as possible the
likelihood of resistance. A strategist’s true aim, he argues, is to seek a strategic situation
so advantageous that if this does not produce a decision, its continuation by battle is
sure to do so. The approach, he argues, is one that will limit hostilities: “For even if a
decisive battle be the goal, the aim of strategy must be to bring about this battle under
the most advantageous circumstances. And the more advantageous the circumstances,
the less, proportionately, will be the fighting.” “The perfection of strategy,” he states in
words that echo those of Sun Tzu, “would be … to produce a decision without any
serious fighting.”4

Tactically, diminishing resistance involves exploiting the elements of movement and
surprise. For Liddell Hart, movement lies in the physical sphere, while surprise lies in
the psychological sphere. The two elements react on one another in that movement
generates surprise, and surprise gives impetus to movement. Physically, the approach
should be to take the line of least resistance. Unlike Clausewitz, and even more so
Jomini (see below), Liddell Hart advises against “the tendency… to treat war as mainly a
matter of concentrating superior force.”5 Superior weight at the decisive point, he
argues, rarely suffices unless that point is also weakened morally.

Liddell Hart introduces the term “dislocation,” which is created in the physical sphere
by a combination of compelling the enemy to change his front, separating his forces,
endangering his supplies, and menacing his routes of retreat. In the psychological
sphere, dislocation is the result of the impression on the commander’s mind of these
physical effects. The impression is stronger if the enemy’s realization of being at a dis-
advantage is sudden, and if he is unable to counter the enemy’s move. “Psychological
dislocation,” he argues, “fundamentally springs from this sense of being trapped.”6 For
Liddell Hart, only when physical and psychological aspects are combined is the strategy
truly an indirect approach, calculated to dislocate the enemy’s balance.

Clausewitz7

The strategic thought of Sun Tzu and Liddell Hart can be contrasted with that of Carl
von Clausewitz. Whereas Sun Tzu and Liddell Hart advocate an indirect conventional
strategy, Clausewitz is associated with a direct conventional strategy. He opens his
work by arguing that violence is the essence of war. War is an act of force, it involves
bloodshed and brutality, and the impulse to destroy the enemy is central to its very
idea. “Kindhearted people might of course think there was some ingenious way to
disarm or defeat an enemy without too much bloodshed, and might imagine this is the
true goal of the art of war. Pleasant as it sounds it is a fallacy that must be exposed.”

Warfare’s nature involves some important intangible, or subjective, factors. Chance
and luck, for example, are a big part of war. Whereas Sun Tzu talks about calculation,
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Clausewitz argues that in “the whole range of human activities war most closely
resembles a game of cards.” So too are the inaccuracies of intelligence. “Many intelligence
reports in war are contradictory,” Clausewitz notes, “even more are false, and most are
uncertain.” Although Clausewitz did not use the term, the inadequacies and inaccura-
cies of intelligence are today referred to as the “fog” of war. To this must be added
Clausewitz’s famous concept of “friction” in war. The conduct of war, he argues,
resembles the workings of an intricate machine with many parts, each everywhere in
contact with one another, leading to friction and chance. As a result, outcomes cannot
be predicted or measured, and combinations that are easily planned on paper can be
executed only with great effort. “Friction,” he argues, “is the force that makes the
apparently easy so difficult … [It] more or less corresponds to the factors that distinguish
real war from the war on paper.”
For Clausewitz, war demands the maximum use of force to work directly against the

powers of the enemy’s resistance and ultimately disarm him. But later on he introduces
the idea of proportionality in warfare, arguing that the scale of the political demands
on either side should determine the degree of force to be used. Belligerents should “act on
the principle of using no greater force, and setting himself no greater military aim, than
would be sufficient for the achievement of his political purpose.” It follows, therefore,
that “[n]o one starts a war—or rather, no one in his senses ought to do so—without
first being clear in his mind what he intends to achieve by that war.” In his view “the
political object is the goal, war is the means of reaching it, and means can never be
considered in isolation from purpose.” The logic leads directly to Clausewitz’s best-known
phrase, that war is simply a continuation of politics, with the addition of other means.

Also at the strategic level, Clausewitz talks about warfare as comprising a “trinity”
of interacting forces made up of the people, the commander and his army, and the
government. He explains them as follows: first, there is the primordial violence, hatred,
and enmity among the people. These are the blind natural forces that must already be
inherent in the people; second, there is the courage and talent of the commander of the
army, his creative spirit, and the chance and probability that surrounds him; third,
there is the subordination of war to the government’s political aims and the use of war
as a political instrument. These three elements exist in a shifting relationship with one
another and they affect the progress of war.

When it comes to the actual conduct of war, Clausewitz identifies “two basic principles
that underlie all strategic planning”: utmost concentration and utmost speed. For
Clausewitz, secondary and subsidiary theaters do not matter. The main decision always
comes on the main battlefield and any unnecessary expenditure of time, every unnecessary
detour, is a waste of strength. “Endless discussions about moving left or right, about
doing this or that”—in short, about maneuver—“serve no practical purpose.” As for
the object of this concentration and speed, Clausewitz calls attention to the “centre of
gravity” in warfare—the enemy’s “hub of all power and movement, on which all
depends.” In order to be successful in battle one must identify and direct all energies
against the enemy’s center of gravity. Based on his experience, Clausewitz believed the
center of gravity was most often the enemy’s army, then his capital, and then his allies.
In modern times we can find the center of gravity in other areas. For example, during
the Vietnam War America’s center of gravity was found in the domestic population and
on university campuses.

Finally, Clausewitz developed the concept of “military genius.” By this he meant
qualities of mind and temperament that are necessary in a military leader, and that
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must be held in combination. They include courage in the face of personal danger, a
determination that can overcome doubt, and a certain presence of mind. In contrast to
Sun Tzu, Clausewitz’s overall emphasis is on simplicity and directness, rather than
maneuver and calculation.

Jomini8

Against the largely philosophical approach of Clausewitz, Jomini’s strategic thought is
more scientific, almost mathematical, in nature. Influenced by the eighteenth century’s
Age of Enlightenment, where science and reason were predominant, Jomini sought
to identify certain principles that, if followed, would most likely lead to success in
war. Although he looked at many campaigns, his most important case study was the
Napoleonic Wars, which he witnessed at first hand and which indicated to him
some important maxims. In several theoretical works over the years, culminating in the
Summary of the Art of War, published in 1838 (a few years after Clausewitz’s On War),
Jomini analyzed and effectively codified the Napoleonic way of war.

Jomini believed that the practice of warfare could be reduced to a general set of
rules, more or less applicable to all battles. “There exists a small number of funda-
mental principles of war,” he argued in the Summary, “which [can] not be deviated
from without danger, and the application of which, on the contrary, has been in almost
all time crowned with success.” First, like Clausewitz, Jomini stressed the principle of
the concentration of force. This idea he elaborated with the subordinate maxim that for
success in war it was important to throw the mass of one’s forces on the successively
decisive points of the battlefield in the theater of war and to do so “at the proper time
and with ample energy.” Jomini is silent on civil wars, where “the enemy is everywhere
and yet nowhere to be seen,” making it difficult to identify “decisive points.”9

Second, for an army to be in a position to mass forces at the decisive points it must
position itself along the “interior lines of operations.” Jomini argued that a friendly
force should seek to separate an enemy army into two sides, rendering it weaker than if
it were united. Situated in the middle—that is, operating along the “interior” lines—the
friendly force can then strike at the heart of first one enemy component and then the
other, defeating each in turn. This he had observed as being Napoleon’s approach in
the 1790s. “If the art of war consists in bringing into action upon the decisive point of the
theatre of operations the greatest possible force,” Jomini sums up, “the choice of the line of
operations (as the primary means of attaining this end) may be fundamental in devising a
good plan for a campaign.”
Unlike Clausewitz, Jomini was able to step outside his predominate area of experience,

land warfare, also contributing strategic thought on the maritime dimension of warfare.
He argues, for example, that control of the sea is important in determining the outcome
of war. “If the people possess a long stretch of coast and are masters of the sea, or in
alliance with a power which controls it, their power of resistance is quintupled.” In
his own work, Alfred Thayer Mahan was influenced by Jomini’s strategic thought,
including the principle of “interior lines” and the importance of lines of communica-
tion, as well as the concentration of naval force as a maritime counterpart to Jomini’s
concentration of force. Finally, the Swiss made a notable contribution to amphibious
warfare theory. Notes one observer, Jomini’s general rules for the conduct of amphi-
bious operations, including such things as deception and the expeditious seizure of
necessary points, remained relevant into the post-World War Two period.
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Conventional strategic thought during the Cold War

Strategic thought on the use of conventional landpower during the Cold War centered
in the early years on how land warfare would operate in conjunction with nuclear
weapons, and later as a first step in an escalation of warfare that would, hopefully, stop
short of all-out nuclear war, a strategy known as flexible response. There was also
significant strategic thinking about counterinsurgency, low-intensity conflict, and wars
of liberation, notably by Mao Tse-tung, founder of the People’s Republic of China and
French scholar David Galula (see Chapter 5). What is of interest here is new ideas with
respect to conventional landpower that emerged toward the end of the Cold War
period. The notion of “AirLand battle,” especially, was a forerunner to contemporary
strategic thought on the employment of conventional landpower.

In their 1993 book, War and Anti-War, Alvin and Heidi Toffler document the genesis,
promotion, and eventual institutionalization of AirLand battle, a concept that can be seen
as a precursor to post-Cold War strategic thought encompassing long-range precision
strike and jointness in warfare. Struggling to address the problem of NATO’s vastly
outnumbered ground forces as compared to the Soviet Union, and having previously
been sent to investigate Israel’s dramatic victory over Syria’s much larger forces on the
Golan Heights in the 1973 Yom Kippur War, US General Donn Starry, commander of
the US Army in Germany in the mid-1970s and later commander of US Training and
Doctrine Command (TRADOC), set out to promote—even force—a complete rethink
of the role of mass in US Army doctrine. To address the waves of Soviet forces that
were expected to form in echelons and march through the Fulda Gap in Germany,
Starry emphasized moving away from combat at the “front,” as it had existed since
Napoleon, and instead striking over the heads of the first wave, far into the battle zone.
Deep strikes would be used to “knock out the adversary’s command centers, logistic
lines, communications links, and air defenses,” and prevent “subsequent echelons from
reaching the scene of the battle,” an approach that would “require the closest integration
of air and ground forces.”10 AirLand Battle, later updated as AirLand Operations to
reflect a new emphasis on preventing rear echelons from even forming, became US Army
official doctrine in August 1991, just months before the Soviet Union disintegrated.

More recent theoretical work on AirLand Battle has been done by the US Air Force,
with new concepts for AirLand Battle placing greater emphasis on the air component
than the original as expressed by Starry. The US Army has been restructured into more
numerous, smaller units called Brigade Combat Teams (see below), many of which—
because they rely on precision airpower—are built around platforms that are lighter
and more mobile, but offer less protection than the heavy tanks of yesterday. Similar
patterns are underway in all Western nations. In a future conventional war ground
forces could therefore find themselves facing a numerically superior and possibly heavier
foe. In this new environment, contemporary AirLand theorists argue, “the innovative
application of airpower will be central to success.”11 The case is made that airpower
should be used not just in close air support of ground forces and air interdiction
against enemy lines of supply and communication, but also to strike enemy ground
forces directly. The use of airpower in these scenarios is discussed in Chapter 3.

Strategic thought since the end of the Cold War

Although futurists, the Tofflers were two of the first thinkers to put forward ideas
on the nature of conventional landpower in the post-Cold War era. In line with the
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increased precision of a knowledge-based economy, they argued, there would be a
“de-massification” of warfare—a reversal of the massed warfare trend that had started
more than two centuries before with the Industrial Revolution and the Napoleonic
Wars. Against the divisional structure established by Napoleon, there would be smaller-
scale units, featuring more flexible formations armed with more firepower. “[T]he day is
fast approaching,” the Tofflers argued, “when a capital-intensive Third Wave brigade
of 4,000–5,000 troops may be able to do what it took a full-size division [of about
15,000 troops] to do in the past.”12 The troops themselves would have to be better
educated and more technically expert than ever before as the changing nature of war
placed a growing premium on intellectual capacity.

Andrew Krepinevich

For more detailed insight in this early period on the nature of conventional land warfare
we can look to strategic thinking by Andrew Krepinevich. A former US Army officer
who is now director of the Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, Krepinevich’s
range of scholarly work covers both conventional and irregular (counterinsurgency)
warfare. What is notable here is his work on the “Military Technical Revolution” or
MTR, an early term that later formed the core of 1990s thinking about a “Revolution
in Military Affairs” or RMA (see Chapter 4).

In a seminal assessment of the MTR for the Pentagon’s Office of Net Assessment,
written in 1992 but released publicly in 2002, Krepinevich made a number of obser-
vations that pertained to or were relevant to landpower. Ground forces, he argued,
would likely be centered on highly mobile formations of extended line-of-sight
systems—armored forces and helicopters, rather than heavy tanks. These forces, in
turn, would be less likely than in the past to “close with” and destroy the enemy on a
traditional front. In a conflict between peer competitors, extended range strikes
by air and sea-based assets would become an increasingly decisive element in
combat, and there would be a progressive blurring of the distinction between,
and increasing fusion of, air, land, and maritime operations. Operations would, in other
words, be increasingly “joint” in nature—meaning involving all three (or in America’s
case, four) services—as air- and seapower are brought to bear in support of land-
power. Finally, there would be a continuing trend toward simultaneous, vice
sequential, military operations,13 a concept that would later be characterized as
“dispersed” operations.

Krepinevich’s later work on conventional landpower elaborated on all of these ideas.
At the end of the 1990s he highlighted the need for ground forces to place
greater emphasis on mobility, physical dispersion of forces, and extended-range
precision-strike systems. Writing in the aftermath of the 2003 Iraq War, he argued
that the Army’s ability to develop distributed, networked forces would be critical
to its future dominance. “[N]ew information systems offer the prospect of an
Army that can violate the principle of mass to disperse its forces … mov[ing] the Army
beyond the heavy, mechanical air-land era of warfare that began with the blitzkrieg,
enabling the Expeditionary Army.”14 And at the end of the millennium’s first
decade he stressed that high-end conventional warfare of the future would require a
combined-arms battle network (i.e. armored, artillery, and infantry forces digitally
linked together) that, critically, was also jointly networked with the air and sea
services.
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Douglas Macgregor

The scholarly work of Douglas Macgregor, a former US Army Colonel who fought in
the 1991 Gulf War and is now a fellow with the Center for Defense Information,
reflects several of these ideas, and also contributes new elements. Along the lines of
“de-massification,” for example, Macgregor argued in an early post-Cold War article
that “smaller combined-arms formations with advanced indirect and direct-fire weap-
ons systems [will] dominate larger areas than in the past.”15 Explicitly questioning
“whether the division structure is the appropriate combat formation” of the future
warfighting environment, in his ground-breaking 1997 book, Breaking the Phalax,
Macgregor gave a detailed articulation of how “de-massified” ground forces should be
organized.16 Rather than relying on the “cumbersome mobilization and massed
firepower arrangements of the Cold War,” he argued, the US Army should be reorga-
nized into mobile combat groups rendered “distinctly more effective by cooperation
with American airpower and unchallenged American control of the sea.”17 The effect,
controversial at the time, would be to create a warfighting organization that was both
smaller in size and more numerous in quantity than the existing division organizations
but, with the advantages of new technologies that allowed for sensing and engaging the
enemy at long ranges, could dominate a much larger area.18 In a follow-on work,
Transformation under Fire (2003), he elaborated that the units themselves should be
made up of smaller, self-contained units, specialized modules that could be integrated
as necessary into joint forces.

Jointness among the services was clearly central to Macgregor’s vision, but he also
went further. Not only would the traditional distinction between ground, sea, and air
campaigns appear increasingly anachronistic, as Krepinevich would have it, but so too
would the familiar conceptual framework of the three levels of war—strategic, opera-
tional, and tactical. In the future, Macgregor argued, technology would have the effect
of altering time and space on the battlefield such that the three levels of war “will
merge … into a single new structure for the integration of complex air-land-sea combat
operations.”19

US military visions

These themes and others could be found in several official United States military
documents of the late 1990s and early 2000s. Indeed, taken together, the Pentagon’s Joint
Vision 2010 of 1996, the US Army Vision of 1999, and the US Army’s subsequent White
Paper on Concepts for the Objective Force provide perhaps the most comprehensive
elaboration of strategic thought on landpower during this period. Although Joint
Vision 2010 gave guidance to all four US military services—Army, Navy, Air Force
and Marine Corps—many of its aspects were especially relevant to operations on land.

One characteristic of warfare identified in these documents is that ground-force
operations would shift from being linear to nonlinear in nature, with units—much more
mobile than in the past—being dispersed throughout the battlefield. “Increased dis-
persion and mobility will be possible offensively,” Joint Vision 2010 argued, “because
each platform or individual warfighter carries higher lethality and greater reach.”20

Combining land with maritime and air forces would allow for still greater agility and a
more dispersed footprint. The Army Vision, too, stressed that modern technologies,
including inputs from manned and unmanned (satellites and unmanned aerial vehicles)
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sensors would enable combat organizations to synchronize highly lethal activity from
dispersed locations. Concepts for the Objective Force speaks of nonlinear operations as
being “distributed” in time, space, and purpose, and increasingly joint in nature.21

According to the Concept, operations would be decentralized and “non-contiguous,”
with forces distributed across the battlefield and employed simultaneously. In contrast
to the “phased, attrition-based, linear operations of the past” that “rolled up” enemy
forces sequentially, the approach would be one of “exposing the entire enemy force to
air/ground attack.”22

In the new construct massed effects would be achieved with massed firepower from
dispersed forces, rather than from massed forces. Whereas Jomini advised throwing the
mass of one’s forces on the decisive points of the battlefield at the proper time and with
ample energy, Joint Vision 2010 foresaw the US military being “increasingly able to
accomplish the effects of mass—the necessary concentration of combat power at the
decisive time and place—with less need to mass forces physically.”23 The notion of
creating “mass effects without massing forces” is reiterated in Concepts for the Objective
Force, which, notably, stated that de-massification would come in the form of creating
smaller but more capable formations.24 Thus was set in train a process that culminated in
the US Army transforming, by the early 2010s, from a 10-division entity to an “Objective
Force” made up of 45 brigade combat teams as the basic organizational unit.

Joint Vision 2010 also stated that new technologies would allow for increased capability
at lower echelons—capabilities that had previously been reserved for more senior com-
manders at the operational or strategic level. Concepts for the Objective Force elaborated
the point made earlier by Macgregor, that new sensor and command-and-control
technologies were providing “common situational understanding [to all levels],” thereby
“compressing the strategic, operational and tactical echelons” and “increasing the
importance of the tactical level of war to strategic outcomes.”25

Deployability is a further characteristic of land forces, highlighted especially in the
army documents. As stated in the Army Vision’s accompanying briefing, future ground
forces would be just as “deployable” as light forces, without jeopardizing any lethality.
“As technology allows, we will begin to erase the distinctions between heavy and light
forces.”26 The notion of being “rapidly deployable,” as expressed by Concepts for the
Objective Force,27 is captured in another familiar term of the era, that of having ground
forces that are “expeditionary” in nature. The idea reflects the view that it is not
enough for ground forces to be mobile, agile, and versatile in theater; ground forces also
have to be able to get to theater on relatively short notice, within days or weeks.

A unique contribution of Joint Vision 2010 is its call for “full spectrum dominance.”
The US military should strive to be a dominant force not only in traditional, conventional
landpower operations against a peer competitor, it argued, but across the “full range of
military operations from humanitarian assistance, through peace operations, up to and
into the highest intensity conflict.”28 The range of operations, Joint Vision 2020 later
elaborated, included major theater war, regional conflict, and smaller-scale contingencies,
as well as those “ambiguous situations residing between peace and war” such as peace-
keeping, peace enforcement, and humanitarian relief.29 The implications of this ambition
are discussed in Chapter 5 as part of Krepinevich’s strategic thought on irregular warfare.
While these documents identified the necessity of broadening the focus of US military

operations—an important departure from previous defense statements—they did little
to indicate an accompanying broader range of capabilities. The logical disconnect is
apparent in the statement that “the overarching focus of this vision [Joint Vision 2020]
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is full spectrum dominance—achieved through dominant maneuver [and] precision
engagement”—concepts of little relevance to, for example, humanitarian assistance.30

Guidance is limited to the Army Vision’s call for “agile” forces that have “the mental
and physical agility to … move forces from stability and support operations to war-
fighting and back again.”31 Similarly, Concepts for the Objective Force stresses the need
for “mentally and physically agile” forces, “able to transition rapidly across the spectrum
of operations.”32

Overall, the picture of landpower that emerged from US joint and Army vision
statements of this period was one of a mixture of the clever maneuvering of Sun Tzu
with the more visceral warfare of Clausewitz. The hallmarks of future ground force
operations, argued Concepts for the Objective Force, would be “maneuvering to positions
of advantage; engaging enemy forces beyond the range of their weapons; [and] destroying
them with precision fires and maneuver.”33 But warfare remains “brutal” in nature and
warfare from afar may not be enough. In those situations, “the only way to guarantee
victory is to put our boots on the ground … and destroy him in his sanctuary.”34

Robert Scales

In a precursor of things to come, Joint Vision 2010 was careful to caution that many
military missions would continue to “require occupation of the ground and intensive
physical presence.”35 Historian and military strategist Major-General Robert Scales
was one high-ranking army officer who stressed at the time that warfare in the post-Cold
War era, as in all periods in history, would continue to require “boots on the ground.”
As commandant of the US Army War College he wrote, in a 1997 issue of Parameters,
of concerns about recent claims that technology and advanced precision weaponry
could be used in place of combat forces. As he noted, the debate about force size and
structure was quintessentially one about the future nature of war. Predictions that new
technologies could permit friendly forces to defeat enemies from afar “with no need to
risk lives in the maelstrom of land combat” did not account for the fact that conven-
tional warfare against states would still center on the control of territory, and that
defeating terrorist and non-state actors would demand the control of populations—
both landpower-intensive tasks. Scales agreed that future war would be “non-linear” in
nature, but “non-linear” he equates to “inherently chaotic,” the game of chance iden-
tified by Clausewitz in which the character of war changes in ways that cannot be
predicted.36

Scales subsequently refined his views on the nature and conduct of war in two
scholarly works. Yellow Smoke: The Future of Land Warfare for America’s Military
(2003) was completed in the wake of the Afghanistan War of 2001–2, while The Iraq
War (2003) with Williamson Murray was one of the first accounts of that conflict.
Although the nature of war remained unchanged, Scales conceded that technology was
impacting on the character of conventional landpower such that it resembled the distributed,
nonlinear attributes identified by earlier strategic thinkers. Wargaming revealed the
dramatic effect of giving soldiers the ability to see all friendly forces and most enemy
forces, that is, of giving them “dominant situational awareness.” As Scales recollected:
“Freed from the need to maintain visual contact, the digitized brigade footprint
expanded by a factor of four or more … Linear formations began to break apart …
The ability to see the enemy from greater distances allowed the more clever commanders
to engage the enemy at greater distances. The close fight was becoming less close.”37
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Meanwhile, precision technology was having the effect of increasing tempo and speed
on the battlefield because platforms did not have to be as weighted down with ammunition
as was previously the case.

For Scales, the 2003 Iraq War (see Box 2.1) highlighted a number of important
signposts about conventional landpower, many of which echoed early strategic thinking.
The fighting revealed a greater degree of interdependence between air and land forces,
that is, jointness, than had ever previously been achieved; it suggested the need for
smaller, brigade-sized units that could fight independently; it “reinforced the observation
that the modern battlefield continues to empty and expand”; it approached “simultaneity”
in operations to give the Iraqi high command the perception it was under attack from
everywhere; and it pointed to the imperative of mobility and speed on the battlefield, as
well as to the need for forces to be “agile” in the sense of adapting quickly to changing
circumstances. At the same time, the war underscored that precision in weapons was
not enough to ensure precision of effects. As Scales reminds us in his earlier work, in
this new era of “firepower-centered warfare” there will still be limitations in achieving
stand-off massed effects—limitations that in the end cannot obviate the true nature of
war. “[N]o matter how efficient the network, coordinating the firepower from many
dispersed locations will involve friction, confusion, and delay.”38 Indeed, the Iraq
experience was such that advanced technologies, on occasion, actually exacerbated or
intensified friction on the battlefield.

Box 2.1 The 2003 Iraq War

� The 2003 IraqWar demonstrated many themes about the conduct of conventional
land war that have been identified by today’s strategic thinkers.

� The war began at nightfall on March 20, 2003 when US forces crossed the
border from Kuwait to strike Iraqi observation posts. Events moved quickly
and within 18 hours the US Army’s 3rd infantry division had moved almost
60,000 troops to within 100 miles of Bagdad, an unprecedented distance for
such a large force.

� The division was divided up into three smaller brigade combat teams, each a
highly mobile self-contained close combat unit that was able to command as
much ground as could an entire division during the Cold War. The overall size
of Coalition ground forces in the Iraq War was also substantially smaller, an
attribute made possible by the radically increased precision and lethality of
weapons.

� Contrary to strategic thinking, heavy tanks still played a key role in the con-
flict, but they were backed up by numerous tank-killer helicopters armed with
precision-guided munitions, along with transport helicopters capable of
moving combat soldiers hundreds of miles to strike deep within enemy territory.
A quintessentially “joint” operation, the Iraq War was characterized by sig-
nificant Coalition air support to ground forces. The war also highlighted an
unprecedented role for special operations forces, and cooperation between
these forces and conventional ground forces.

� The 2003 Iraq War was not without its mishaps; at times, much-vaunted
advanced situational awareness technology failed to reveal the true size of an
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Iraqi force, or when US commanders did have up-to-date information they
could not transmit it quickly enough to front-line troops.

� Overall, the war was swift, agile, decisive, and employed overpowering tech-
nology in many dispersed locations at once—attributes that exemplified much
of the strategic thinking about contemporary conventional landpower. Launched
with the goal of regime change, the Iraq War itself ended in April 2003 when
Bagdad fell to Coalition hands.

� With the fall of the regime a whole new phase of low-level conflict emerged,
one that required the application of strategic thought on irregular warfare.

Perhaps the most notable aspect of Scales’s strategic thought is his emphasis on the
indirect, intellectual attributes of the contemporary warfighter. In contrast to the direct,
action-oriented leadership of yesterday, he argues, the nature of warfare today is such
that it requires “indirect leadership,” that is, “the ability to think in real time and
influence the battlefield by intent rather than directly by touch.”39 The current military
system, he laments, tends to promote the promising tactician, the “go-to, can-do” types
who can get things done, when what is needed is officers who understand the complexities
of war.40 The requirement is to imbue soldiers at lower and lower levels with an
understanding of the art of war at the strategic level, thereby inculcating mental agility
and the ability to be creative. “More than ever war is a thinking man’s game. Wars …
are won as much by creating alliances … reading intentions, building trust, converting
opinions and managing perceptions” as by firepower and technology.41 Thus, where
Clausewitz spoke of genius in war and Sun Tzu spoke of the qualities for effective
command as they pertained to generals, today these attributes—as the Tofflers would
have predicted—must be inculcated even among junior and non-commissioned officers.

Conclusion

In the first two decades after the end of the Cold War scholarly minded practitioners
like Andrew Krepinevich, Douglas Macgregor and Robert Scales undertook significant
strategic thinking on the use of conventional landpower. Notable contributions were
also made by the Pentagon and the US Army in official government documents. Taken
together, post-Cold War strategic thought on landpower in conventional war reveals a
theory of landpower that might contain the following tenets: conventional landpower is
best employed using smaller, more mobile units that are dispersed on the battlefield
and linked together through information technology; conventional land battles will
feature simultaneous and synchronized operations that are nonlinear in nature; massed
effects can be achieved using information and precision technologies, thereby reducing
the footprint (and therefore vulnerability) of ground forces; conventional ground war is
a joint endeavor with land forces closely linked to other elements of the joint force;
advanced technologies dramatically improve the land force commander’s ability to “see
over the next hill,” but they cannot eliminate the fog and friction of war; and decision
making will be pushed to lower echelons, increasing the importance of a strategic
understanding of warfare at the junior and non-commissioned officer level.
The nature of the actual conflicts that have taken place in the post-Cold War, and

especially post-9/11, eras is such that strategic thinking about landpower has focused
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significantly on irregular warfare and counterinsurgency. Liddell Hart had stressed the
importance of weakening the enemy morally and warned against the tendency of
treating war as merely a matter of concentrating superior force; many of these lessons
had to be relearned in the course of post-9/11 counterinsurgency operations. General
David Petraeus, author jointly with General James Mattis of the US military’s new
counterinsurgency doctrine, is a person whom Scales identifies as the “archetype stra-
tegic warrior,”42 that is, one who embodies the “can do” attitude appropriate for con-
ventional warfare with the subtle, strategic, multifaceted approach necessary for the
chaotic environment of unconventional, irregular warfare. His ideas and those of others
on irregular warfare are examined in Chapter 5. But first we turn to strategic thought
on the use of airpower.
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3 Airpower

Not much more than a century old, airpower and airpower theory have already provided
a compelling and varied narrative. The emergence of a third dimension to warfare in
the first decades of the twentieth century sparked some theorizing as to the role, pro-
mise, and potential of airpower in warfare. The theorists included American General
William Mitchell and Russian air theorist Alexander de Seversky, but the name that is
most associated with early airpower theory is Italian General Guilio Douhet. His was a
grand vision of airpower as being revolutionary in nature, and many of his key tenets
were proven wrong by the events of World War Two. There followed four decades of
Cold War during which conventional airpower theory received relatively little attention,
dominated as the era was by nuclear strategy. But beginning with the 1991 Gulf War,
which seemingly vindicated some of Douhet’s ideas, the post-Cold War period’s first two
decades contained numerous conventional airpower cases and examples. This resulted
in a significant degree of strategic thinking about the role and utility of airpower.

This chapter examines contemporary strategic thought in the air dimension. It begins
by highlighting the key ideas of Guilio Douhet, and touches on various critiques of his
thinking. It then examines new ideas about airpower, some of which can be viewed
through the prism of Douhet’s framework and many of which are substantively new.
Notable post-Cold War airpower theorists, all civilian scholars but some with military
backgrounds, include Stephen Biddle, James Corum, Benjamin Lambeth and Robert
Pape, among others. The chapter concludes with some thoughts on the components of
contemporary airpower theory.

Guilio Douhet

A general in the Italian army in the 1920s,1 Guilio Douhet was the earliest and arguably
history’s most ardent proponent of what may be called the “promise” of airpower. This
is the idea that wars can be won by airpower alone, or almost so, eliminating or
substantially reducing the need to send in soldiers (or sailors), thus making warfare
almost bloodless from the perspective of the predominant airpower. Douhet’s views
were premised on the strongly held belief that the airplane as a military instrument was
qualitatively new, rendering obsolete or at least substantially less important old modes of
warfare based on land or at sea. His reasoning was simple: while armies had to con-
tend with the uneven configuration of the earth, and navies were bound by coastlines,
airplanes had “complete freedom of action and direction … Nothing a man can do on
the surface of the earth can interfere with a plane moving freely in flight … All the
influences which have conditioned and characterised warfare from the beginning are



powerless to affect aerial action.”2 From the beginning this perspective had its cri-
tiques, notably from Douhet’s own superiors in the Italian army. His ideas thus set in
train “the fundamental debate, never resolved, of whether airpower is unique and
revolutionary, or whether it is just another arrow in a soldier’s or sailor’s quiver.”3

Douhet was the author of many works on airpower, but the volume for which he is
best remembered is Command of the Air, first published in 1921, expanded in 1927, and
later translated into several languages. The book sets forth what may be called the
“Douhet model” of warfare, with several key tenets. The first, reflected in the title of
the book, is that victory in warfare absolutely depends on achieving “command of the
air,” what today we would call “air supremacy.”4 For Douhet, command of the air
meant “to be in a position to prevent the enemy from flying while retaining the ability
to fly oneself.”5 Douhet spoke in absolute terms, arguing that those with command of
the air would enjoy “complete protection of one’s own country,” while those without
could be subject to “offensive power so great it defies human imagination.”6 A second
tenet centered on how a nation should go about achieving command of the air.
Although he devotes some space to aerial combat, Douhet stressed that an enemy air
force should be dealt with primarily by destroying it while it was still on the ground,
and by targeting the industries and factories from which the air force would get its
materials.

But military forces and installations were not where Douhet saw a nation’s center of
gravity. Rather, it lay in the population, and this led to a third and perhaps most
controversial tenet of his thought. Douhet was the first to argue that the target of
overwhelming offensive airpower should be centers of population. The fundamental
premise and resulting logic train behind this view was that airpower was a military
instrument of such a qualitatively new—and terrifying—character that its utilization
would create panic among the population, have a devastating impact on civilian
morale, lead to the population’s uprising against the government, and thereby bring
about the enemy’s capitulation and an end to the war even, perhaps, before the army
and navy had time to mobilize. He drew no distinction between soldiers and civilians,
arguing that in the age of aerial offensives, all citizens become combatants. The attacks
themselves should be mass attacks, the use of overwhelming force as opposed to
individual strikes, and they should be against large area targets, including industrial,
commercial, and civilian sites, using explosive, incendiary, and (remarkably) poison gas
bombs. In Douhet’s view, bombing accuracy was not a concern because “if targets were
so small as to require high accuracy, then they were probably not worthwhile targets.”7

Douhet’s contemporary, William Mitchell, a general in the US Air Service, shared
Douhet’s belief in paralyzing a nation through command of the air and the use of
airpower against economic and industrial sites. “To gain a lasting victory in war, the
hostile nation’s power to make war must be destroyed,” he argued in his 1925 book
Winged Defense; “this means the manufactories, the means of communication, the food
products, even the farms, the fuel and oil and the places where people live and carry on
their daily lives.”8 In addition, unlike Douhet, Mitchell continued to believe in the value of
targeting an enemy’s surface forces. His strategic thought included the importance
of attacking the enemy’s most important ground positions, menacing his airplanes on
the ground, and striking his sea-craft. Today, the use of airpower against fixed military,
industrial, or civilian targets in and near political and economic centers is known as
strategic bombing, while the use of airpower against military forces, including supply
lines and fielded forces, is known as theater air attack.
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Douhet thus presents command of the air as the requirement for guaranteeing a
nation’s security: “In order to assure an adequate national defense, it is necessary—and
sufficient—to be in a position in case of war to conquer command of the air” (emphasis
in original).9 In his analysis he was not unlike Mahan, arguing that whoever controls a
particular dimension of warfare, sea or air, will surely triumph. At a time when air forces
were a component of the army, Douhet was an adamant advocate of an Independent
Air Force, which would significantly increase in importance, just as the navy and army
would proportionately decrease in importance. To the extent that surface forces had a
role, it would be a defensive one, designed to hold a front and prevent an enemy force
from seizing one’s own air force establishments. Thus a final tenet of the Douhet model
was that not only institutionally but also as an actor on the battlefield, airpower should
operate independently of the other dimensions of warfare. Douhet argued strongly
against “auxiliary aviation,” defined as “that mass of air power which facilitates or
integrates land and sea actions”10—what today we might call joint warfare. In his view,
the strength of airpower lay in the strategic dimension and not in the support of surface
forces. Auxiliary aviation, he argued, was “worthless, superfluous, harmful” because it
did not contribute to command of the air.11

Much of what Douhet argued was subsequently proven wrong by the character of
World War Two. The advent of radar removed the freedom of action and direction of a
plane moving freely in flight that Douhet had spoken of (in fact, ground-based artillery
had done so even earlier); air forces destroyed one another largely in the air; no power
submitted to using poison gas bombs; victory required far more than command of the
air and the use of air forces; and over time precision in airpower has become one of its
most useful attributes. Perhaps most glaringly, the German strikes on London civilians
demonstrated the degree to which Douhet had underestimated the toughness with
which civilians will endure bombardment, and overestimated the degree to which aerial
strikes would create panic. Nonetheless, Douhet’s strategic thought is an important
starting-point in examining contemporary theory on the role and value of airpower
because it created categories of debate and areas of focus that have endured into the
contemporary age and that have framed much of the theorizing about airpower in the
post-Cold War era.

The first post-Cold War decade

The first decade of the post-Cold War era started and ended with conflicts that seemingly
vindicated Douhet’s view that wars could be won with airpower almost or entirely
alone. Those who watched the 1991 Gulf War live on CNN could not help but be awed
by the apparent offensive power of precision strikes from the air. Immediate post-war
assessments centered on the view that precision in airpower, pursued for decades, had
with this conflict reached a qualitatively new level such that airpower had finally
become the decisive force in battle. Even more convincing was the argument, a decade
later, that NATO’s 1999 air war in and around Kosovo represented a “clear victory for
air power” and perhaps the first time in history that airpower alone had achieved
military and political objectives.12 But what stands out most significantly about the
evolution of airpower theory in the first post-Cold War decade is the degree to which
the role and value of this dimension of warfare was questioned and qualified. As the decade
went on, airpower scholars added a degree of rigor to theorizing about conventional
airpower, thereby pushing forward the boundaries of existing airpower theory.
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John Warden

The starting-point in discussing post-Cold War strategic thought on airpower lies with
the ideas of US Air Force Colonel (retired) John Warden, considered the architect of the
1991 Gulf War’s air campaign. As deputy director of the US Air Force Directorate of
Warfighting Concepts when Iraq invaded Kuwait in August 1990, Warden was tasked
to put together a plan for a retaliatory air response. The outcome was Instant Thunder,
a strategy that called for simultaneous air strikes against Iraq’s centers of gravity,
including its leadership; command, control, and communications apparatus; and on
key infrastructure sites and facilities. In his view, airpower could attack ground forces
directly, paralyzing the enemy in relatively bloodless fashion and avoiding the need for
a large ground campaign. In the end, of course, a short ground campaign was necessary;
nonetheless, Warden’s intellectual contribution was recognized as central to Desert
Storm’s success.

When Warden was asked to draw up an airpower response to the Iraqi invasion he had
already spent several years thinking about airpower strategy and theory. In his 1988
book, The Air Campaign, Warden set forth his ideas on planning and executing an air
campaign at the operational level, including air superiority, offensive, and defensive
operations, and the use of airpower for interdiction and in close air support of ground
forces. His views on close air support, in particular, proved somewhat controversial
because of the central role and potential he accorded to airpower. “[T]he soldier on
the ground,” he argued, “will find close air support useful in almost every conceivable
situation, from pursuit to retreat.” In fact, he argued, “The air campaign, under some
circumstances, may be far more important than the ground campaign.”13

Nonetheless, the clarity of his thinking in The Air Campaign brought Warden the
appointment as deputy director of the warfighting concepts directorate. Although the
book had focused on the operational level of war, Warden immediately turned his
attention to the strategic application of airpower and it is this strategic thinking for
which he is best remembered. In a summer 1988 essay called “Global Strategy Outline”
Warden argued that the enemy was a “system,” dependent for its effective functioning
on certain centers of gravity that, if successfully targeted, would bring about his surrender.
He depicted the centers of gravity as five strategic rings in concentric circles (much like
an onion). According to his Five Rings Model, the circle at the very center was stra-
tegically the most important. It was the bull’s eye or the “command ring” of the nation-
state and it included the country’s leadership and key command and control centers.
The circle surrounding this inner core Warden identified as the infrastructure critical to
the prosecution of war, such as energy, oil, and gas; the third circle also comprised infra-
structure, but of a somewhat less critical nature, including bridges, roads, and railways;
the fourth circle represented the population and agriculture, the citizens and their food
sources; finally, the fifth circle, the least vital in war, was the state’s fielded military
forces.

Ideally, in war one would successfully target the leadership and central command
and control centers, compelling the adversary to make concessions—a strategy that has
been characterized by Robert Pape and others (see below) as “decapitation.” But
Warden also argued that the effect of a simultaneous attack on multiple target sets
within each of the five rings would be exponential and would bring about surrender.
This strategy he later labeled “parallel attack,” a term that first emerged immediately
after the 1991 Gulf War. “The most important requirement of strategic attack is
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to understand the enemy system,” Warden argued in a 1995 article. The enemy has a
number of “vital targets,” and if a significant percentage were to be struck in parallel
then the damage would become “insuperable.” For Warden serial warfare—maneuver
and counter-maneuver, attack and counterattack, reaching the culminating point in
campaigns—was the historical experience. But technological advances had now made
possible parallel warfare, the near-simultaneous attack of the enemy’s strategic and
operational-level vulnerabilities.

Robert Pape

Many of the ideas of a second notable airpower theorist of the post-Cold War, Robert
Pape, are set out in opposition to those of Warden. In his 1996 book, Bombing to
Win: Airpower and Coercion in Warfare, Pape, a civilian scholar at the University of
Chicago, identifies two major types of coercive air operations: strategic bombing and
interdiction. The former, defined as air attacks against fixed military, industrial, or
civilian targets in and near political and economic centers, he further categorizes into
missions that seek punishment, denial, or decapitation. A punishment strategy inflicts
punishment on civilians, seeking to raise the societal costs of continued resistance to
the point that the resistor concedes to the coercer’s demands. It is this form of strategic
bombing that best captures Douhet’s thinking and, in Pape’s view, has dominated per-
spectives on military coercion. A denial strategy seeks to deny the resistor the military
ability to achieve its political or territorial objectives. An ideal strategic-bombing denial
strategy, which Pape also refers to as strategic interdiction, would involve targeting
things like weapons plants and critical raw materials used in war production. Unlike
punishment, denial measures require the “pin-point accuracy” of weapons. Finally,
“decapitation” is a new form of strategic bombing, demanding and enabled by the
increased precision of weapons. The logic behind decapitation is that key leadership
facilities and communications networks in the opponent’s political centers, as well as key
nodes in a nation’s economic infrastructure, like oil refineries, are “a modern state’s Achilles
heel … if [these targets] are knocked out, the whole house of cards comes down.”14

In contrast to strategic bombing, interdiction involves only denial. Such missions
target the opponent’s military ability to achieve its political or territorial objectives by
focusing on the battlefield and on lines of supply to the battlefield. Ideal targets of
airpower in this regard (again requiring pin-point accuracy) would include an enemy’s
fielded forces; theater-level command, communications, and logistics; and lines of supply
between military production sites and the combat theater. These sorts of air interdiction
tasks—which Pape also calls operational interdiction missions—technically take place
behind enemy lines and comprise one of two forms of theater air attack, the other
being the close air support of front-line troops. Theater air attack, either (operational)
interdiction or in support of front-line forces, had its origins in World War One; it is
these activities that Douhet dismissed as irrelevant and that Mitchell continued to view
as valuable in the conduct of war.

The core of Pape’s argument is that strategic bombing in its punishment and decap-
itation forms is ineffectual and “doesn’t matter.”15 At the same time, airpower can be
useful in theater air attack, both close air support and operational interdiction, while
strategic interdiction (strategic bombing denial) can matter under some circumstances.
Another way of capturing his argument is that of the coercive air strategies—punishment,
denial, and decapitation—only denial strategies can make a positive contribution from
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the coercer’s perspective. This is true of both types of coercive air operations, strategic
bombing and (operational) interdiction, but especially true of the latter.

When it comes to punishment strategies, Pape’s argument echoes conclusions drawn
decades earlier from Germany’s World War Two bombing of Britain. “The supposed
causal chain [of punishment]—civilian hardship produces public anger which forms
political opposition against the government—does not stand up”; in fact such punishment
generates more public anger against the coercer than the government. Nor do decapitation
strategies work, because of the difficulty of locating individual leaders—decapitation is
primarily a problem of intelligence, not combat effectiveness. Governments are still
hard to overthrow, and, even if overthrown, may be replaced with a still less palatable
leadership (from the coercer’s perspective).
Coercive airpower operations that focus on denial strategies can make a difference to

the outcome of a war. Yet Pape avoids describing such operations as actually being
“effective,” only allowing that they can “matter” or be a contributing element, and
even then he is careful to add limits. Strategic-bombing denial strategies are helpful
only in the case of a protracted war of attrition that is decided by overall economic and
material superiority, not in a short war using existing stocks of war supplies. That is to say,
if strategic interdiction is to be useful it requires simultaneous operational interdiction.
And even if these two conditions are met, “strategic airpower cannot be decisive. The
most it can do is to reduce the costs that friendly land and theatre air forces have to pay
to defeat enemy forces on the battlefield” (emphasis added).16

Pape is more positive about the value of airpower when it comes to the theater-level
denial strategy of operational interdiction, and the close air support of troops. “The
coercive strategy that benefits most from the PGM [precision-guided munitions] revo-
lution is theatre air attack,” he argues, “[t]his is because many of the most important
theatre interdiction targets, as well as ground support targets, are point targets requiring
direct hits.” Such targets include things like tanks, armored personnel carriers, self-
propelled artillery howitzers, communications bunkers, and bridges, all of which are easier
to destroy from the air with PGMs than without—although, Pape notes prophetically,
given the Kosovo experience later in the decade, that the task is still difficult (see
below). The increased effectiveness of tactical airpower does not mean that it has
replaced landpower as the penultimate coercer; rather, it means that airpower at this
level “can do most of the work, leaving ground forces to mop up” (emphasis added).17

An important caveat is theater airpower’s applicability, or lack thereof, to non-
conventional war. Whereas conventional forces use large mechanized platforms,
operate along fairly defined front lines, and seek to destroy enemy military forces,
unconventional forces (whether state or non-state) operate in small units dispersed over
large areas, have no defined front lines, and seek to gain control of the population. The
character of unconventional war is such that there are no or minimal supply lines to
target, and the fielded forces themselves, being mixed in with the population, are
extremely difficult to identify and therefore target. Anticipating debates that arose in
subsequent years, Pape concludes that, in general, denial air strategies are more likely
to succeed against conventional forces than against guerrillas.

Benjamin Lambeth

Building on Pape’s analysis, long-time airpower specialist Benjamin Lambeth of the
RAND Corporation presents a perspective that accords in many ways with that of
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Pape but is distinguished by its “glass half-full” assessment, as against Pape’s “glass
half-empty” characterization. Originally a specialist in Soviet airpower, during the
first post-Cold War decade Lambeth centers his analysis of airpower on the 1991 Gulf
War, stating his views in a number of articles and ultimately in a 2000 book, The
Transformation of American Airpower. The most ineffectual ways of employing airpower—
strategic bombing for decapitation or punishment—are found to be, in essence, straw-man
goals that were pursued either marginally or not at all during that conflict.
Much of the airpower debate after the Gulf War centered on whether striking

“center of gravity” targets, defined as leadership and infrastructure targets located in
and around Bagdad, made a difference to the war’s outcome. But Lambeth notes that
this goal, what Pape calls decapitation, was by no means a central one for Coalition
leaders. Center of gravity targets accounted for less than 10 percent of the allied sorties
flown throughout the war. Meanwhile, the discussion over the efficacy of punishment
attacks is a moot one, rendered obsolete by the growing precision of weapons. Far from
seeking punishing attacks against large numbers of civilians, post-Cold War Western
militaries strive for ever greater precision and as few civilian casualties as possible.
Douhet’s model of inflicting high costs on civilians as the first step in a logic leading to
enemy surrender, Lambeth notes, is “scarcely likely” to be the approach adopted by
any present-day allied joint force. “Douhet was driven by that logic because airpower
had no capability at the time he wrote to do anything but cause indiscriminate
destruction of civilian targets.”18 In the post-Cold War era, with advanced precision
technology, there are far different options.

Where Lambeth and Pape agree is in the areas of emphasis noted above—that
airpower can reduce the costs of warfare to ground forces, and that it can do much of
the battlefield work, prior to introducing ground forces. For Lambeth, the Gulf War
demonstrated that airpower could enable a commander to hold off ordering a land
force frontal assault against enemy forces until such time as the potential costs of a
ground-based offensive in terms of friendly lives had been substantially reduced.
“[A]irpower now has the potential to carry a lion’s share of the burden for shaping and
determining war outcomes, thereby enabling other force elements to achieve their goals
with a minimum of pain, effort, and cost.”19 This suggested, in turn, that “the principal
role of land power in high-intensity conflict may now be merely to secure a win rather
than achieve it.”20

Lambeth neatly characterizes the core of the airpower debate unleashed by the 1991
Gulf War as being one between land-warfare specialists, who argued that there is still a
requirement for “boots on the ground” to conclude a win in warfare, and airpower
proponents, who argue that the ability of modern airpower to affect land warfare had
“crossed a threshold in which its effects are fundamentally greater than before.”21 He
sees value in both perspectives, and is careful to factor the role of landpower into his
airpower strategic thinking. Airpower alone cannot win wars, and the issue is not
whether airpower can “do it alone.” Rather, the core of Lambeth’s argument is that
advances in technology have dramatically increased the combat potential of airpower
in comparison to that of other force elements. “What is distinctive about contemporary
American air power … is that it has pulled well ahead of surface forces, both land and
maritime, in its relative capacity … to achieve the effects of massing forces without
having to mass.”22

For Lambeth, the Gulf War demonstrated that advances in airpower had enabled a
number of capabilities previously unavailable to commanders, including power projection,
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stand-off precision strike, and increased situational awareness. Power projection refers
simply to the ability to move military forces to distances far away from the US homeland
and to sustain them there. This can be achieved using ships and, in the case of the
United States, carrier battle groups, but in the 1990s it also became possible using new
strategic lift aircraft capable of transporting very large loads great distances without
refueling. The unique aspect of air force power projection, noted the US Air Force’s
vision statement of the time, Global Engagement: A Vision for the 21st Century Air
Force, was that power projection could be done rapidly, in terms of days or even hours,
rather than weeks and months. The air force thus identified one if its core competencies
to be “Global Attack,” or the ability to attack rapidly anywhere on the globe at any time.
A second capability brought on by airpower advances was stand-off precision strike.

This had been enabled by the dramatically increased precision of weapons—precision-
guided munitions or PGMs—which during the Gulf War were guided by laser but now
are far more commonly guided by satellite. The advent of GPS-guided PGMs has
meant that virtually any target that can be identified can be destroyed—although target
identification itself remains problematic. In Lambeth’s view, an equally, if not more,
important advance in military aviation was the introduction of low observable or
stealth technology. This allowed aircraft to fly undetected to enemy areas to drop their
bombs, thus approaching for the first time, and until stealth countermeasures are
developed, the Douhetian promise of aircraft operating in complete freedom of flight.
Finally, a critical aspect of airpower as identified by Lambeth in the 1990s is its

positive impact on “situational awareness,” or the ability to see what is happening on
the battlefield. This was enabled by the introduction of unmanned aerial vehicles and
specialized manned aircraft, along with earth-observation satellites. Not only was
increased situational awareness bringing about almost complete knowledge of an
operational situation, but denying the same information to enemy forces was enabling
“information superiority,” also identified as a US Air Force core competency.

The increased and unfettered use of airpower was made possible because US airpower
had achieved a quintessentially Douhetian attribute—command of the air or what Lambeth
called “air dominance.” “The real essence of American air power’s new-found leverage,”
argued Lambeth, is “its ability to seize prompt control of the air and then to proceed,
using that dominance, to destroy … an enemy’s diverse sources of military power [on
the ground].”23 In the Gulf War it was learned that residual heat from daytime expo-
sure to sunlight made tanks highly visible at night to infrared sensors in jet targeting
pods, enabling coalition fighters to target Iraqi tanks buried in the desert sand by the
multiple hundreds with laser-guided bombs. During this time period, the US Air Force
identified one of its core competencies as being Air and Space Superiority, defined to
mean “control over what moves through air and space,” thereby allowing “freedom
from attack and freedom to attack”24—words that strongly echoed a Douhetian per-
spective. Because command of the air was enjoyed by default, with no enemy nation
approaching US airpower capabilities, there is even less discussion of combat in the air
than there was in Douhet’s time. Ironically, also, during the 1991 Gulf War the US-led
Coalition destroyed the Iraqi air force on the ground, just as Douhet would have had it.

For Lambeth, the combination of increased precision, better battlefield information
and therefore situational awareness, stealth technology, and overall air dominance,
meant that airpower had matured to the point that its use could now produce strategic
effects in warfare. That is to say, airpower could have impacts that were game changing
in nature, achieving national/political objectives directly, not just tactical/battlefield
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objectives like defeating enemy forces. This idea, along with others related to the role
and value of airpower, was debated with renewed vigor at the end of the decade and in
the aftermath of 9/11.

The second post-Cold War decade

NATO’s air campaign in and around Kosovo in the spring of 1999, the war in Afghanistan
in 2001–2, and the Iraq War of 2003 sparked significant theorizing about conventional
airpower, some of which centered on ideas that had been raised in the first post-Cold
War decade, such as the ability of airpower to achieve strategic effects, the utility of
punishment, the military effectiveness of operational interdiction, and the value of
decapitation; and others that were essentially new or had not been fully examined in
the past, notably the use of airpower in combination with indigenous forces and with
Western surface forces (i.e. jointness). Both the further examination of previous ideas
and the exploration of essentially new areas of inquiry served to push forward the
boundaries of existing airpower theory.

Strategic effects?

In his work on the Gulf War, Lambeth was careful to set himself apart from the more
ardent airpower proponents. “It is not [my intent] to suggest that air power can win
wars all by itself … success in major theatre wars will, as before, continue to require the
involvement of all force elements in appropriately integrated fashion.”25 No sooner was
the ink dry on that clarification than a war came along that seemed to suggest, at first
glance, that it was after all possible for airpower to win a war all by itself. In the wake
of Operation Allied Force, which comprised 78 days of air strikes against Serbian targets
but no NATO ground force deployment, some scholars and practitioners saw the con-
flict as a watershed in the history of airpower, approaching Douhet’s view that wars
could be won with airpower alone.

Yet, although there were some voices lauding the apparent effectiveness of airpower
in Kosovo, in fact the second post-Cold War decade featured far more views that
qualified—in some cases significantly—the ability of airpower to achieve political goals.
Lambeth concurs with the statement that Operation Allied Force was the most precise
application of airpower in history in terms of non-combatant casualties, and notes that
Kosovo was indeed the first time in which airpower coerced an enemy leader to yield
with no friendly land combat whatsoever. But, as he points out, it hardly follows that
the conflict demonstrated that airpower could now win wars on its own. Airpower was
the only military instrument utilized; however, several non-combat factors were also
identified as being critical to Milosevic’s capitulation, among them the threat of NATO
ground force deployment, economic and diplomatic pressure on Serbian elites, and the
political isolation of Serbia. Overall, most airpower theorists would likely support the
assessment of two scholars not long after the conflict, that “[T]he Kosovo experience
does little to vindicate the general argument that air attacks alone can compel enemy
states to yield on key interests.”26

Utility of punishment

One aspect of the airpower debate that was at least partially supported by the Kosovo
experience was the effectiveness of strategic bombing against commercial and industrial
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targets. Whereas Douhet argued in favor of this as a means of crushing the material
resistance of the enemy, Pape had raised and discounted a punishment strategy of
attacking civilian sectors of the economy. And yet, ironically, Lambeth notes in an
in-depth assessment of the Kosovo campaign, “in contrast to the coalition’s ultimately
unsuccessful efforts to coerce Saddam Hussein into submission [in 1991], punishment
did seem to work against Milosevic.”27 As concisely summed up by Stephen Biddle,
“Whereas Serbia’s military survived nearly intact, its power grid and transportation
network took heavy damage … It was the threat to this critical economic foundation
that changed minds in Belgrade.”28 Some have concluded that striking strategic targets,
including infrastructure, can make a contribution to the success of coercion.

Airpower’s impact on the morale of the targeted population, a topic featured pro-
minently in Douhet’s strategic thought, was mixed. The NATO attacks both inflamed
Serbian nationalist sentiment and negatively impacted on the population’s support for
Milosevic, to the degree that he had to take account of this in his calculations. Scholars
revisiting the 1991 Gulf War a decade later found a similarly indeterminate picture.
Airpower affected Iraqi morale and contributed to the collapse of the front-line infantry,
but “even after five weeks of bombing, the best Iraqi units … were willing to … fight.
Air attacks did not neutralize the Iraqi force by crippling their morale.”29

Utility of interdiction

Meanwhile, airpower’s effectiveness in operational interdiction traveled along a varying
yet slightly positive trajectory post-9/11, after decidedly mixed results in the Gulf War
and Kosovo. In Bombing to Win, as noted above, Pape identified, yet qualified, this as an
area where airpower could make a tangible contribution, while Lambeth has noted
that airpower had a hard time finding and destroying Serbian tanks hiding under trees
in ones and twos in the Kosovo campaign. Biddle, working from the Pentagon’s own
post-war assessments, further calculated that between one and four thousand Iraqi
tanks and armored vehicles survived the war. “By contrast,” he notes, “the entire
German army in Normandy had fewer than 500 tanks in July 1944.”30 Revisiting the Gulf
War a decade after its conclusion, one academic elaborated that such a high survival
rate can be explained by the fact that “seeing” targets, even in the relatively easy (in
situational-awareness terms) operational environment of the desert, requires a heat
signature, and therefore movement. For this reason, a static, defensively oriented force is
“maddeningly difficult” to detect.31 Moreover, it is very easy to create decoys that are
indistinguishable from real targets, a lesson that was learned to even greater degree in
Kosovo, where most Serbian tanks remained unscathed by NATO airpower. Adversaries
operating in mountainous, forested terrain, such as Kosovo, can easily camouflage their
movements, while the effectiveness of airpower against light infantry, by definition
operating without heavy mechanized equipment, is limited in almost any environment.

Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan in 2001–2 revealed significant advances in
two airpower capabilities originally identified by Lambeth in the first post-Cold
War decade: situational awareness and stand-off strike. Almost any target that can be
identified can be destroyed with precision munitions; the difficulty lies in detection.
In Kosovo, much of the situational-awareness picture was filled out by pilots who,
confined by force vulnerability concerns, could not operate below 10,000 feet. Perhaps
in response to such constraints, subsequent years saw dramatic advances in the cap-
abilities of Unmanned Aerials Vehicles (UAVs) and other situational-awareness assets.
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The war in Afghanistan “was conducted under an overarching intelligence, surveillance,
and reconnaissance umbrella that stared down relentlessly in search of enemy activity,”
notes Lambeth. “That umbrellawas formed by a constellation of overlapping multispectral
sensor platforms.”32 Significantly, advances in individual platforms were married with
a new ability to synthesize information into a single picture, creating a clearer view
of the battlefield than ever before. The overall effect of these developments was the
emergence of a new airpower concept called “persistent surveillance.”33 In the years
since the 2001–2 Afghan war this concept has in itself persisted as a continually
developing one. With the post-2003 shift to counterinsurgency missions, for example, a
significant degree of emphasis has been placed on ensuring the persistent surveillance
of roadways to warn against improvised explosive devices. The 2001–2 war in Afghanistan
also revealed enhanced denial/interdiction capabilities as a result of new developments
in stand-off precision strike. Persistent surveillance assets were armed with precision-
strike capabilities to debut a new airpower concept of unmanned combat. Since then,
this form of warfare has been used extensively, not only by the US military but also by
the Central Intelligence Agency.

Decapitation

Theorists and practitioners revisited the strategic airpower concept of decapitation in
the second post-Cold War decade. Notwithstanding admonishments from scholars like
Robert Pape, based on the 1991 Gulf War, that decapitation is ineffectual and “doesn’t
matter,” the concept proved enticing enough to be attempted again in the opening
stages of the 2003 Iraq War. With dramatically improved precision in weapons, US
President George W. Bush moved forward the invasion date by one day in an attempt
to strike Saddam Hussein directly and thereby “decapitate” the Iraqi regime. The
strategy was billed as “shock and awe” (see Chapter 4) and a key component—familiar
in airpower theory terms—was the belief that the removal of Saddam would deliver a
big enough psychological blow to make his regime collapse. The Pentagon’s plan was
to overwhelm the country’s leadership and military command infrastructure by using
highly lethal precision munitions to strike strategically important targets, while at the
same time avoiding wholesale destruction and civilian casualties.

But numerous strikes against command and control targets in the war’s opening
stages failed to kill or topple Saddam. Based on this, and also on unsuccessful attempts
to target Taliban leaders in the early stages of Operation Enduring Freedom, Robert Pape
argued in a 2004 re-examination that decapitation as an effective strategic airpower
concept remained as elusive as ever. Such strikes are heavily dependent on accurate and
timely military intelligence, and even a successful hit may not translate into coercive
success, since “no current theory can predict whether air power alone can force regimes
to change or assure they will change in the right direction.”34 In fact, the impressive
win in Iraq in 2003 took place only after the use of airpower was shifted to battlefield
targets in support of ground forces. While aircraft prepared the scene for the ground
campaign, it was the Coalition ground forces that eventually toppled the regime.

New theoretical boundaries

The use and value of airpower working in combination with surface force elements
marked a notable and in some respects new area of discussion about airpower in the
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second post-Cold War decade. During the 2001–2 war in Afghanistan US special opera-
tions forces (SOFs) operating on horseback used laser rangefinders and GPS devices to
call in extremely precise air strikes, accurate to within a few meters. During the 2003
Iraq War airpower also worked very closely with friendly ground forces, helping them to
defeat enemy forces more efficiently. Although “jointness” had been part of the military
dialogue for over a decade by this point, its practical application reached a qualitatively
new level in the wars of the new millennium. Theorists have stressed that the revolu-
tionary impact of advances in airpower technology, including precision strike and sur-
veillance capabilities, has been to multiply the effectiveness of using air- and landpower
together. “Most analyses have focused on [airpower’s] ability to destroy ground targets
directly,” Biddle predicted in a seminal study from the previous decade, “Yet its indirect
role in increasing Coalition ground force effectiveness … may [be] just as important”
(emphasis in original).35

Airpower also worked in tandem with indigenous ground forces in Afghanistan and
Iraq, giving rise to a new theoretical framework for examining the use and value of
airpower. According to the Afghan model of warfare, local forces (vice American
conventional ground forces) combined with US special operations forces and precision
airpower to carry out battlefield objectives. In Afghanistan American SOFs and air-
power worked in conjunction with some 15,000 Northern Alliance fighters to defeat the
Taliban and al Qaeda, while in Iraq American SOFs and airpower worked with
Kurdish fighters to defeat northern Iraqi forces. Along similar lines, NATO airpower
operated in support of rebel forces in Libya in 2011 (see Box 3.1).

Box 3.1 The NATO operation in Libya

� Bloodshed broke out in Libya after forces loyal to the regime of Libyan leader
Muammar Qaddafi fought back against an uprising by rebel forces.

� In March 2011 the UN Security Council passed a resolution authorizing “all
necessary measures” to protect Libyan civilians and civilian-populated areas
against Qaddafi’s forces, and to enforce compliance with a ban on flights over
Libyan airspace.

� NATO established Operation Unified Protector to implement the military
aspects of the resolution. Unstated but apparent from the beginning was the
broader military and political goal of assisting rebel forces in overthrowing
the Qaddafi regime.

� NATO’s targeting progressively expanded, first confined to implementing the
no-fly zone; then including precision strikes against government forces on the
ground, including tanks, artillery, and loyalist soldiers; and finally moving
beyond dispersed strikes against tactical activities to include strategic strikes
against palaces, headquarters, and communications centers.

� These strikes had some impact on the rebels’ ability to overcome Qaddafi’s
better-equipped forces. But the balance was not fully tilted until Britain,
France, and other nations deployed special operations forces on the ground
inside Libya to help train and arm the rebels.

� The coordination of NATO precision airpower in close air support of
increasingly proficient indigenous ground forces ultimately served to remove
the Qaddafi regime, providing further validation of the Afghan model of warfare.
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The advent of the Afghan model gave rise to a scholarly debate as to its true and future
value. Some scholars note that Coalition airpower transformed Afghanistan’s Northern
Alliance into a lethal fighting force, and that it enabled an inferior force to act decisi-
vely in northern Iraq. From this perspective, despite its shortcomings, the model is a
valuable option because it minimizes US casualties and can bring legitimacy to a post-
conflict situation. Other scholars have criticized the approach, pointing out that
although the model was highly effective in many areas of Afghanistan, the reliance on
Pakistani forces and Afghan militias in Tora Bora allowed Osama bin Laden to escape.
Several theorists warn against the danger of over-reliance on indigenous allies to conduct
the ground force operation because such forces do not always have the necessary skill
and motivation to accomplish the mission assigned to them. This is particularly
because opponents, such as the Taliban, will quickly adjust to such tactics. “The Taliban
did not just passively suffer under American attack,” argues Biddle in an assessment of
the model; “they adapted their methods … and as they did the war changed character.”36

Airpower and counterinsurgency

A final area of elaboration in airpower theory in the second post-Cold War decade lay
in its role and value in conducting missions against insurgents and guerrillas. Strategic
thought in this aspect of airpower theory was driven by real-life events on the ground,
as apparent Western wins in Afghanistan and Iraq turned into protracted insurgencies and
stabilization and reconstruction missions. The irregular conflicts that followed in these
regions, as well as the 2006 Israeli war against Hezbollah in Lebanon, demonstrated
the enduring difficulty of using airpower to root out guerrillas and insurgents. Insurgents
meld themselves into the population, making it all but impossible for airpower to strike
them without also killing civilians. Moreover, insurgencies, by their nature, provide few
lucrative targets to strike with airpower. Notes airpower theorist James Corum: “Virtually
all of the decisive targets favoured by the best known airpower theorists,” such as industrial
nodes, national command centers, and large conventional armies, “do not exist in wars
against guerrillas or insurgents. Indeed, the air campaigns that are designed to shock and
awe and demoralize a conventional enemy … are basically irrelevant to small wars.”37

That said, in their 2003 book, Airpower in Small Wars, Corum and Wray Johnson find
that there is still an important role for airpower in countering insurgents and terrorists.
The increased situational awareness provided by airborne assets like Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs) is critical to any mission, low or high intensity alike, while precision
airpower has proven very effective in some irregular warfare circumstances, such as
against Taliban targets in Afghanistan. Indeed, along the Afghan-Pakistan border US
strikes against terrorist suspects became increasingly accurate over time. Moreover,
lightly armed friendly forces operating without the necessary precision artillery can be
highly dependent on the ability of precision airpower to inflict losses on the enemy.
Overall, the theorists conclude that “[w]hile high-tech weaponry is not the whole
answer to fighting terrorists and insurgents it certainly makes for an effective force
multiplier.” Consistent with other theorists of this period, they also find that “[airpower] is
most effective when it is carefully coordinated with ground forces.”38

Conclusion

Airpower’s seeming and unexpected battlefield success in the 1991 Gulf War sparked a
more significant degree of theorizing about conventional airpower than had taken place
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since the pre-atomic era. The scholarship was abundant and included works by Robert
Pape, Stephen Biddle, and Benjamin Lambeth, among others. Douhetian themes pro-
vided some of the analytical boundaries, such as the value of applying airpower against
strategic targets, but much was new, notably the themes of jointness and operational
interdiction, ignored by Douhet and now placed center stage by advances in situational
awareness and precision technology. Subsequent conflicts in Kosovo, Afghanistan, and
Iraq sparked an elaboration and refinement of earlier themes by Pape and Lambeth,
but also prompted an assessment of new areas of inquiry, such as the use of airpower in
counterinsurgency and the value of combining Western airpower with indigenous allies,
by scholars such as Biddle, James Corum, and others.

Taken together, post-Cold War strategic thought reveals a theory of airpower that
might include the following tenets: precision airpower can approach but not entirely
achieve strategic effects in war; precision airpower can make a very significant con-
tribution to the outcome of war when applied in conjunction with friendly ground
forces; airpower can rarely be used effectively in a strategic-bombing “decapitation”
strategy, dependent as it is on highly accurate and timely intelligence information;
strategic-bombing punishment strategies against population centers belong to a pre-
precision era; strategic-bombing punishment strategies against economic and other
critical nodes can, under some circumstances, contribute to achieving strategic effects
in war; the use of airpower can impact on but not cripple the morale of targeted forces;
airpower’s effectiveness in working with indigenous forces is mixed and its greatest
value lies in reducing friendly casualties; the utility of airpower in counterinsurgency
missions is inversely related to the proximity of insurgents to civilian population centers;
and airpower’s contribution to situational awareness is critical across all forms of warfare,
from conventional to counterinsurgency.

Unstated in all of this is that the use of airpower in any of these roles and circum-
stances is made feasible only by America’s continuing command of the air, i.e. the lack
of threat to its airborne assets. This situation emerged with the demise of the Soviet
Union and has remained a unique aspect of the international security environment
throughout the post-Cold War decades. The increasingly effective marriage of land
maneuver forces with precision power rests on the almost unquestioned assumption
of US air supremacy. The boundaries of airpower theory will be tested and pushed
forward again if and when there emerges a peer competitor to the United States.
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4 Joint theory and military transformation

A glance back at the historical record reveals that the idea of sea, land, and more
recently air forces operating “jointly” on the battlefield is not a new one. Europeans began
thinking about cooperation between sea and land forces as early as the seventeenth
century, although this was generally limited to landing ground forces some distance
from the homeland and then resupplying them by sea. The American Civil War saw
the first joint operations, with seaborne attacks on ground targets and the landing of
naval troops. The value and importance of joint warfare became most apparent in
World War One when the Dardanelles campaign failed largely because of a lack of
cooperation between the British army and navy. By the latter part of the war both sides
were operating jointly, using aircraft to support ground forces. Two decades later
Germany’s lightning war, or blitzkrieg, tactics in the opening days of World War Two
fully revealed the power and potential of integrating air- and landpower. The United
States subsequently conducted joint operations in the Pacific, while the Normandy
invasion represented the most complex joint operation of the war.

Yet military services have historically been far more likely to resist cooperation, and
this reality has been reflected in the content of strategic thought. Although Jomini
discussed amphibious warfare, and Corbett spent some time detailing the linkages
between naval power and landpower, Clausewitz famously ignored naval warfare,
Mahan gave only passing attention to the employment of naval forces against the land
(and when he did so advised that it should be avoided), while Douhet argued strenuously
that airpower should operate independently of other dimensions of war. Even the tactical
brilliance of blitzkrieg was not followed by any appreciable body of thought on
joint warfare. For Williamson Murray, inter-service cooperation in the late stages of
World War Two represented the peak of jointness, with such cooperation not to be seen
again until the 1991 Gulf War.1

Truly joint warfare is arguably a late twentieth-century, if not twenty-first-century,
phenomenon. As advances in civilian information technologies in the 1970s spilled over
into the military-technological realm it became increasingly possible and desirable for
sea, land and air forces to be integrated into what is often described as a “seamless”
three-dimensional battlefield. Contemporary strategic thought on joint warfare began
with the US Army’s seminal AirLand Battle, first enunciated in the early 1980s
and officially adopted in the closing days of the Cold War (see Chapter 2). But the
furtherance of jointness in practice, at least in America’s case, required legislation. The
1986 Goldwater-Nichols Act was specifically designed to promote cooperation and
reduce inter-service rivalry. Joint ideas were later picked up and pushed forward as part
of 1990s thinking about a Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA), later called Military



Transformation, while the actual conduct of genuinely joint warfare first took place in
Afghanistan in 2001–2 and Iraq in 2003.

This chapter examines strategic thought on joint warfare in the post-Cold War
period. It begins by highlighting the origins and content of, and thinkers involved in,
the so-called Revolution in Military Affairs, later known as Military Transformation.
They include former Secretary of Defense William Perry, Army Lieutenant Colonel
(retired) Andrew Krepinevich, AndrewMarshall, long-standing Director of the Pentagon’s
Office of Net Assessment, scholar Eliot Cohen, the futurists Alvin and Heidi Toffler,
Admiral (retired) William Owens, and Army General (retired) John Shalikashvili. The
chapter then turns to more detailed concepts that emerged from the overall RMA/
Transformation construct, including Network Centric Warfare, Effects Based Operations,
and Rapid Decisive Operations or “shock and awe.” These concepts cross environmental
boundaries and cannot be neatly categorized into the sea, land or air dimensions of
warfare, and are therefore considered as representing strategic thought on joint warfare.
Notable theorists here include Vice Admiral Arthur Cebrowski, Air Force Lieutenant
General David Deptula, and US Joint Forces Command. The ideas of Air Force
Colonel John Warden, analyst Harlan Ullman, and Marine Corps General James
Mattis are also relevant. The chapter concludes with some thoughts on the elements of
contemporary joint theory.

The Revolution in Military Affairs

Strategic thinking about a contemporary Revolution in Military Affairs can be traced
to the late 1970s when Soviet military officers began to write about a military technical
revolution (MTR). At the time, the conventional military advantage of the Soviet
Union and its satellites over that of the United States and its allies was significant in
absolute numbers—at least three to one—and so large that NATO had always retained
the nuclear trump card, refusing to rule out the first use of nuclear weapons. But
fledgling advances in military technologies such as the military application of computers,
satellite surveillance, and long-range missiles were already of a degree that Soviet writers
were concerned that the balance in conventional force capability would shift significantly
in the Western favor. By the mid-1980s interest in a MTR had risen to the highest levels
in the Soviet military, with the Chief of the Soviet General Staff, Nicolai Ogarkov, writing
extensively on the need for the Soviet Union to reorient his country’s defense budget
towards the sorts of electronic investment that could be seen in the United States.

William Perry

The collapse of the Soviet Union rendered mute Ogarkov’s case, but the trends he and
other Soviet writers had identified were accurate. In the late 1970s the United States
had launched an “offset strategy,” which involved using the US technological edge to
offset the Soviet Union’s advantage in numbers. A notable thinker behind this strategy
was William Perry, the Pentagon’s Undersecretary of Defense for Research and Engi-
neering in the Carter administration and later Secretary of Defense in the first Clinton
administration. As Perry describes in a 1991 Foreign Affairs article, “high technology”
was explicitly pursued as a means of addressing the Soviet threat.2 The idea was not to
build better ships, tanks and aircraft—since no matter how advanced the platform, they
would still be outnumbered—but rather to develop new technologies that could support
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each individual platform in a manner that it multiplied the platform’s combat effec-
tiveness. The goal, in short, was to strengthen the US military through the use of
technological synergy. Notable technological advances that could further this goal
could be found in communications, computers, command, control and intelligence
processing (C4I); stealth or low-observability; precision guidance; and intelligence
gathering, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR).

The impact of these technologies was apparent in the Gulf War. The combination of
advanced C4I and ISR, including for the first time using satellite systems to support
field commanders, dramatically increased what Perry called “situation awareness,” that
is, a knowledge of where friendly and opposing forces were located, thereby according
commanders a degree of understanding about what was going on in the field that had not
been achieved in any previous operation. Meanwhile, incorporating stealth technology
into fighter aircraft and arming them with significantly more precise weapons than had
historically been the case gave Coalition forces “air dominance” by enabling them to
quickly suppress enemy air-defense systems. In later writings Perry would stress the
demonstrated synergy and enhanced war-fighting capability created by combining
stealth, advances in precision strike, new levels of situation or battlespace awareness,
and “focused logistics” (applying advanced technologies to logistics efforts).3

Marshall, Krepinevich and the Office of Net Assessment

Whether this enhanced war-fighting capability could be considered revolutionary was
debated extensively in military circles throughout much of the decade. The intellectual
charge was led by the Pentagon’s Office of Net Assessment (ONA), particularly
Andrew Marshall and Andrew Krepinevich. In probably the first US assessment of
what was then still called the MTR, Krepinevich argued in a 1992 ONA paper that a
military revolution occurred when technological change combined with operational (or
doctrinal) innovation and organizational adaptation in such a way as to fundamentally
alter the character and conduct of war.4 This became the essence of the ONA’s “official”
definition of a RMA during the 1990s. Krepinenich later elaborated that the new
circumstances could be considered revolutionary if they produced a dramatic change
by “an order of magnitude” in the combat potential and military effectiveness of a
military force. By this criterion, he argued, there had been as many as ten revolutions
in military affairs since the fourteenth century (see Box 4.1).5

Box 4.1 Military revolutions

In 1993 the Pentagon’s Office of Net Assessment defined a RMA as “a major
change in the nature of warfare brought about by the innovative application of
technologies which, combined with dramatic changes in military doctrine and
operational and organizational concepts, fundamentally alters the character and
conduct of military operations.” By this definition, it is possible to identify at
least ten military revolutions since the fourteenth century:

� The Infantry Revolution, where longbow technology and accompanying tactical
innovations enabled infantry to displace cavalry as the dominant force on the
battlefield;
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� The Artillery Revolution, in which longer gun barrels, metallurgical break-
throughs, and changes in the form of gunpowder made artillery more powerful
and cheaper, and accompanying organization changes in siege warfare forced
defenders to abandon their castles;

� The Revolution of Sail and Shot, in which ships moved from oar-driven to sail-
propelled power, enabling them to mount heavy cannons and transforming
warships from floating garrisons of soldiers to artillery platforms;

� The Fortress Revolution, involving lower, thicker walls that rendered artillery
less effective and moved the advantage to the defense;

� The Gunpowder Revolution, in which the technological innovation of musket
fire was combined with a doctrinal change to linear (vice square) tactics;

� The Napoleonic Revolution, where the industrial revolution and the mass pro-
duction of weapons enabled the levée en masse, that is, the quantum leap in
the size of field armies;

� The Land Warfare Revolution, in which new civilian technologies like the railway
and telegraph greatly enhanced strategic mobility, enabling military commanders
to sustain large armies in the field and coordinate widely dispersed operations;

� The Naval Revolution, wherein sail gave way to steam power, and ships moved
from being wooden to iron clad, leading to heavier and bigger battleships and
guns, and new tactics away from broadside artillery mounts;

� The Interwar Revolutions in Mechanization, Aviation and Information, prompted
by technological advances in mechanization and radio that ultimately enabled
Germany’s blitzkrieg tactics of joint operations involving aviation and mechanized
forces; and

� The Nuclear Revolution of nuclear weapons, which prompted significant doc-
trinal theorizing and, once coupled with ballistic missiles, also led to the
creation of new organizations within the militaries of the superpowers.

See Andrew F. Krepinevich, “Cavalry to Computer: The Pattern of Military
Revolutions,” National Interest (Fall 1994).

Other analysts were more specific in their meaning of “fundamentally alter.” Thinkers
at the Center for Strategic and International Studies identified a MTR as a “fundamental
advance in technology, doctrine or organization that renders existing methods of con-
ducting warfare obsolete,”6 while RAND Corporation similarly stressed that a RMA
involved a paradigm shift in the nature and conduct of military operations that “render[ed]
obsolete or irrelevant one or more core competencies of a dominant player.”7 Krepinevich
himself argued in his initial MTR assessment that change would be revolutionary if at
some point the cumulative effects of technological advances and military innovation
“invalidated former conceptual frameworks.”8 If, for example, advances in stand-off
precision strike were to invalidate or render obsolete the former military advantage in
having massive formations of even the best tanks, then this could be considered revo-
lutionary. Or, historically, one could point to the Artillery Revolution, when the
development of artillery rendered obsolete the former protection afforded by thick
castle walls.

Members of the ONA were careful to emphasize that advanced military technologies
did not constitute a revolution; rather, the full realization of a RMA required the
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three prongs of technological innovation, doctrinal or operational innovation, and
organizational innovation. The Office replaced the term MTR with that of RMA spe-
cifically to highlight the imperative of going beyond technology. And in one of his few
publicly available writings Andrew Marshall underlined that the critical factor in past
RMAs (for example blitzkrieg) was “not technological surprise but the adoption of
innovative operational concepts and organizations to exploit commonly available systems.”9

A “true RMA,” one US Army War College scholar echoed, “transcends technology,
engendering changes in organization, doctrine and strategy.”10

In such a framework one could identify contemporary RMA technologies as those
specified by Perry, namely C4I, ISR and precision guidance. Doctrinal changes then
made possible or facilitated by these new technologies included stand-off precision
strike from naval and air platforms against land targets; ground forces that were both
more expeditionary in the sense of getting to a theater of operations quickly, and more
agile and maneuverable on the battlefield, operating nonlinearly and in dispersed loca-
tions; and, significantly, an overall increased jointness among services. Organizational
changes centered on creating agile, maneuverable forces, which in turn translated into
units that were smaller than in the past and more tailorable to a particular task at hand.

Despite the “not just technology” statements of many RMA thinkers, critics took to
task the technological orientation. Colin Gray, author of numerous works on military
strategy, for example, argued that Krepinevich’s “requirement that an RMA functions,
inter alia, with the application of new technologies” represented a “fatal flaw.” Stating
a RMA to be a “discontinuous increase in military capability and effectiveness,” Gray
stressed that, above all, it was “vital not to require by definition that RMAs be triggered
by new technology.” But while RMAs should not be taken to be triggered by new
technology, it is difficult to dispute that they will normally include new technology.
Of the ten revolutions identified by Krepinevich all but one, the Fortress Revolution,
involved important technological advances, while one, the Nuclear Revolution, was
almost entirely technological in nature. “Occasionally,” Gray later admits, “there is a
discontinuity in military affairs in which the cutting edge for change truly is, or certainly
includes, technological innovation.”11

Eliot Cohen and the Tofflers

In fact, it was difficult for RMA proponents to escape the RMA’s technological origins.
Eliot Cohen, a scholar noted for his historical perspective, pointed out in 1996 that
the contemporary revolution in military affairs, like many before it, had its origins in the
civilian technological world and in the rise of information technologies.12 Indeed, this
was the very argument put forward by futurists Alvin and Heidi Toffler in their 1993
book, War and Anti-War. In their view, “the way we make war reflects the way we
make wealth.”13 Over the course of human history how people make wealth had gone
through two “waves” and was by then well into a third. During the first wave most
people made their livelihood toiling by hand, whether by hunting or through agri-
culture; the means of warfare was hand-to-hand combat. In the second wave, launched
with the Industrial Revolution, people made their living through mass production in
factories; warfare, too, was waged en masse, beginning with Napoleon’s levée en masse,
progressing through the American Civil War and the two World Wars, and reaching its
epitome with the development of the atomic bomb. In the 1970s a third wave began.
The development of information technologies led to “de-massified,” precision, smart
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economies (rooms of computers replaced with personal computers and then handheld
devices, products tailored to individuals, knowledge workers), and these changes were,
by the late 1980s, starting to be mirrored in warfare.

The Tofflers identified a number of distinct aspects of third-wave warfare, including
smaller units, greater autonomy at lower levels, and more highly educated and technically
expert troops. But they also pointed to the increased importance of “systems integration,”
a precursor to an accelerating tendency toward jointness that was being facilitated by
technological advances, particularly advanced C4I that better enabled individual ser-
vices to “talk” to one another. As Eliot Cohen highlighted, a key military impact of
the integration of civilian information technologies into military affairs was that

the new military would be an increasingly joint force … In militaries around the
world the traditional division into armies, navies and air forces… has begun to break
down. Not only have air operations become inseparable from almost any action on
the ground, but naval forces increasingly deliver fire against a wide range of ground
targets.14

William Owens and the system of systems

Increased jointness among services facilitated by technology was a central aspect of
conceptual discussions surrounding the RMA in the 1990s. One of the first strategic
thinkers to fully articulate a vision of resulting changes in the conduct of war was US
Admiral (now retired) William Owens. Considered along with William Perry, Andrew
Marshall and former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General (retired) John
Shalikashvili as among the RMA’s founding fathers,15 Owens arrived in the Pentagon
in 1994 to take up his position as Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. He
soon became the most vocal military advocate of harnessing and accelerating the
military-technological advances that had taken place over the previous decade or more.

Owens is one of the few, if not the only post-Cold War strategic thinker on joint
warfare who has a significant body of literature to which one can point. In various
articles from the mid-1990s onward he expressed his views on jointness and the RMA,
bringing them together in his 2000 book, Lifting the Fog of War. The title refers to the
vast array of satellites, unmanned aerial vehicles, reconnaissance aircraft, and even
special operations forces that were giving the US military an unprecedented ability to
know the location of friendly and enemy forces on the battlefield, by day or night, in
any kind of weather—harnessing at new levels the age-old requirement for comman-
ders to “see over the next hill.” Historically, the lack of clear information about the
enemy’s and one’s own military forces had hindered the effectiveness of military
operations. But new technological advances were promising to “lift the fog of war,”
giving commanders the ability to see and understand everything on the battlefield.
A second area of Owens’ strategic thinking centered on Clausewitz’s other well-known

admonishment, the friction of war. Advanced military systems, Owens argued, existed
in three different areas: those designed “to see” (ISR); “to tell” (C4I); and “to act”
(precision force). The problem, however, was that these systems were “stovepiped” in their
own categories and unable to “talk” to one another. The challenge was to get these
three broad circles of competencies to overlap and interact. If systems designed to
gather surveillance information could transfer it in near-real time to those making
the decisions, the result would be dominant battlespace knowledge or awareness; if
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commanders could relay their decisions in near-real time to systems designed to
unleash precision force, the outcome would be near-perfect mission assignment; and if
ISR systems could relay their information directly back to those that had “acted,” the
result would be immediate and complete battle assessment.16 The idea of bringing three
circles of systems together in this manner yielded the term “system of systems” and
represented the “synergy” first identified by Perry several years earlier.

For Owens, the system of systems, and the RMA’s technological advances in general,
were quintessentially linked to jointness in the conduct of war. “As this broad concept
[the system of systems] emerges over the next decade,” Owens argued in the mid-1990s,
“it will carry with it the revolution in military affairs (RMA) and a new appreciation of
joint military operations, for this revolution depends ultimately on contributions from
all the services.”17 The RMA, he later underlined, would “remain only a promise unless
the Pentagon correctly rewrites combat doctrine to force truly joint operations.”18

John Shalikashvili and Joint Vision 2010

For strategic thinking about implementing joint operations in practice we can point to
Joint Vision 2010, produced under the guidance of General John Shalikashvili. Much
of the vision contains ideas that are particularly relevant to land forces, such as mobility,
dispersion, de-massification, and non-linearity in warfare. As a result, Chapter 2 on
Landpower included a discussion of the US military’s Joint Vision 2010 of 1996 and its
follow-on document, Joint Vision 2020, released in 2000. But the overall conceptual
emphasis of the these vision statements is on joint capability and the need to achieve a
seamless integration of service capabilities, if only to retain effectiveness with less
redundancy in an era of constrained resources.

Of the new operational concepts introduced by Joint Vision 2010, including precision
engagement, full dimensional protection, focused logistics, and dominant maneuver, it
is the latter that most significantly pushed forward conceptual thinking on joint theory.
The idea behind “dominant maneuver” was to use sea, land, air, and space forces in
synchronized fashion, operating with speed and agility from many areas of the battlefield,
thereby achieving significant military advantage over an opponent. Joint Vision 2010
specifically envisioned forces operating “cross-dimensionally,” such as air or naval forces
against ground targets, or ground and naval forces against air defenses.19 It also clearly
reflected ideas put forward by Owens, particularly those of a “systems of systems” and
dominant battlespace awareness.

Critiques

The notion that advanced military technologies could reduce the fog and friction of
war was a controversial one and invited criticism. The claims were seen as disconnected
from historical experience, and from what adversaries may think, want, and do—a
perfect example of what Clausewitz called the war on paper as opposed to war as it
really is. “As long as war involves human beings,” pointed out one scholar, “no tech-
nology can completely eliminate friction, ambiguity, and uncertainty.”20 Against the
optimistic talks of technological advances reducing the fog and friction of war, Major
General Robert Scales (see Chapter 2) warned in a 1997 article that warfare remained
“an inherently uncertain enterprise in which chance, friction, and the limitations of the
human mind under stress profoundly limit our ability to predict outcomes.”21 To be
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fair, Owens in his writings and Shalikashvili in Joint Vision 2010 in some ways pre-
empted these critiques. New technologies would not fully dissipate the fog and friction
of war, they argued; rather they would mitigate their impact, introducing a disparity
significant enough to render the United States dominance in warfare.22 Nonetheless,
not long after the release of Joint Vision 2010 one could sense a palatable swing away
from the earlier revolutionary rhetoric.

Military transformation

By the late 1990s the notion of a RMA was starting to be seen as too dramatic, as
promising too much. Moreover, the term itself seemed to indicate a definitive end-state,
a point at which the revolution would have finished its course, and yet most foresaw several
decades of continuous change. In its place started to seep the term Military Transfor-
mation, or simply Transformation. In fact, the designation was not so new. Early on,
Marshall referred to the RMA as a “process of transformation,”23 and others, such as
Colin Gray and even Owens, simply equated RMAs to “transformations of war.”24

The change in emphasis, which ironically was not promoted by any particular war or
international event (as is arguably more often the case), was first given prominent visi-
bility with the release of a report by the bipartisan National Defense Panel at the end
of 1997, entitled Transforming Defense. The trend continued over the next several
years, and by the early years of the Bush administration the term RMA had all but
disappeared in the United States, replaced with that of transformation.

Arthur Cebrowski, NCW and military transformation

While the terms and timeframe had changed, the substantive content had not. If anything,
the war in Afghanistan in late 2001/early 2002, and later the 2003 Iraq War, seemingly
vindicated the promises made by mid-1990s RMA proponents. Highly mobile, dis-
persed army special operations forces called in precision air strikes from air force and
navy platforms. Advanced command and control, surveillance, and precision guidance
systems were used extensively, and jointly, throughout the war. Thus, although Secretary
of Defense Donald Rumsfeld spoke and wrote in early 2002 of “Transforming the Mili-
tary,” his expressed ideas echoed earlier discussions of the RMA—smaller, more
mobile forces; precision engagement; increased battlespace awareness; and, above all,
the imperative of jointness.25

Into these changed yet not-so-changed circumstances stepped Arthur Cebrowski, a
revolutionary-minded thinker who had first put forward the concept of network-centric
warfare (NCW) in 1998. As noted in Chapter 1, the idea behind NCW was to focus
more on the combat capability achieved when different platforms are linked together, than
on the attributes of an individual platform. “We are in the midst of a revolution
in military affairs (RMA) unlike any seen since the Napoleonic Age … [and the] levee
en masse,” Cebrowksi and John J. Garstka argued in a seminal U.S. Naval Institute
Proceedings article, “ … a fundamental shift from what we call platform-centric
warfare to something we call network-centric warfare.”26 Eliot Cohen put the revolutionary
nature of this shift into perspective:

From the middle of the nineteenth century until very recently, platforms dominated
warfare: the newest ship, plane, or tank outclassed its rivals and in most cases
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speedily rendered them obsolete … The wheel has now turned again. The platform
has become less important, while the quality of what it carries—sensors, munitions,
and electronics of all kinds—has become critical.27

In promoting the potential of networked warfare, Cebrowski and Gartska took their cue
from the civilian commercial world where, they observed, the power of the personal
computer grew exponentially once it was part of a network. “It is not so much about
the computer as it is about the computer in the networked condition,”28 they pointed out. In
their view, network-centric warfare—“with all apologies to Clausewitz”—was a new theory
of war, in that it identified new sources of power, showed how those new sources pointed to
new structures and organizations, and pointed to new political and military strategies.29

The earliest formulation of NCW was associated with the US Navy, both con-
ceptually and in practice. Technological advances in C4I proceeded most rapidly in the
US Navy and, prompted by requirements to be technologically interoperable with their
American counterpart, within other NATO navies. But the notion of NCW as conceived
by Cebrowksi is relevant to all services. In a land force environment, for example, it
points to linking together the combat power of tanks, armored personnel carriers, and
artillery howitzers; in an air environment it might link unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
sensor information with the combat potential of a fighter jet. Most notably, truly
revolutionary change could not arrive until NCW made the transition to the joint world.
The requirement was for sea, land, and air platforms to be able to transfer information
amongst one another—for example, for reconnaissance vehicles on the ground to be able
to receive images from fighter-jet targeting pods or UAVs. This was a formidable military
transformation challenge, and one that Rumsfeld tapped Cebrowski to address.

In 2001, shortly before the 9/11 attacks, Rumsfeld appointed Cebrowksi as director
of a newly created Office of Force Transformation in the Pentagon. With a mandate to
promote the transformation of the US military services, the office issued a Transfor-
mation Planning Guidance, designed to facilitate the service’s efforts to frame their
transformation roadmaps, as well as a broader statement of America’s strategic
approach to military transformation. Transformation was defined as “a process that
shapes the changing nature of competition and cooperation through new combinations
of concepts, capabilities, people and organizations that exploit our nation’s advantages
and protect against our asymmetric vulnerabilities.”30 The common theme pervading
both documents, which did not appear until 2003, was the imperative of pursuing and
implementing technologies and doctrines that would facilitate and ultimately bring
to fruition a situation of true jointness in operations. Interoperability—the ability to
transfer information—was the first key step, and a difficult one, considering that early
communications systems were developed along service lines, with little or no common
architecture. Once technological interoperability was achieved, a military could be
“networked,” but for Cebrowksi, as expressed by the Office of Force Transformation,
NCW demanded additional steps. “NCW,” it argued, “is the military expression of the
information age … [it] refers to the combination of emerging tactics, techniques, and
technologies that a networked force employs to create decisive warfighting advantage.”31

Protocols and common means of acting in certain situations still had to be established,
i.e. joint doctrine; as a result, the services were also asked to develop joint operating
concepts. Jointness enabled by interoperable technology and joint doctrine would ulti-
mately allow for new attributes in the conduct of war that were originally associated
with the RMA, things like dispersed and de-massed forces.
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Cebrowski, as stated in an eloquent post-mortem discussion of his career and strategic
thought, was convinced that the American military “stood on the threshold of an
explosion of information, knowledge and understanding of warfare, as well as, most
importantly, greater precision in waging it.”32 In his view, advances in military tech-
nologies had a moral quality about them because greater precision could enable the
achievement of objectives with less loss of life. Others were less sanguine. Colleagues
agreed that advanced technologies were useful in warfare, but they were not so convinced
of an effective trade-off between military mass and networked forces. Nonetheless, a
number of concepts linked to NCW, the earlier system of systems, and indeed the
whole RMA dialogue and the characteristics of war it encompassed—particularly the
nonlinear, synchronized nature of war—flourished in the early 2000s.

Effects-based operations and related concepts

By the turn of the millennium, strategic thinking related to joint theory was beginning to
involve more refined concepts under the overall NCW umbrella, including that of effects-
based operations (EBO) and rapid decisive operations (RDO). But whereas NCW had
its intellectual home in the US Navy, EBO, and RDO were more comfortably located in
the US Air Force. The fact that NWC, EBO, and RDO must be examined together,
and yet originated in different services, indicates their underlying “joint” nature. So too
does the reality that extensive discussions and promulgations of EBO and RDO—and
later refutations of these concepts’ validity—came from US Joint Forces Command.

John Warden

The roots of EBO lie in the strategic thought of John Warden. The retired US Air
Force Colonel is best known for drawing up the 1991 Gulf War air campaign and for
enunciating a Five Rings Model of enemy centers of gravity—command and leader-
ship, critical war industry, infrastructure, population, and fielded military—that should
be subject to a “parallel warfare” strategy of simultaneous (vice serial) precision strikes
(see Chapter 3). But Warden’s strategic thought also went beyond the use of force.
A strong proponent of psychological effects in war, the “indirect” approach of Sun Tzu
and Liddell Hart, Warden advocated that planners focus less on destroying and killing and
more on how to create chaos, confusion, and paralysis. In addition, he emphasized the
importance of integrating military instruments with those in the economic and political
dimensions.

David Deptula

David Deptula, Warden’s subordinate during the Gulf War and now Lieutenant General,
elaborated on the ideas originally planted by Warden, framing them in terms of the
EBO concept. “The construct of warfare employed during the Gulf War air campaign
has become known as parallel warfare,” he noted in a 2001 monograph, “and was based
upon achieving specific effects, not absolute destruction of targets lists.”33 He stressed
the distinction between destruction-based and effects-based warfare, arguing that the
objective of striking the specific centers of gravity identified by Warden was not to
annihilate the enemy or wear him out through attrition, but rather to have a desired
effect on adversary behavior.
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Deptula’s vision of EBO took as its starting-point the view that rendering the enemy
force useless is just as effective as eliminating that enemy force, and that a viable alter-
native to a destruction concept of war is one based on controlling the enemy’s ability to
operate. Whereas early airpower theorists advocated the destruction of industrial and
population centers, EBO went further, “aiming not just to impede the means of the
enemy to conduct war or the will of the people to continue war, but the very ability of
the enemy to control its vital functions.”34 He gave as an example the targeting of Iraqi
power plants in the opening stages of the Gulf War, where the effect was to induce other
power plant managers to shut down their plants in advance to avoid being targeted—
an example of the achievement of warfare objectives without the destructive use of
force. In this sense Deptula, and Warden before him, shared with Cebrowski the desire
to achieve a more bloodless form of war. The logical end-game of EBO, Deptula later
stressed, was to attain security objectives without resorting to destruction or visible
disruption.35 An advocate of Sun Tzu’s perspective that the acme of skill in warfare is
to subdue the enemy without battle, he highlighted EBO as a springboard for better
linking military, economic, and diplomatic instruments of national power.

Deptula also placed EBO squarely in a joint force framework. In the old attrition or
annihilation way of thinking about war, he argued, ground forces were at the center of
the “universe,” with air and maritime forces orbiting around land forces in support; by
contrast, in the new, effects-based war-planning approach, the Joint Force Commander
stood at the center of the universe, with joint land, air, and maritime forces all making
contributions. Finally, he linked EBO to another term in the defense lexicon, RDO,
arguing that such operations seek to achieve an effects-based result with greater rapidity
and less mass.

Harlan Ullman and “shock and awe”

The RDO concept originated with Harlan Ullman, a former US naval officer and a
scholar with the Center for Strategic and International Studies. In a slim volume pub-
lished in 1996, Shock and Awe: Achieving Rapid Dominance, Ullman and his colleague
argued that the aim of Rapid Dominance was “to affect the will, perception, and
understanding of the adversary … [by] imposing a regime of Shock and Awe.” In the
term Rapid Dominance, “rapid” meant the ability to move quickly before the enemy
could react, while “dominance” referred to affecting and dominating the enemy’s will,
both physically and psychologically. The strategy would be effective, Ullman argued, if,
by acting on a sufficiently timely basis, friendly forces could so overload an adversary’s
perceptions and understanding of events that they rendered him incapable of resistance
at the tactical and strategic levels, paralyzing his will to carry on.36

US Joint Forces Command

RDO, shock and awe, and even EBO originated as airpower concepts but were subse-
quently stretched to fill a joint box. A clear indication of this trend was the substantial
amount of strategic thinking about EBO and RDO carried out by US Joint Forces
Command. In a 2001 doctrine document it defined EBO as a “philosophy that focuses
on obtaining a desired strategic outcome or ‘effect’ on the enemy, through the appli-
cation of a full range of military and non-military capabilities.”37 The “effect,” in turn,
could be either a physical or psychological/behavioral outcome. The command stressed
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the concept’s applicability or added value to joint operations, arguing that EBO was a
joint command and staff thinking process designed to improve unified action. Moreover,
its object (echoing Warden’s original observation) was to harmonize and synchronize
military actions with those of other instruments of national power, including political
and economic, so as to achieve unity of effort in joint operations planning and execu-
tion. The command further linked EBO to the earlier NCW concept, arguing that joint
operations of the future would be knowledge centric, effects based, and networked. EBO
was seen by other US military joint organizations as a supporting concept to NCW,
and a focus on the effects of military operations came to be defined as the nature of the
objective of NCW.38 But, “[a]t its core,” the Joint Warfighting Center argued in 2007, “an
effects-based approach [remains] a refinement of how we think about joint operations.”39

Joint Forces Command defined RDO as one that integrates knowledge, command
and control, and EBO to achieve the desired political/military effect. While EBO refers
more to the purpose of an operation (to achieve an effect), RDO referred more to how
operations were conducted, i.e. a concept of operations, much like NCW. The command
characterized current operations as sequential, progressive, linear, attrition based, and
demanding “de-conflicted” service operations, as compared to RDO, which would be
simultaneous, parallel, distributed, effects based, and have fully “integrated” (joint)
service capabilities. In this latter regard, RDO would require the integrated application
of dominant maneuver (a predominantly landpower concept) and precision engagement
(a predominantly airpower concept), as called for in Joint Vision 2010. In military
parlance, the idea behind RDO was to get inside the enemy’s decision cycle so as
to cause the opposing forces to lose coherence. For Joint Forces Command, in the
early 2000s, RDO constituted the essence of military transformation whereby the
US and its allies would assault the adversary from directions and in dimensions
against which he had no counter, creating confusion, loss of coherence, and ultimately
a change in behavior such that the adversary was no longer acting counter to US
interests.40

In the years leading up to the 2003 Iraq War “shock and awe” came to be seen as
requiring a series of unrelenting waves of strikes across many targets, combining sea,
air, land and space forces. The idea was to rely on precision force and agile units—two
components of the original RMA concept—to defeat opposing forces, while avoiding
wholesale destruction and civilian casualties. The war itself was a concrete manifestation
of the strategy; precision strikes were conducted on hundreds of targets in parallel with
the deployment of maneuver forces on the ground. While some interpreted Operation
Iraqi Freedom as vindicating “shock and awe,” others saw a degree of failure. An
unrealized component of the strategy was to decapitate the Iraqi leadership in the
opening stages of the war, with the aim of creating a psychological blow that would
paralyze the Iraqi war effort from the outset.

In any case, the humbling experience of the years of Iraqi insurgency that followed
had an impact on future strategic thinking. By the second half of the 2000s Joint Forces
Command had dropped the RDO construct, perhaps because no convincing explanation
could be found as to why it would necessarily always be better for operations to be rapid.
As some critics pointed out, the political leadership may find a graduated response desir-
able or necessary for any number of reasons, such as to avoid escalation to the use of
nuclear weapons, or to keep allies on board. EBO lasted somewhat longer than RDO
as a concept in vogue, but it, too, invited many critiques which, by the decade’s end,
had almost buried it.
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Critiques of effects-based operations

At its core, EBO was a planning tool that encouraged identifying the desired strategic
outcome or objective in a campaign and then deriving the means required to achieve
the objective. This was presented as a change from a historical tendency to focus in the
first instance on the means, which in turn were usually destructive. Do you want to
destroy a bridge, or do you want to cut off the flow of enemy supplies across it? Do you
want to cut off the supplies, or do you want to prevent enemy resupply altogether?41

But critics argued that this new way of thinking was not so new, and that planners had
always thought in terms of strategic outcomes and objectives.

More troubling was the concern, expressed by General James Mattis, Commander of
Joint Forces Command in the latter part of the 2000s, and several others that the
effects-based approach could lead to a dangerous self-delusion about the capacity to
control outcomes. EBO was premised on the assumption that one can predict how an
enemy will react to a given situation. The concept laid claim not just to first-order
effects, but also to second- and even third-order effects. Its tenets implied that war was
a science rather than an art and a science, and that war and strategic outcomes could
somehow be controlled. Like NCW before it, EBO was criticized as being contrary to
all historical experience, and certainly to the Clausewitzian dictum that war, more than
any other human activity, most closely resembles a game of cards.

By 2008 General Mattis found it necessary to issue his own guidance on EBO. “I am
convinced that the various interpretations of EBO have caused confusion throughout
the joint force,” he stated. “EBO has been misapplied and overextended to the point
that it actually hinders rather than helps joint operations.”42 Specific concerns from the
US Army and Marine Corps and other observers included that EBO assumed a level of
unachievable predictability; called for an unobtainable level of knowledge of the enemy;
was too prescriptive and over-engineered; and discounted the human dimension in war.
EBO was seen as setting up an intellectual “Maginot Line” around which the enemy
could maneuver, and as overemphasizing precision air strikes to the detriment of ground
force operations. But EBO did not disappear entirely. From its various tenets, Mattis and
Joint Forces Command retained as useful the attention the concept gave to the inter-
action of military and non-military instruments, promoting unity of action, and con-
ducting periodic assessments of operations to determine progress toward achieving
objectives.

Conclusion

Strategic thought pertaining to joint theory in the first two decades following the
end of the Cold War was closely linked to overarching conceptions of the changing
nature of warfare. Ultimately sparked or enabled by the civilian world’s information
revolution, these broad conceptions progressively included the MTR, the RMA, and
military transformation. The attributes included as part of each of these phenomena
varied by thinker, and there was inevitably a significant degree of overlap; in some
cases only the title changed, not the content. Certain warfare characteristics pervaded
and recurred in the discussions, whether the subject was MTR, RMA, parallel war,
system of systems, NCW, military transformation, EBO, or RDO and shock and
awe—attributes like “dispersed,” “nonlinear,” “simultaneous,” an emphasis on speed,
and the requirement for a concentration of effects, vice mass. But the most consistently
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stated objective—sometimes achieved and sometimes only an aspiration—was “jointness”
in warfare.

The elaboration of joint theory has involved advancements and retrenchments. Early
ideas on the RMA and the associated systems of systems and NCW concepts were at
first embraced by many but later deemed out of touch with historical experience, only to
be followed a few years later by RDO and EBO as the centerpiece of military trans-
formation. Initially boosted by RMA/Transformation-validating wars in Afghanistan
and Iraq, these newer concepts were in their own turn later found to be historically
wanting. But while the utility or relevance of various conceptions of the conduct of war
that emerged in the 1990s and 2000s has at times been questioned, the imperative of
jointness that flows through each of them has not. Much as Joint Forces Command has
retained those aspects of EBO that are helpful while discarding the rest, so too is it
important to identify the essential elements of joint theory.

Separating the wheat from the chaff, post-Cold War strategic thought relevant to
joint theory reveals a theory of joint warfare that might include the following tenets:
contemporary military operations are such that navy, army, air, and space forces must
be fully interoperable in practical and technological terms; that is to say, services must
have compatible doctrines and concepts of operations and compatible technologies for
receiving and transmitting information; the traditional assigning of a military operation to
a single service is a thing of the past; operations demand and are more effective if they
involve contributions from two or more services; the integration of service capabilities
into a joint framework enhances friendly force battlespace awareness and response time;
missions must be assigned not according to service but according to the requirement,
regardless of which service fulfills it; and contemporary operations must go beyond
joint to include non-military (governmental and non-governmental) instruments. This
latter element is particularly relevant to strategic thought from the mid-2000s onward.
Prompted by circumstances in Iraq and Afghanistan, new thinking has centered
on counterinsurgency and irregular warfare. It is to these strategic theorists that we
now turn.
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5 Irregular war
Insurgency, counterinsurgency and New War

In the decades since the fall of the Berlin Wall there has been a substantial amount of
strategic thinking about irregular war. Broadly defined by what it is not—irregular war
is not conventional or regular war between two organized militaries of opposing
states—this form of war includes at least one non-state entity. America’s 2006 Quad-
rennial Defense Review counted terrorism, insurgency, and guerrilla warfare as part of
irregular warfare. Guerrilla warfare refers to the tactics of hit and run, of enemies who
avoid direct battles by hiding in the countryside or urban areas, of opponents who, in the
words of C. E. Callwell at the turn of the twentieth century, refuse “to meet [regular forces]
in the open field.”1 Terrorism eludes a commonly accepted definition, but generally
includes attacks on civilians or non-combatants, the seemingly random use of violence,
and the purposeful creation of fear or panic to intimidate a population or compel a
government to do or not do something. Like guerrilla war, terrorism, notes contemporary
strategic thinkerDavidKilcullen, “is in the tactical repertoire of virtually every insurgency.”2

In contrast to the tactical nature of guerrilla warfare and terrorism, insurgency, or
what was at one time referred to as revolutionary war, is explicitly tied to an overall goal.
“Revolutionary war,” argued scholars during the Cold War, “refers to the seizure of
political power by the use of armed force … Revolutionary wars occur within states,
and have as their objective the seizure of state power” (emphasis in original).3 More
recent US joint doctrine has placed the objective in broader terms, defining insurgency
as an organized movement aimed at weakening the control and legitimacy of an
established government or occupying power, with the aim of getting the people to
accept the insurgents’ authority as legitimate.4 Kilcullen has expanded the goal still
further to accommodate a global insurgency aspiring well beyond the control of a state
or government apparatus. Insurgency, he argues, is a popular movement that seeks to
overthrow the status quo (emphasis added) through—in addition to terrorism—subversion,
political activity, insurrection, and armed conflict.

This chapter examines strategic thought on irregular warfare and specifically on
insurgency, counterinsurgency (COIN), and New War. Apart from Sun Tzu, who was
arguably the first to formulate the principles of revolutionary war—attack weakness,
avoid strength, and be patient (see Chapter 2)—strategic thinking about irregular and
revolutionary warfare is relatively new. Jomini advised states to avoid involvement in
what today would be called counterinsurgency operations, while Clausewitz, notes
military historian Martin Van Creveld, “ultimately … presented war as something made
by [national] armies.”5 Insurgencies are as old as warfare itself, but revolutionary war-
fare as a fully defined concept is relatively new because it is linked to two phenomena
of more recent times: industrialization and imperialism. This chapter begins by briefly



highlighting the strategic thought of early and mid-twentieth-century revolutionary
warfare theorists and practitioners, including Callwell, T. E. Lawrence, Mao Tse Tung,
David Galula, and Robert Thompson. It then goes on to examine in more detail the
substantial and accelerating amount of strategic thought on insurgency, counter-
insurgency, and New War from the mid-1980s onward. Notable thinkers include
Thomas Hammes, Mary Kaldor, Kilcullen, Andrew Krepinevich, William Lind,
Rupert Smith, David Petraeus, and Van Creveld. The chapter concludes with some
thoughts on the conduct of contemporary irregular warfare.

Revolutionary war in the early and mid-twentieth century

Callwell on counterinsurgency

Described by some as the Clausewitz of colonial warfare, British army Colonel C. E.
Callwell fought in Afghanistan, Crete, and South Africa in the 1880s and 1890s. His
experiences led him to conclude that the conditions and mode of fighting in small wars
were so distinct from those of conventional warfare that irregular warfare had to be
carried out on the basis of totally different methods. In his Small Wars: Their Principles
and Practice (3rd edition 1906), Callwell therefore sought to sketch out broad rules that
governed the conduct of operations in conflicts against adversaries unaccounted for in
the works of Clausewitz and Jomini. Small wars he defined by exclusion as all those
where opposing forces were not both regular forces, and he makes the useful point that
the term “small war” in fact had no relation to the scale of the conflict, merely to the
types of entities participating.6

Covering a great range of detail, from the overall causes and objectives of small wars, to
innumerable tactical elements of military operations, to problems of supply and intel-
ligence, many of Callwell’s broad dictums survived the test of time. He notes, for example,
the difficulty of determining population support for an insurrection, the mobility and
strategic advantage enjoyed by the insurgent, operating as he is on his home territory,
and the need to set clear goals in the conduct of an operation. Yet others, like the
requirement to seek enemy collapse as soon as possible, would seem unrealistic, and it
is inevitable that the relevance of tactical elements, such as how best to employ camels
and cavalry in flank attacks, would be washed away by time. But a more notable
overall weakness was the entirely military focus of Callwell’s strategic thought, on
measures to kinetically eliminate the insurgent. In later years counterinsurgency would
shift dramatically to focus on non-kinetic measures and securing the population.

Callwell sets out from the beginning to discuss his subject from the point of view of
the regular troops seeking to quell the insurgency, that is, the counterinsurgent per-
spective. The unintended effect was that by the time World War One was underway
Small Wars seemed obsolete. This was not because the primary war of the era was state
to state but rather because, as T. E. Lawrence argued, the advantage had shifted to the
insurgent. The new perspective of interest was from that of the irregular forces.

Lawrence on insurgency

T. E. Lawrence, the British army officer who traveled with and advised the Arab Bedouin
during the Arab revolt against Ottoman Turk rule in 1916–18, wrote extensively. In a
1917 article he listed and elaborated 27 articles or practices that outsiders like the
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British should follow to win over the trust of a specific people, the Bedouin. But his
more general thoughts on guerrilla warfare are best gathered from a chapter in the
autobiographical account of his role in the revolt, Seven Pillars of Wisdom, first pub-
lished in 1926. Confined to a tent, due to illness, he reflected on the nature and conduct
of the war of which he was a part, setting down his “shadowy principles” for what
would later be called insurgency. From his contemplations he concluded that a suc-
cessful rebellion by what he referred to as “irregulars” had to have: “an unassailable
base, guarded not just from attack, but from the fear of attack”; a friendly population
of which only 2 percent had to be active, and the rest quietly sympathetic so that
movements were not betrayed; a technologically sophisticated enemy dependent on
modes of communications and supply that were therefore vulnerable to disruption; and
an enemy that was too weak in numbers as compared to the size of territory to effec-
tively control it by means of interlocking fortified posts. The rebels themselves had to
have “the virtues of secrecy and self-control, and the qualities of speed, endurance and
independence” from lines of supply; as well as the technical equipment necessary to
paralyze the enemy’s communications.

A notable aspect of Lawrence’s strategic thought is that he focused on the support of
the people, not the elimination of the enemy. “A province would be won,” he argued,
“when we had taught the civilians in it to die for our ideal of freedom. The presence of
the enemy was secondary” (emphasis added). Lawrence singled out the importance of
individual members of the insurgency, contrasting them to the regular forces fighting
on the battlefields of Europe: “Governments saw men only in mass; but our men, being
irregulars, were not formations, but individuals. An individual death, like a pebble
dropped in water, might make but a brief hole; yet rings of sorrow widen out there-
from. We could not afford casualties.” Tactically, he said, the mode of conduct should
be “tip and run,” using the smallest force in the quickest time at the farthest place.
He likened the character of operations to that of naval war in mobility, ubiquity, and
independence of bases, rendering the rebel free, as are naval forces in command of the
sea, “to take as much or as little of the war as he will.”7 But while the tactics were
rapid, the overall battle would be long and protracted. Granted time, mobility, security,
and doctrine, the insurgent would prevail, not by destroying the enemy but by wearing
him out through exhaustion.

In discussing the principles that emerged from his experience during the Arab revolt,
Lawrence developed a theoretical base that would have general application to future
irregular wars. Many of his insights have endured. But they collectively comprised just
a few pages in hundreds of historical recounting, and in this regard were not fully
developed. It is with Mao Tse-Tung that we first see the clear fusion of theory and
practice in irregular war.

Mao on insurgency

Like many strategic thinkers of this volume, the leader of the Chinese Communist
Party and later founder of the People’s Republic of China was a prodigious writer but is
best known for a particular work. Mao Tse-Tung’s On Guerrilla Warfare, first penned
during the Long March of 1935 and considered the basic text for revolutionary war,
set out a strategy that he successfully implemented during and after World War Two, first
against the Nationalists, then the Japanese, and later the Nationalists again. Looking at
the Marxist, proletarian revolution of Russia, Mao quickly realized that the methods of
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revolutionary war in an industrial society did not readily apply to the largely agrarian
population of China. He therefore adapted his tactics and techniques to a peasant-based
guerrilla war, his term for what we would today call insurgency because it went beyond
tactics to include a specific revolutionary goal.
For Mao, guerrilla warfare was a weapon that a nation inferior in arms and military

equipment could employ against a more powerful aggressor nation, and its pursuit in
the Chinese context had as its goal the complete emancipation of the Chinese people.
The core of his strategic thought is that successful insurgency involves seven fundamental
steps: arousing and organizing the people; achieving internal unification politically;
establishing bases; equipping forces; recovering national strength; destroying the
enemy’s strength; and regaining lost territories.8 These seven steps were later intellectually
organized into three “phases,” with the result that it has become common to speak
of phases of revolutionary warfare. The first comprises consolidating base areas in
isolated terrain and persuading inhabitants to support the movement, which gradually
acquires the quality of “mass”; the second involves direct yet limited action against the
enemy, including the use of terrorism and sabotage to procure arms and supplies and
thereby equip the masses; and the third entails transforming guerrilla forces into a
more orthodox establishment capable of engaging the enemy in a conventional battle.9

Like Callwell and Lawrence before him, Mao recognized that the general features of
revolutionary war differ fundamentally from regular operations. Of overwhelming
importance is the support of the people. Guerrilla warfare is revolutionary in nature, he
argued, because if it is not to fail it must necessarily involve achieving political objec-
tives that coincide with the aspirations of the people. Assistance, cooperation, or at a
minimum sympathy, are critical: “guerrilla warfare derives from the masses and is
supported by them [and] it can neither exist nor flourish if it separates itself from their
sympathies.” In his well-quoted phrase, the people are the water and the troops are the
fish, and the fish cannot live outside the water. Mao put forward three rules and eight
remarks designed to achieve the support, or at least not to engender the hostility, of the
people, including such things as being courteous, not stealing or breaking things, and
paying for anything damaged.10

As for actual operations, Mao argued that basic guerrilla strategy must be based on
alertness, mobility, and attack. Conducting their activity in the enemy’s rear areas,
guerrillas were to exterminate small enemy forces, harass large enemy forces, attack
enemy lines of communications, and force the enemy to disperse his strength. The
influence of Sun Tzu is apparent in Mao’s thought: guerrillas are advised to withdraw
when the enemy advances; harass him when he stops; strike him when he is weary;
pursue him when he withdraws. Moreover, the revolutionary must be willing to carry
out such activities over a period of years, if not decades, prolonging the struggle and
making it into a protracted war. “There is in guerrilla warfare,” Mao stresses, “no such
thing as a decisive battle.11

Galula on counterinsurgency

Whereas Lawrence and Mao provide the principles and rules of revolutionary war from
the revolutionary’s perspective, David Galula, a French military officer who fought
during the Algerian War in the late 1950s, presents a counter-revolutionary or, in his
words, counterinsurgent, approach. “Counterrevolutionary,” he argues, has a certain
reactionary connotation, and thus he establishes “revolutionary war” as the overall
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phenomenon, with insurgency and counterinsurgency two, yet very different, aspects of the
same war. This is similarly the approach adopted in America’s 2006 counterinsurgency
doctrine.12 In his book, Counterinsurgency Warfare: Theory and Practice (1964),
Galula notes that up until that time there had been numerous analyses of revolutionary
war from the insurgent’s perspective, but few studies from the “other side.” After sur-
veying the tenets of successful insurgency, he sets out to fill the counterinsurgent
vacuum by defining the laws of such warfare, deducing from them its principles, and
suggesting concrete courses of action.

The first law Galula determines is that the support of the population is as necessary for
the counterinsurgent as it is for the insurgent. “What is the crux of the problem for the
counterinsurgent?”Galula asks and then answers. It is not to “clear” a sector of insurgents,
for this can always be done; the counterinsurgent is, after all, the asymmetrically more
powerful participant in military terms. Rather, the challenge is to keep it clean, and this
cannot be done without the support of the population. This, he argues, is where the fight
must be conducted—hence the now well-worn phrase of fighting for the “hearts and minds”
of the people—despite the fact, and recognizing, that the insurgent has a head start in
this area of some years or even decades. Victory, for the counterinsurgent, does not
involve the destruction of an insurgent’s forces because he will readily set up shop
elsewhere; rather, it entails the permanent isolation of the insurgent from the population,
enforced by the population. A large part of this, Galula implies, must be to address porous
borders. “The border areas are a permanent source of weakness for the counterinsurgent,”
he notes, and conversely “an advantage that is usually exploited by the insurgent.”13

Galula’s second law centers on how to gain the population’s support—on how not only
to obtain its sympathy and approval, but also its active participation in the fight against
the insurgent. In a variation of Lawrence’s view that only 2 percent of the population
need actively to support the rebellion as long as the rest are passively supportive, Galula
observes that in most cases a revolutionary war will have an active minority for the
cause, a neutral majority, and an active minority against the cause. The challenge for
the counterinsurgent lies in eliminating the minority for the cause, while empowering the
minority against it to rally the neutral majority. Galula offers no specific advice on how
to do this, except to say that every operation, whether political, economic, military, or social
in nature, must be geared to this end. He further points to the conditionality of the
population’s support as a third law, noting that successful military and police operations
against insurgents and their political organizations must take place in order to lift the
threat of reprisals against the population. However desirable political, social, and eco-
nomic reforms, measures to ensure the population’s security must come first. These
measures and operations, a fourth law, are necessarily intensive and long in duration.
They must successively be applied area by area, not over the whole country at once, a
method that in recent years has become known as the “oil spot” approach. Galula sets
out eight concrete steps of action that a counterinsurgent should follow within a
selected area, including such things as concentrating force to destroy the main body
of insurgents, cutting off population links with the guerrillas, and winning over or
suppressing insurgent remnants.14

Thompson on counterinsurgency

Drawing on his experience in Malaya in the 1950s and also in Vietnam in the early years
before the American “surge” of 1965, British air force officer Sir Robert Thompson
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offered principles of counterinsurgency that echo or complement those of Galula.
In his Defeating Communist Insurgency (1966), Thompson makes the useful argument
that an insurgency cannot be treated in isolation from broader factors. It must be
addressed in the context of an overall plan that covers, in addition to security mea-
sures, all political, social, and economic aspects that bear on the insurgency—an
approach not unlike that of today’s “whole of government” or comprehensive approach.
To do otherwise, he points out, would not bring long-term stability but only invite a
return to insurgency.

Thompson also stresses the necessity that the counterinsurgent function in accordance
with the law, however tempting it may be to treat guerrilla action outside the normal
safeguards of domestic law. To do otherwise, he argues, would undermine the long-term
legitimacy of the government that is trying to re-establish control. Like Galula, Thompson
identifies the population, not the insurgent, as the primary target, in his case (because
he is dealing with communism) recommending that the subversive political organization
be broken up and eliminated, so as to separate the fish from the water. Finally, he
lends credence to Galula’s emphasis on securing specific base areas first, rather than all
areas at once, working methodically outward. Thompson recommends that the focus of
this (oil spot) approach be first on urban and developed localities, where there is
the greatest population, communications, and economic activity, even if that means, at
least in the short term, conceding remoter areas to the insurgent.15

Post Cold War

Andrew Krepinevich on insurgency and counterinsurgency

It is perhaps not surprising that much of early strategic thought on revolutionary war
was conducted by British and French practitioners, as the notable European colonial
powers of the early to mid-twentieth century. US thinkers on insurgency were slow to
emerge, despite or perhaps because of America’s experience in Vietnam. One of the first
was Andrew Krepinevich, a retired Lieutenant Colonel in the US Army and now Director
of the Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, whose ideas figured extensively
in the RMA literature of the 1990s (see Chapter 4), but whose strategic thought both
before and since that time has included insurgency and counterinsurgency.

In his book The Army and Vietnam (1986), Krepinevich was one of the first to
squarely face the US military’s failure to grasp the nature of the conflict in which it was
involved. Krepinevich draws attention to the protracted nature of an insurgency
conducted methodically over years and decades; the three phases of insurgency popu-
larized by Mao; and the fact that insurgency focuses on gaining the support of the
population, either through willing cooperation or as a result of threats, i.e. capturing
the minds, if not the hearts, of the population. Counterinsurgency, in turn, requires
winning the hearts and minds of this same population; addressing the conditionality of
population support by ensuring long-term security; securing the government’s base
areas; separating the guerrilla forces from the population; and eliminating insurgent
infrastructure. Counterinsurgency, Krepinevich points out, involves coordination
among many government organizations, of which the military is only one.16

Most, if not all, of these themes were recognizable to anyone familiar with the earlier
revolutionary warfare literature. Krepinevich’s contribution at this time was not so
much to add new strategic thinking on revolutionary war as to highlight the fact that
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insurgency and counterinsurgency represent major departures from conventional war;
that the United States Army in the 1970s, still strongly influenced by World Wars One
and Two and the Korean War, was neither trained nor organized to fight effectively in an
insurgency conflict environment; and to make the case that low-intensity warfare and
counterinsurgency represented the most likely arena of future conflict for the US
Army—a commonplace perspective in the second decade of the twenty-first century,
but no less than a radical argument in 1986.

In later work Krepinevich recasts important ideas into new language, for added
emphasis. He notes that the center of gravity in counterinsurgency warfare is the target
nation’s population, but goes further to point out that in the case where an external
power provides a major portion of the counterinsurgent forces the population of that
external power, too, becomes a center of gravity in the conflict. His reference is to the
United States, but it could equally have been to France and the Algerian insurgency
that was Galula’s topic. On the central theme of population security, Krepinevich
highlights the wrongheadedness of focusing exclusively or prevalently on hunting down
and killing insurgents. “Should counterinsurgent forces … focus their principal efforts
on destroying insurgent forces, as is more typical of conventional warfare, and accord
population security a lower priority, they will play into insurgents’ hands.”17 So, too,
would they do if they were to display a lack of patience, since insurgents can make a
powerful argument to the population that, while foreign troops will someday depart,
the insurgents will remain, and therefore must be accommodated. Finally, looking to
the specific case study of Iraq in the mid-2000s, and echoing the perspective of Galula
and Thompson before him, Krepinevich argues it was not possible to guarantee security to
all of Iraq simultaneously. Rather, the approach should be one of an expanding oil spot
that focuses at first on key (likely urban) areas, and gradually yet inexorably expands
outward over time.

Martin van Creveld on non-trinitarian war

Military historian Martin van Creveld places insurgent and counterinsurgent activity,
what he calls low-intensity warfare, into broad historical context. Writing in the waning
days of the Cold War, van Creveld, an Israeli scholar at the University of Jerusalem,
notes that for much of human history war was waged by non-state social entities.
“Trinitarian” warfare, a reference to Clausewitz’s observation that war as a total
phenomenon reflects the interaction of a trinity of forces—the people, the army,
and the government—is a comparatively recent phenomenon, having dominated the
international scene only since after the 1648 Peace of Westphalia.

Van Creveld argued that the trinitarian, Clausewitzian universe, resting as it does
“on the assumption that war is made predominantly by states or, to be exact, by
governments,” was coming to an end, to be replaced by “non-trinitarian” or “post-
Clausewitzian” warfare.18 Where there are no states, he notes, the threefold division
into government, army, and people does not exist. And the future global landscape, he
argued, was likely to feature an increasing number of war-making organizations of a
non-state variety. Low-intensity conflicts were increasing, a product of the decolonization
trend of the post-World War Two period that then took root, once decolonization
ended, in other areas of the world. State-to-state warfare had already become com-
paratively rare, primarily as a result of the spread of nuclear weapons. In van Creveld’s
view, states were set to lose their monopoly over armed violence. Indeed, they already
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had—it was just that “the military establishments of developed countries clung to
Trinitarian war because it was a game with which they had long been familiar and they
liked to play.”19 But future war would not be waged by states and armies. Rather, it
would be waged by non-state actors, like terrorists and guerrillas.

Lind on fourth-generation warfare

Van Creveld’s non-trinitarian view of the world is fundamental to fourth-generation
warfare (4GW), a concept that is traced to a seminal 1989 Military Review article
by William S. Lind and four US military officers. In it Lind, at the time at the
Washington-based conservative think-tank the Free Congress Foundation, argued
that over the course of modern history, developments in warfare had gone through
three distinct “generations” of military development, defined by watersheds that had been
dialectically qualitative, and was set to move into a fourth generation. The first three
generations concerned armies and states and thus could be located in the trinitarian
universe of Clausewitz (although Lind himself did not use this term). They included the
first-generation tactics of infantry lines and columns; the second-generation move to
indirect fire, where massed firepower from artillery replaced massed manpower, but
where tactics remained essentially linear; and the nonlinear, maneuver warfare of the
third generation, displayed most notably during World War Two.

These generations do not replace but overlap one another. Lind argued, for example,
that second-generation warfare remained the US Army’s modus operandi until the
1980s, long after Germany had introduced third-generation warfare in the form of
blitzkrieg. Moreover, numerous features of third-generation warfare could be expected
to carry over into the fourth: greater dispersion on the battlefield; increased speed and
tempo of operations; decreased dependence on centralized logistics; more emphasis on
maneuver and less on mass; smaller, more agile forces; nonlinear warfare with no
definable battle lines or fronts; and an increasing dependence on joint operations.
Most, if not all, of these features were later bundled into a package known as the
Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) (see Chapter 4). Indeed, Lind’s first vision for
fourth-generation warfare, a potential technology-driven fourth generation, aligns closely
with 1990s perspectives on the RMA: “Technologically … very few soldiers could have
the same battlefield effect as a current [1989] brigade”; “highly mobile elements, com-
posed of very intelligent soldiers armed with high-technology, may range over wide
areas”; “units will combine reconnaissance and strike functions”; “Remote, ‘smart’
assets … may play a key role.”20

The strategic thought for which Lind is remembered, and continues to be quoted, is
his second vision of future war, a potential idea-driven fourth generation. Conducted
by non-state entities such as terrorists, fourth-generation warfare can be distinguished by
at least two important signposts, both of which first emerged in second-generation
warfare and were present in the third but are pushed to a qualitatively greater degree in
fourth-generation warfare. The first is a shift in focus from the enemy’s front to his rear.
“Terrorism,” Lind argues, “takes this [pre-existing trend] a major step further. It attempts
to bypass the enemy’s military entirely and strike directly at his homeland—at civilian
targets. Ideally the enemy’s military is simply irrelevant to the terrorist.” The second
signpost centers on the aspect of using the enemy’s strength against him. “Terrorists use
a free society’s freedom and openness, its greatest strengths against it. They can move
freely within our society, while actively working to subvert it.”21
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Lind also identifies additional possible elements of fourth-generation warfare. Such
an attacker might: not work within a nation-state (i.e. trinitarian) framework but rather
have a non-national or transnational base, such as an ideology or religion; conduct
direct attacks on the enemy’s culture, bypassing not only its military, but also the state
itself, in the manner, for example, that drug trafficking directly targets US citizens; and
use highly sophisticated psychological warfare directly against the people, especially
through the manipulation of television news media. All these things in combination,
Lind and his colleagues argued, could constitute at least the beginnings of a fourth
generation of warfare. “[T]he progressive weakening of the state and the rise of alternative,
non-state primary loyalties,” he later argued, “constitutes the heart of my definition of
Fourth Generation war.”22

Hammes

The highly prescient content of Lind’s potential idea-driven fourth generation of warfare—
which in many ways anticipated the rise of al Qaeda a decade later—is the starting-point
of strategic thought on 4GW in the early post-9/11 period. The most notable theorist in
this regard is Thomas X. Hammes, a Colonel in the United States Marines Corps, who
has presented his strategic thought on fourth-generation warfare in a number of articles
and in his 2004 book, The Sling and the Stone: On War in the 21st Century. For
Hammes, 4GW is “an evolved form of insurgency.” Mao was the originator of this
form of war, but whereas Mao initially set out a three-phase plan that would arouse and
unite the Chinese people against the outside power, Japan, 4GW skips the population
altogether, directly targeting the mind of the enemy decision maker.

The phenomenon of direct attacks against the far enemy is not new. It dates to Ho Chi
Minh and Vo Nguyen Giap, the North Vietnamese president and military commander
respectively, who during the Vietnam War followed a refined Maoist model by com-
bining the three-phase approach with an aggressive, direct attack on the national will of
the outside power, first France and then the United States.23 The distinction here is that
4GW has largely dropped the population aspect altogether, while the internet and
globalized communications have made the direct approach, previously dependent on
television coverage, exponentially more potent. Hammes also points out that con-
temporary insurgents are no longer the unified, hierarchical organizations that the
Chinese and later the Vietnamese developed in the early and mid-twentieth century.
Rather, there has been a worldwide shift from hierarchical to networked organizations.
In some cases they are based on traditional linkages between and among people, simple
real-world networks, including criminal networks. But in most they operate in cyberspace,
ultimately connected through the internet.

Fourth-generation warfare, like all insurgencies, does not attempt to win by defeating
the enemy’s military forces. For Hammes, it is a form of war that “uses all available
networks—political, economic, social and military—to convince the enemy’s political
decision makers that their strategic goals are either unachievable or too costly for the
perceived benefit.”24 He equates 4GW to “netwar,” a term originated by RAND scholars
John Arquilla and David Ronfeldt in the early 1990s. In their conception, netwar per-
tains to conflicts short of war, involves actors who may or may not be military, and is
distinguished by the fact that at least one of the protagonists, usually a non-state,
paramilitary, or other irregular force, organizes as a network rather than a hierarchy.
“An archetypal netwar actor consists of a web (or network) of dispersed, interconnected
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‘nodes’ … The design is both acephalous (headless) and polycephalous (hydra-
headed).”25 For Arquilla and Ronfeldt, netwar involves “trying to disrupt, damage, or
modify what a target population knows or thinks it knows about itself and the world
around it.”26 The concept both reflects, and is tied to, the information revolution.
Targeting the minds of enemy decision makers is the organizing principle that governs

4GW activities at each of the strategic, operational, and tactical levels. Strategically,
4GW practitioners will undertake a communications plan using such things as insurgent
websites and the global communications media in general. Operationally, 4GWopponents
“will examine our entire society to find vulnerabilities” and then attempt to strike
them. The quintessential example is the 9/11 attacks, but other scenarios can be
envisioned. Tactically, 4GW takes place in the complex environment of low-intensity
conflict—here is the connection of 4GW to actual insurgent activity on the ground.
The more dramatic and bloody the image, the stronger the message. These high-impact
messages will probably come through visual media and they will be part of, indeed the
substance of, “the strategic communications plan designed to shift their enemy’s view
of the world.”27 Once the outside power is driven out, Hammes argues, there will ensue
a traditional 2GW civil war (i.e. war amongst the people)—or perhaps, although he
does not say this, a “traditional” insurgency along Maoist lines.

The concept of 4GW has been criticized on at least three broad fronts. The first is
the degree to which terrorists and insurgents are effective against countries and militaries
stuck in the second or third generation of warfare. Based on an examination of history,
argues one scholar, “it is probably a bit hasty to conclude that non-traditional forms of
warfare will always best traditional forces.”28 A second and related critique is the
degree to which the focus on insurgency and 4GW is appropriate, or whether it is a
luxury afforded only by the fact that at the beginning of the twenty-first century there
is an “unusual and temporary absence of Great Power conflictuality.”29

But the strongest critique is whether Hammes has actually identified something novel or
new. This is an unresolved question in Hammes’ own strategic thought, which argues at
the same time that 4GW: has been around for seven decades; has been the dominant
form of warfare for 50 years; and is a “new form of war.” Fourth-generation warfare,
at least at the strategic level, is different from the indigenous population-centric insurgency
of Mao. The notion of operational-level attacks against the enemy’s society at home is
also a new element, as is the shift from hierarchical to networked insurgent “leadership.”
But, with the exception of advancements in communications technology, it is difficult
to distinguish the core of Hammes’ 4GW conception—directly targeting the minds of
enemy decision makers—from the North Vietnamese approach, which after the defeat
at Tet in 1968 shifted from targeting US military forces in Vietnam to directly weakening
US political will at home. In this regard, a large part of the 4GW concept arguably
comes down to the relatively new and pervasive power of the internet. Perhaps this is
the true “potential technology-driven fourth generation of warfare” alluded to by Lind
at the close of the Cold War.

New Wars scholars

The strategic thought of William Lind and Thomas Hammes has been characterized as
a popular form of “New Wars” thinking.30 This is a term that first emerged in the
1990s, largely in response to the civil war in former Yugoslavia, but also elsewhere, and
the difficulty faced by the international (state-based) community in addressing such
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conflicts. One of the best-known New Wars scholars is Mary Kaldor, whose 1999
volume New and Old Wars argued that in the 1990s a type of organized violence
emerged in Africa and Eastern Europe that was “new” in terms of its goals and
methods of warfare. Echoing van Creveld, she argues that these new wars arose in the
context of the erosion of the autonomy of the state and, in some cases, the complete
disintegration of the state. In place of the geopolitical or ideological goals of the Cold
War, new wars were about “identity politics,” or the claim to power on the basis of
having a particular national, clan, religious, or linguistic identity.31 In its prosecution,
she argues, new warfare borrows from revolutionary warfare the strategy of controlling
territory through political control rather than capturing territory from enemy forces, a
task that is somewhat easier in the case of new wars, since the central authority is weak
or nonexistent. But whereas “traditional” guerrilla warfare and counterinsurgency is, at
least in theory, aimed at political control of the population through winning “hearts
and minds,” the new warfare aimed at controlling it by getting rid of everyone of a
different identity, through such means as population expulsion, forcible resettlement,
and mass killing. The phenomenon was captured at the time in the well-used phrase
“ethnic cleansing.”

In The New Wars, Herfried Munkler similarly argues that in such wars force is mainly
directed not against the enemy’s armed force but against the civilian population.
Fighting may flare up anywhere; there is no distinction between front, rear, and
homeland, no decisive battle of the sort that characterizes inter-state war. In new wars
the conduct of war involves direct attacks using terrorist tactics, an “offensive form of the
strategic asymmetrization of force,”32 rather than the more traditional indirect targeting of
guerrilla warfare. The aim of fighting is either to drive a population from a certain area
through ethnic cleansing, or to force it to supply and support certain groups. This latter
phenomenon draws in the economic dimension, wherein a large aspect of new wars
involves war as a way of life. The boundaries between working life and war become
blurred, players are driven more by economic motives than political ones, and they
essentially make a living out of war, in some cases amassing fortunes. For Munkler, the
two main features that differentiate the new wars from the inter-state wars of the past
are their commercialization and their growing asymmetry.

Britain’s Rupert Smith, Deputy Supreme Allied Commander Europe during NATO’s
(1999) Operation Allied Force in Kosovo, does not use the “New War” terminology in
his 2005 book The Utility of Force, but he does draw out changes in the conduct of war
that echo the New War literature. Smith argues that a paradigm shift has taken place in
war, from inter-state industrial war of comparable, largely symmetric forces waging war
on a battlefield, to a paradigm of “war amongst the people [that] reflects the hard fact
that there is no secluded battlefield upon which armies engage, nor are there necessarily
armies, definitely not on all sides.” War amongst the people, he argues, “is the reality in
which the people in the streets and houses and fields—all the people, anywhere—are
the battlefield. Military engagements can take place anywhere: in the presence of civilians,
against civilians, in defence of civilians,” and they are between sides that are mostly
non-state.33

Scholar Richard Shultz goes still further than Kaldor and Smith, identifying a specific
set of questions that can give an “operational level assessment of how internal warfare
is conducted by modern warriors.”34 Questions within the framework center on the
non-state armed groups’ concept of warfare, organization and command and control,
area of operations, types and targets of operations, and constraints and limitations, like
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the laws of armed conflict. A final category is the role of outside actors. Many argue
that inter-communal strife is nothing new—it existed in the early twentieth century and
before. Rather, what has been new in the post-Cold War era has been stepped-up
efforts on the part of the international community to intervene in or address the strife,
often played out in the global media. The character of New War accordingly forms
the backdrop against which Smith presents his strategic thought on trends that make
up the paradigm of war amongst the people from the perspective of the (state-
based) intervener. Among the trends he identifies is the fact that the interveners, no less
so than the parties themselves, fight amongst the people and not on the battlefield.
Because the enemy is hiding in and amongst the people, the challenge faced by the
intervening force is “to differentiate between the enemy and the people and to win
the latter over to you.” In addition, and significantly, the ends for which organizations
like NATO fight “are changing from the hard objectives that decide a political outcome
to those establishing conditions in which the outcome may be decided.” The objective
of intervention is not to take or hold territory but to create a condition in which
humanitarian activity can take place and a political outcome can be negotiated.
“Overall,” Smith argues, “if decisive victory was the hallmark of interstate war, estab-
lishing a condition may be deemed the hallmark of the new paradigm of war against
the people.”35

How best to create such a condition was then, and remains now, an unanswered question.
Kaldor argues that approaches like peace keeping and peace enforcement, attempted
by the international community during the 1990s, are not appropriate because they still
treat the new wars “as Clausewitzian wars in which the warring parties are states, or if
not states, groups with a claim to statehood.” She argues instead for “a new form of
cosmopolitan political mobilization, which embraces both the so-called international
community and local populations, and which is capable of countering … particularism,”
and calls on the international community to engage in an ambitious agenda of enforcing
cosmopolitan norms, including international humanitarian and human rights law.36

Smith is more practical in his approach, arguing that in planning an intervention with
military force the international community must start by giving coherent answers to
two sets of questions. The first set (of about 20 questions) centers on defining “the
outcome and the effort to be set to achieving it,” while the second set (of about a half
dozen questions) focuses on making the intervention credible in the eyes of the people
and the opponent that is hiding in and amongst the people.37 Determining what
objectives can be achieved by military force, and the limitations on the use of force
beyond them, forms the overarching strategic starting-point—a reality that Smith
applies not just to the new wars of the 1990s but also to the counterinsurgent efforts in
Iraq in the period after the 2003 Iraq War.

Kilcullen on insurgency and counterinsurgency

In his strategic thought David Kilcullen goes somewhat further than Hammes in pin-
pointing the new character of insurgency. A Lieutenant Colonel in the Australian
Army who later advised the Pentagon on counterinsurgency, Kilcullen identifies the
key distinguishing aspect of post-Cold War insurgency as lying not in the method but
in the goal of revolutionary or insurgent activity. The global jihad being waged by al
Qaeda, he argued in a 2005 article that caught the Pentagon’s attention, is clearly an
insurgency—that is, a popular movement that seeks to change the status quo through
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violence and subversion: so far, much the same as a classical Maoist insurgency.
But, he goes on, “whereas traditional insurgencies sought to overthrow established
governments or social orders in one state or district, this insurgency seeks to transform
the entire Islamic world and remake its relationship with the rest of the globe.”38

Classical theory, he elaborates in later work, treats insurgency as something that
occurs within one country, between a non-state actor and a single government, with the
goal being to gain control of the state. But many contemporary insurgents may be
simply trying to destroy the state, not seize control of the reins of power. “The insur-
gents seek to expel foreigners, but have little to say about what might replace the
national government.”39 Moreover, in al Qaeda-linked insurgencies, the insurgent
may not be seeking to achieve any practical real-world objective, but rather to gain
God’s favor.

Kilcullen notes that in the modern era some classical insurgencies do exist, such as in
Colombia and Thailand, where insurgents seek to challenge the status quo, a functioning
political body. But others follow state failure, and the battle is over an ungoverned
space, a situation that may be better described in New War terms as a “war amongst
the people” than as an insurgency. Still more are sparked by an outside intervening
power, against which the insurgents react. The invading coalition is, in a sense, more
revolutionary than the insurgent, who is fighting to repel an occupier or to preserve the
status quo of ungoverned spaces. Tied to this phenomenon is an entire cycle of activity,
sparked by the initial presence of al Qaeda or an associated movement, that leads to
the creation of “accidental” guerrillas. In his book The Accidental Guerrilla, Kilcullen
argues that such guerrillas are the product of a four-stage process that is not unlike a
disease. Transnational extremists first “infect” an ungoverned area; the “contagion,”
initially resisted by the local people, who see them as alien outsiders, spreads via
co-option and intimidation throughout the country and region; outside powers even-
tually intervene, taking action against the extremist presence using a range of tools
from humanitarian aid to military force; finally, the local population lashes out in an
immune “rejection” response, closing ranks with the original alien outsiders against the
new external threat. Local people fight alongside extremist forces, in the process
becoming accidental guerrillas.

It is not difficult to see that at this stage the insurgency, despite having its origins in
the existence of extremists with no real-world goals, begins to look like traditional
counterinsurgency. As Kilcullen notes, at the operational level counterinsurgency
remains a competition among sides, each seeking to mobilize the population. “The
people remain the prize.”40 Tactically, whereas classical insurgents generally hid
amongst the people in rural environments, modern insurgents are at least as likely to be
found amongst the people in urban environments.

Other features echo those identified by Hammes. Modern communications, Kilcullen
argues, has had the effect of compressing the operational level, such that tactical events
have strategic effect once spread through the internet, i.e. they become part of the
strategic communications plan. Kilcullen also approaches Hammes’ view that all
insurgent activity is aimed at the minds of enemy decision makers when he notes that
the pervasive and near-instantaneous character of modern media, the “globalization
effect” of an instantaneous worldwide audience, is such that revolutionary war is
almost 100 percent political, with little or no focus on the military aspect at the local
level. And although he argues that the notion of organizational networks and nodes is
a bit too organized, Kilcullen comes close to Hammes’ perspective when he notes that
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modern insurgencies discard hierarchy in favor of a “self-synchronizing swarm of
independent but cooperating cells.”41

A notable aspect of Kilcullen’s strategic thought lies in his elaboration of this
organizational aspect of modern insurgency. The essence of jihadist “operational
art”—the existence of such a thing in itself being controversial—he argues, lies in its
ability to aggregate numerous tactical actions into one common movement. This is
done through a “nested series of links” across theaters and including groups with
common ideologies, cultures, languages, and, above all, the shared Islamic faith.

Kilcullen’s analysis has important repercussions for counterinsurgency. In its classical
form, as put forward, for example, by Galula and Thompson, counterinsurgency is
optimized to defeat insurgency in one country. But traditional concepts are problematic
when applied to countering a global insurgency. Here the approach must first be on
severing the links and communications between al Qaeda’s core leadership and local
and regional players, isolating theater-level actors from their global sponsors. The idea
behind this strategy, what Kilcullen calls “disaggregation,” is not to resolve a specific
conflict situation but rather to ensure that the insurgent activity is isolated from
that in other theaters. “The pathology of [contemporary] insurgency,” one scholar has
argued, “suggests that we [must] isolate the guerrillas physically, cybernetically and
psychologically from their base of support and from the media.”42 If it subsequently
becomes necessary to address the local insurgency itself (and Kilcullen advises to avoid
this if at all possible), then at least eight counterinsurgent “best practices” come into
play, the most notable of which are to adopt a comprehensive (whole of government)
approach that integrates civil and military efforts; ensure population security; build local
security forces; conduct combat strikes against insurgents when necessary; and effect a
region-wide approach that controls borders and disrupts insurgent safe havens.43

Petraeus and counterinsurgency

“Best practices” is perhaps the best way to characterize US counterinsurgency
doctrine as expressed in the 2006 US Army and Marine Corps Counterinsurgency
Field Manual (FM 3–24), produced under the guidance of US Army General
David Petraeus. Notwithstanding substantial discussion during this period, by Hammes
and Kilcullen and others, of the transnational, globalized nature of modern insurgency,
and of the need to sever links and networks operating across boundaries, FM 3–24
is strongly imbued with a classical, Maoist perspective. This is reflected in its char-
acterization of insurgencies as “normally seeking to achieve one of two goals: to
overthrow the existing social order and reallocate power within a single state, or to
break away from state control and form an autonomous entity.”44 Its counterinsurgency
doctrine is accordingly “state-centric,” reflecting Galula’s rejoinder to Maoist doctrine
and focused on what Kilcullen would call the operational (vice strategic) level of
counterinsurgency.

FM 3–24 puts forward a number of principles, imperatives, and paradoxes pertaining
to counterinsurgency operations that together form the core of Petraeus’ strategic
thinking (see Box 5.1). Upon FM 3–24’s publication it was the paradoxes that drew the
most attention. This may have been because at a time when kinetic approaches were
largely and ineffectually dominating American counterinsurgency responses, they
emphasized the strength of non-kinetic responses (while still underscoring that killing
clearly will often be necessary).
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Box 5.1 The US Army–Marine Corps Counterinsurgency Field Manual

The core of official US strategic thought on counterinsurgency lies in the 2006
US Army–Marine Corps Counterinsurgency Field Manual, which identifies sev-
eral historical principles for COIN, contemporary imperatives for COIN, and
paradoxes of COIN operations.

Historical principles:

� Legitimacy is the main objective. Any COIN operation must seek to establish
an effective, legitimate government.

� Unity of effort is essential. Outside military, diplomatic, governmental, and
non-governmental organizations must coordinate their COIN efforts.

� Political factors are primary. Military commanders must consider at all times
how operations will impact on host-nation legitimacy.

� Counterinsurgents must understand the environment. Soldiers and Marines must
understand the society and culture within which they are conducting operations.

� Intelligence drives operations. As with all military operations, intelligence is
imperative; however, COIN missions are unique in that counterinsurgents’
own actions are a key generator of intelligence. A cycle develops wherein
operations create intelligence that defines subsequent operations.

� Insurgents must be isolated from their cause and support. Killing every insurgent
is not possible; a better approach is to redress the social, political, and eco-
nomic grievances that fuel the insurgency, and to cut off physical and financial
support—all extremely difficult tasks.

� Security under the law is essential. Security of the population is essential and
involves establishing a legal system in line with local culture and practices to
deal with insurgents.

� Counterinsurgents should prepare for a long-term commitment. The populace must
have confidence in the long-term will and staying power of the counterinsurgents
and host-nation government.

Contemporary imperatives:

� Manage information and expectations. The populace must be given a realistic
set of expectations so that the lack of immediate results is not interpreted as
counterinsurgent or host-nation deception.

� Use the appropriate level of force. Commanders must apply appropriate and
measured levels of force precisely so as to minimize loss of life and any
potential backlash.

� Learn and adapt. Insurgents constantly exchange information about counter-
insurgent vulnerabilities, so counterinsurgents must be able to adapt their best
practices just as fast.

� Empower the lowest levels. Higher commanders should empower subordinates
to make decisions within the commander’s intent because in COIN local
commanders have the best grasp of the situation.

� Support the host nation. While it may be easier for counterinsurgents to conduct
operations themselves, it is better to work to strengthen host-nation capabilities,
since the long-term goal is to leave a government able to stand by itself.
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Paradoxes of counterinsurgency operations:

� Sometimes the more you protect your force, the less secure you may be. Keeping
military forces safe in their compounds rather than out amongst the people
reduces access to the intelligence needed to drive successful operations.

� Sometimes the more force is used, the less effective it is. The greater the use of
force, the greater the chance of collateral damage and mistakes and the greater
the opportunity for insurgent propaganda.

� The more successful the counterinsurgency is, the less force can be used and the
more risk must be accepted. As counterinsurgent efforts progress, more reliance
is placed on police work and troops will have to adhere to more stringent rules
of engagement that may involve greater risk to the counterinsurgent.

� Sometimes doing nothing is the best reaction. Sometimes insurgents attempt to
incite a counterinsurgent reaction that would create a propaganda opportunity.

� Some of the best weapons for counterinsurgents do not shoot. Legitimacy and
public support for the host nation’s government can be achieved at times with
activities that do not involve killing insurgents.

� The host nation doing something tolerably is normally better than the counter-
insurgent doing it well. “Tolerable” host-nation activity promotes the creation
of a government able to stand by itself, but if the host nation cannot perform
tolerably. counterinsurgents may have to act.

� If a tactic works this week, it might not work next week; if it works in this
province, it might not work in the next. Insurgents quickly adjust to successful
COIN practices, so counterinsurgents need to continually adapt.

� Tactical success guarantees nothing. Military action cannot achieve success in
COIN but must be linked to host-nation political goals.

� Many important decisions are not made by generals. Successful COIN requires
competence and judgment at all levels, since even tactical decisions can have
strategic consequences.

Perhaps the most useful strategic direction for operational-level activities is found in
the manual’s summary of successful counterinsurgency practices, which advises the
occupying power, amongst other things, to focus on the population, its needs and its
security; establish and expand secure areas; and secure host-nation borders. Indeed,
“secure the population” has been identified by Petraeus as the central lesson of
counterinsurgency.45 The doctrine later elaborates that COIN efforts should begin by
controlling key areas and that security and influence should then spread out from
secured areas. But considering its importance, this “oil spot” strategy, which was
advised by counterinsurgency theorists from Galula to Thompson to Krepinevich,
receives surprisingly little attention. The latter two theorists stressed especially the
importance of first securing the populous urban areas, an approach that was adopted
in practice when it came to implementing the doctrine’s tenets in Iraq.
Despite FM 3–24’s predominantly classical COIN approach, the manual does touch

on elements familiar from Hammes’ and Kilcullen’s strategic thought. “Today’s
operational environment,” it notes, “includes a new kind of insurgency, one that seeks
to impose revolutionary change worldwide … Defeating such enemies requires a
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global, strategic response [that] addresses the array of linked resources and conflicts
that sustain these movements.”46 But the manual is short on what measures might be
taken to effect such “disaggregation.” It includes an extensive discussion of tools to
map an insurgent organization’s social network, noting that “such knowledge helps
commanders understand what the network looks like, how it is connected, and how
best to defeat it,” such as whether one should target enemy forces or enemy leaders.47

But, as with Kilcullen’s strategic thought, there are no further details on how, in this
globalized, interconnected, real-time world, it is actually possible to sever links and
isolate insurgents. This may be by design. The COIN manual agrees that networked
organizations are difficult to destroy, but goes on to argue that networks in any case
have a limited ability to attain strategic success because they cannot easily muster and
focus power. Meanwhile, commanders on the ground have expressed the view that
thinking of the enemy as a network has had the effect of understating the critical and
enduring importance of geography and controlling key terrain as a first step in
spreading stability outward—perhaps a case of classical theory trumping the new-wave
thinking of the information age.

Conclusion

Revolutionary war, including insurgency and counterinsurgency, is relatively new as a
fully developed concept. T. E. Lawrence’s recollections, from the early interwar period,
were the first to include principles of successful insurgency activity, but it is to Mao and
his World War Two-era writings that we attribute the beginnings of comprehensive
strategic thought on the insurgency component of revolutionary war. The conventional
nature of that war, as well as the Korean War that followed, meant that counter-
insurgency doctrine did not immediately appear. Only in the mid-1960s, after a decade
or more of conflicts associated with decolonization, was there substantial strategic
thinking on counterinsurgency, notably by Galula but also by Thompson.

The strategic thought of Krepinevich in the 1980s, and especially of Petraeus in the
2000s, is important because, even more so than that of Galula, it integrates both
the insurgent and counterinsurgent perspectives. But they are consciously housed in the
concepts and ideas of earlier strategic thinkers—secure the population, isolate insurgents,
address porous borders and safe havens, integrate military and civilian approaches,
etc.—and therefore do not so much offer new strategic thinking as highlight and
remind us (again) of the need to pay attention to this enduring form of war. That the
classics remain relevant is indicated by the fact that it was possible to read, in 2010, of
Lawrence of Arabia’s ideas guiding the US Army in Iraq and Afghanistan; of the
“new” approach adopted by the former commander of forces in Afghanistan, General
Stanley McChrystal, being to consolidate the populous urban areas as a means of
establishing and then spreading stability; and of a key barrier to winning in Afghanistan
being its porous borders, where insurgents seek safe haven.

Van Creveld provides a convincing case as to why insurgency and counterinsurgency
will continue to command the world’s attention, even as his assertion, shared by Lind,
that the state’s place as the predominant international actor is waning has proven to be,
at a minimum, premature. New War scholarship takes the erosion of the state as a
starting-point and contrasts player objectives with those of guerrilla warfare and
counterinsurgency. Even if it arguably does not actually identify a new phenomenon,
New War thinking deepens our understanding of civil war and draws our attention to
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the difficulties faced by state-based actors in responding. Hammes and Kilcullen bring
revolutionary doctrine into the modern, globalized, information age, drawing out a
number of critical new factors: some contemporary insurgencies are “global” in that
they are not focused, as was the case in the past, on a single country or region; some
are even “beyond global,” in that they do not have any definable, real-world, political
objectives; facilitated by globalization, these actors may seek to strike enemy territory
directly, bypassing regional military operations altogether; others focus on home but
are merely reacting against the activities and presence of an external power; in most
cases the insurgent leadership does not exist in a traditional hierarchical sense but is
highly networked; and today’s insurgencies are even more political than in the past,
taking full advantage of the instantaneous and pervasive nature of modern media.

Yet although the information era has added a new dimension to insurgency and
counterinsurgency, at its core it remains essentially unchanged. Drawing on the views
of classical and post-Cold War strategic theorists, a contemporary theory of counter-
insurgency might include a number of key tenets. Counterinsurgents should: focus in
the first instance on securing the population using non-kinetic means; balance this with
highly discriminate, direct combat strikes against the small minority that will always be
in favor of the insurgency; adopt a strategy of securing the population in large urban
areas first, spreading security and stability outward from these consolidated areas;
where security has been established, integrate economic, political, and social measures
at the earliest opportunity, i.e. adopt a comprehensive, whole of government approach;
address porous borders; seal off safe havens; conduct counterinsurgent activity in
accordance with the law to promote legitimacy; implement a strategic communications
plan at home, preparing the population for a lengthy engagement with friendly
casualties; examine and strive to devise measures to sever linkages between insurgent
theaters; and balance commitment to the counterinsurgent effort abroad with home-
land security measures to defend against the operational level of 4GW.

By the end of the first decade of the twenty-first century most or all of these princi-
ples had been relearned and fully absorbed by the political and military leadership
addressing modern insurgencies. But NATO officials estimate it takes on average 13
years for outside powers to win a counterinsurgency campaign, far longer than most
democracies find it possible to make a commitment. The challenge, as ever, lies in
finding the patience and political will to sustain in practice, over time, the enduring
elements of counterinsurgency theory.
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6 Cyberwar

Strategic thought on cyberwar is in its infancy. Like airpower in the 1910s, today ideas,
principles, and doctrine on how best to use this potential weapon are at the early
stages. And just as lingering questions about whether airpower could be usefully
employed as an instrument of war were answered by the experience of World War One,
so too did a real-life conflict point to a role for cyber attack in war, this time the
Russia–Georgia conflict of 2008. Debates from the 1990s about whether offensive or
only defensive information warfare is admissible have been replaced, in the post-9/11
and contemporary period, with explicit attempts to develop offensive capabilities and
accompanying doctrine on cyberwar.

This chapter examines strategic thought on the conduct of war in the cyber dimension.
One area where cyberwar breaks markedly from airpower, seapower, and landpower is
in having natural boundaries with regard to the subject matter. The rough contours of
what may be considered part of airpower, seapower, or landpower are readily identifi-
able, but what exactly do we mean by cyberwar? The confusion is implicitly alluded to
above with the use of the term “information warfare,” only one component of which is,
in actual fact, cyberwar. As a result, we begin by defining the parameters of cyberwar
for the purposes of this volume. Once these are established we see that strategic thinkers in
this area form a small and eclectic group. They include Martin Libicki of the RAND
Corporation, the Pentagon’s military leadership, and the People’s Liberation Army.
The chapter goes on to examine the ideas of these strategic thinkers. Information is
admittedly sparse, in part because strategic thought on cyberwar is relatively new, but
also because the combination of military organizations as strategic thinkers, and the
close link between cyberwar and intelligence assets, means that only limited information
exists in the unclassified domain. What follows no doubt only scrapes the surface of the
true depths of contemporary strategic thinking on cyberwar.

What is cyberwar?

Cyberwar, here, refers to hostile actions in cyberspace. Also called cyber attack or
computer network attack (CNA), it can be defined as “the use of deliberate actions—
perhaps over an extended period of time—to alter, disrupt, deceive, degrade or destroy
adversary computer systems or networks and/or programs resident in or transiting
these systems or networks.”1 Although the most straightforward means of executing a
computer network attack is to physically destroy an adversary’s computers, our concern
here is the use of digital weapons, not kinetic attack. Cyberwar is an offensive cyber
operation, as is another cyber operation, computer network exploitation (CNE). But



CNE is distinct from CNA in that those engaged in CNE do not want to disturb the
normal functioning of a computer system; the idea is to obtain information, likely over
an extended period of time. CNE is an espionage or intelligence-gathering activity and
is not included here as part of cyberwar. (In practice, of course, it can be difficult for a
state to determine if it is the target of CNA or CNE, because the two are closely linked
from a technical point of view.)

Defining cyberwar as comprising the limited parameters of CNA is itself an evolution
in strategic thinking about cyberwar, which has had several meanings, titles, loose
references, and contexts in the period since the end of the Cold War. One of the earliest
attempts to define cyberwar was made by two RAND researchers, John Arquilla and David
Ronfeldt. In an influential 1993 journal article titled “Cyberwar is Coming!” they stated:

cyberwar refers to knowledge related conflict at the military level … [it] refers to
conducting military operations according to information related principles … It
means disrupting and destroying information and communication systems … It
means trying to know everything about an adversary while keeping the adversary
from knowing much about oneself.2

Two points emerge from this early discussion. First, Arquilla and Ronfeldt’s conception
of cyberwar largely echoed ideas that subsequently became associated with what was
referred to in the 1990s as the Revolution inMilitary Affairs (RMA). The term “cyberwar,”
they note, was coined to discuss the military implications for warfare of the information
revolution, including technological, doctrinal, and organizational changes, as well as
the move from mass to information dominance and dispersing one’s own fog of war
as the source of a decisive advantage. These ideas, which were discussedwith respect to the
RMA in Chapter 4, are not the subject of this chapter. Thus, although Arquilla and
Ronfeldt may have originated, and certainly popularized, the concept of cyberwar, they
are not included here as cyberwar strategic thinkers. Their most important contribution
to military strategic thought (and indeed their major area of focus) is in their companion
idea of “netwar,” which denotes an emerging mode of conflict involving non-state actors
in which the protagonists use networked forms of organization, operating in small groups
from dispersed but interconnected locations. In a highly prolific 1996 book, Networks
and Netwars, they all but foretold the rise of al Qaeda and its mode of operation.

A second point is that Arquilla and Ronfeldt’s discussion of cyberwar as involving
the destruction of information and communications systems alluded to the broader
concept of “information warfare.” A catch-all phrase from the 1990s, the content of
“information warfare” was first methodically dissected by Martin Libicki. In “What is
Information Warfare?,” a 1995 study for the National Defense University, Libicki
identified seven forms of information warfare prevalent in the literature at the time
that, taken together, would lead one to concur with Libicki that there was little that
could not be considered information warfare. The forms included command and con-
trol warfare against the enemy’s head and neck, whether through physical attack or
CNA on military targets; intelligence-based warfare; electronic warfare; psychological
warfare (PSYOPS); hacker warfare, that is, CNA on civilian targets; economic infor-
mation warfare; and cyber warfare, described at the time as “a grab-bag of futuristic
scenarios.”3 All of these things were considered different modes of information warfare
or operations and their common element was that they were forms of warfare that
somehow affected an enemy’s information.
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Some suggested modes of information warfare involved destroying information systems
with weapons of pure information, such as computer viruses. But many components of
what might be more appropriately termed the “grab-bag” of information warfare were
not new and had nothing to do with the use of bits and bytes as instruments of war.
PSYOPS, for example, is a form of warfare dating back decades, even centuries, and
might involve such non-technological things as distributing leaflets and wristbands.
Electronic warfare, involving the electromagnetic spectrum, has a long history and is
familiar from such activities as the suppression of enemy air defenses. Command and
control warfare includes the “antihead” action of the shipboard sniper that killed
Admiral Nelson, and today more often than not refers to physical precision strikes
against command centers, also described as “decapitation” in our discussion of airpower.

In the second half of the 1990s the Pentagon dropped the term information warfare
in favor of information operations, to accommodate things such as propaganda that took
place during peacetime. Today it is thus more current to locate cyberwar within a
broader schema of “information operations,” although the content of this term reads little
differently from the original information warfare. The US military’s joint publication
Information Operations defines such operations as the integrated employment of electronic
warfare, computer network operations, and psychological operations to influence, disrupt,
and corrupt adversary information and information systems while defending one’s own.4

Parts of the US military also continue to include physical attack in the overall schema.
The US Army’s Training and Doctrine Command, for example, defines cyber attack to
include CNA, electronic attack, and physical attack.5 Confusingly, the Army also assigns
the term “netwar” to the integrated use of CNA, electronic attack, and physical attack.6

Despite the organizing principle of somehow affecting adversary information, the various
components of information operations arguably have little business being considered as
a single category of operations. Most of the diverse aspects can stand on their own as a
separate discipline. Moreover, as Libicki notes, “it is a daunting theoretical challenge to
cover, in one treatment, computer hackers, electromagnetic wizards, drivers of airborne
radar, leaflet droppers, bombers and sharpshooters.”7 Our concern here is altering,
disrupting, deceiving, degrading, or destroying adversary computer systems or networks
through the use of hostile digital attack. The parameters of what comprises cyberwar
are necessarily limited to that of CNA so as to identify as coherent an area of inquiry
as we do with respect to other warfare domains.

Permissibility

Although numerous types of operations have been included under the broader
information warfare/information operations rubric, when debates were underway in the
1990s as to the permissibility of information warfare, they implicitly and invariably
centered on one particular type of operation: computer strikes against computer
systems. As late as 1998 “offensive information warfare”—meaning CNA—was
considered taboo for public discussion. Critics charged that the Pentagon was legally
prohibited from striking back against those seeking to access its computers and that it
should stick to strictly defensive means such as blocking or slowing down information
requests. “The debate on defensive hacker warfare concerns the appropriate role for the
DoD [Department of Defense] in safeguarding non-military computers,” Libicki noted
in his 1995 National Defense University study. “The debate on offensive hacker
warfare concerns whether it should take place at all.”
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Within a few years the ongoing deliberation was resolved in favor and the Pentagon
was actively studying the use of cyber attacks to cripple or control adversary computer
networks. In 1998 the Pentagon established the Joint Task Force–Computer Network
Defense, with a mandate to protect the Pentagon’s computer networks, and in 2000 the
Task Force was also assigned an offensive mission. A few years later the organization was
split into two, separating the offensive and defensive areas of focus. A 2002 presidential
national security directive reportedly ordered the US government to develop guidance on
launching cyber attacks against enemy computer systems, but the 2003 National Strategy
to Secure Cyberspace focused only on the less controversial computer network defense.

Toward the end of the decade, however—and perhaps prompted by the cyber attacks
against Estonia in 2007 (see Box 6.1) and Georgia in 2008—all pretext of a solely or
predominantly defensive orientation was dropped. In 2010 US Cyber Command was
created as a subcommand under US Strategic Command. The Command reunites the
offensive and defensive cyber missions and is explicitly charged with authority not only
to defend but also, should it be directed to do so by the president, to attack adversaries. To
this end it will develop offensive cyber weapons, in addition to defensive capabilities. The
Director of the National Security Agency (General Keith Alexander) has been double-
hatted as Commander; his mandate is to conduct full-spectrum operations to defend
American military networks and attack other countries’ systems. Along these lines, for
example, the US Air Force has been advised to develop an “integrated attack” capability,
meaning the integration not only of air and space but also cyber capabilities into joint
operations.8 Possible US offensive cyberwar options could range from a “low-intensity”
cyber intrusion such as listening in on the adversary’s communications, to a “high-intensity”
attack that cripples an enemy’s air defense system to clear the way for a bomber attack.
Despite the official mandate change, US officials remain hesitant to talk about offen-
sive cyberwar, preferring to emphasize the need to defend computer networks, albeit in
an ever more offensive manner (see below). When asked during confirmation hearings
if the new US Cyber Command would develop significant offensive cyber weapons,
General Alexander’s response was classified.

Box 6.1 Cyber attack against Estonia

� The April 2007 decision by the government of Estonia to remove a Soviet war
monument from the center of the capital, Tallinn, to a military cemetery,
sparked rioting by several thousand protestors from Estonia’s large ethic
Russian population and a condemnation from Russia.

� At roughly the same time websites across Estonia came under cyber attack.
Although the rioting soon ended, the internet attacks continued and intensi-
fied until mid-May, targeting and making inaccessible the websites of banks,
political parties, major companies, news organizations, and those of almost
the entire government, parliament, and presidency.

� Although Estonia recovered quickly, the event was notable because it was the
first known incidence of such an assault on a state. Estonia suspected the
Russian government as the perpetrator, yet the nature of cyberwar is such that
this cannot be conclusively determined.

� This action against a NATO member raised as-yet unresolved questions
within the alliance about whether a cyber attack constitutes an armed attack
under Article V of the North Atlantic Treaty.
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Meanwhile NATO as an organization confines itself, at least officially, to a focus on
computer network defense. Its 2010 strategic concept states that the cyber dimension of
modern conflicts will figure in NATO doctrine but that it will do so in the form of
improving capabilities to detect, assess, prevent, and recover in the case of a cyber
attack. There is no mention of offensive cyber activity as a tool of warfare. In 2011
NATO’s allied command transformation leadership confirmed NATO’s defensive
approach.9 Consistent with this, a NATO Centre of Excellence set up after the 2007
attacks on Estonia to enhance the capability of NATO countries to address cyber
threat focuses explicitly on defense activities, although some of its researchers have
begun to examine offensive cyber warfare.10

In contrast to America’s gradual shift in emphasis, and NATO’s guarded stance, China
appears to have taken the decision in the late 1990s to develop an offensive information
warfare capability. The 1991 Gulf War demonstrated that it was not possible for a state
to confront the United States directly on the conventional battlefield, while the 1996
Taiwan Crisis indicated to China the potential need to confront the United States in the
future. To square this circle, China turned to focus on “asymmetric” approaches that
would target US weaknesses and vulnerabilities—one of the first on the list being the
dependence of America’s technologically advanced military on computer systems and
networks. US cyberwar experts have documented the explicit discussion by Chinese
information operations theorists, including high-ranking generals, about offensive
actions in cyberspace since about 1999 onward.11 China’s relative openness in this area
contrasts with that of Russia, which has practiced cyberwar (notably in Georgia) but
not published unclassified strategic thought in this area.

Strategic thought

It is against this backdrop that strategic thought on cyberwar has developed. If a
contemporary Sun Tzu were to write a treatise on the conduct of war in the cyber
dimension, what would it look like? The conduct of cyberwar flows naturally from the
unique character and resulting goals of cyberwar.

Character of cyberwar

Perhaps the most notable distinguishing characteristic between the cyber dimension of
warfare and that of other domains—sea, land, air, and space—is that there is not one
definable expanse to be conquered. Cyberspace is a replicable construct and, being
replicable, it exists in multiple locations at once. There is not a cyberspace that exists, with
distinct parameters and perimeters within which conquest can take place. Rather, every
system and every network can hold an unlimited number of spaces. Moreover, cyber-
space is a vastly shifting landscape, as compared to the other domains. Portions of
cyberspace continually change, evolving and expanding with technological innovation
and the addition, removal, replacement, or reconfiguration of networks.
If we look conceptually at just one cyberspace in time, however, we see that even this

is unique in nature because it is characterized by a complete lack of boundaries. Unlike
kinetic weapons, a computer network attack can reach across the world at the speed of
light, invisibly transiting many international borders en route to its target. “The lack of
geopolitical boundaries,” point out the US Joint Chiefs of Staff in the National Military
Strategy for Cyberspace Operations, “allows cyberspace operations to occur rapidly
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nearly anywhere.”12 The instantaneous nature of cyberwar and the ability to attack the
entire domain simultaneously are characteristics that make the cyber dimension of
warfare particularly potentially dangerous.

The character of cyberwar is also distinguished by the fact that, unlike its kinetic
brethren, an attack using cyber weapons has the potential to wreak widespread, massive
damage. Although the immediate effects of cyber attack are unlikely to be comparable
to those of weapons of mass destruction, a large-scale cyber attack could significantly
affect the functioning of society, leading to many indirect casualties. Some have gone so far
as to argue that cyberwar is potentially as destructive as nuclear war, a notion dis-
counted by Libicki on the grounds that cyberwar is largely temporary and rapidly over.13

A better characterization is that “Like chemical and biological weapons, cyber weapons
can target large masses of people … Unlike biological and chemical weapons they
affect humans indirectly rather than directly. Cyber weapons thus … occupy a completely
new niche by their nature.”14

Goal of cyberwar

The fact that cyberspace is a replicable construct means that the operational goal of
cyberwar cannot be to destroy cyber capabilities, in the sense that a land force may
seek to destroy an enemy’s land forces. “While something akin to conquest can be
defined for cyberspace, cyberspace itself cannot be conquered in any conventional
sense.”15 Permanently damaging a system through CNA is not an option. As systems
are attacked, vulnerabilities are revealed, repaired, and routed around. The systems
themselves are hardened and are likely to become less, not more, vulnerable and less,
not more, resistant to further coercion.

With destruction not an option (except in relatively rare cases when a cyber attack
leads to physical damage), the cyber warrior looks to other objectives. The immediate
goal may be to blind the opponent by creating so much noise around the signal that the
useful information carried by it is lost in a sea of fuzz; to disrupt access to data; to
corrupt information by adding false bits to existing ones, thereby deceiving the opponent
and, related to this, to confuse or disorient the opponent by undermining the credibility
of information; to steal information; and to manipulate opponent systems by making
them do what their designers did not want them to do (see Box 6.2). A prevailing
theme in the US literature is the goal of denying the enemy freedom of action. The US
Joint Chiefs of Staff speak of “ensuring our freedom of action and denying the same to
our adversaries” in order to secure “information superiority,”16 and General Alexander,
Commander of US Cyber Command, stresses that the principal effect of cyber warfare
is to deny the enemy freedom of action in cyberspace.

Box 6.2 The Stuxnet virus

� A good example of cyberwar to manipulate opponent systems is the Stuxnet
virus.

� In 2010 Iranian officials acknowledged that computers at one of their nuclear
plants had been infected by a computer virus called Stuxnet.

� The malware worm was designed to lie in wait, searching for and targeting
specific equipment that exists at Iran’s uranium enrichment plant at Natanz.
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The virus caused programmable logic computers made by the German electronics
company Siemens, which are used at the plant to control gas centrifuges, to
make the centrifuges spin out of control and break. Gas centrifuges can be
used to produce highly enriched uranium and it is thought that Iran is pursuing
a nuclear weapons program.

� The virus also covered its tracks by fooling operators into believing the equipment
was working as usual. As a result, it was not discovered for over a year.

� There are confusing reports as to how many centrifuges were affected and how
much damage was done. Iran has an interest in playing down the threat. But it is
thought that the Stuxnet virus set back Iran’s nuclear program by some years.

� The virus was so sophisticated that computer security experts suspect it was
launched by the United States or Israel, but this has not been conclusively
determined.

� The Stuxnet virus marked a watershed in warfare because it demonstrated that
cyber activity can have kinetic, physical effects.

Ultimately, the strategic goal of offensive cyberwar may be to coerce the opponent,
assert status or “teach other countries a lesson,” disable an enemy capability, or support
other service elements in prevailing in ongoing hostilities. US think-tanks have identified a
possible end-goal of “strategic cyberwar,” defined as state-on-state conflict carried out
in cyberspace for the primary purpose of compelling the other side to accede.17 It is
possible for states to wage cyberwar for an extended period of time while refraining
from physical violence. But unlike airpower, where there is some question as to whether
it can “win” a war on its own, cyberwar is quintessentially a supporting form of warfare.
“It is virtually impossible to take land by cyberwar,” Libicki points out, “which is fine:
Land has mostly gone out of fashion as a motive for conflict.”18 General Alexander
has similarly implied that cyber weapons would be used mainly as an adjunct to
conventional military operations.

The actors

Implicit in this discussion of the character of cyberwar is that it is only useful as a form
of warfare against entities with fairly extensive computer networks. For this reason
cyberwar is particularly amenable to state-on-state warfare, and even here there are
examples—Serbia during the 1999 Kosovo conflict and even Iraq in 2003—of states
possessing few high-value cyber targets during warfare. Cyberwar’s requirement that an
enemy have similar capabilities or vulnerabilities differentiates it from other forms of
conflict. US air and space capabilities are, if anything, more dominant against adver-
saries with no such capabilities. By contrast, in cyberwar, adversaries must have a
footprint—“no footprint, no impact.”19 Thus when we discuss the conduct of war in
the cyber dimension the predominant focus of our analysis is the state actor.

Conduct of war

Martin Libicki. The character and possible goals of cyberwar form the backdrop
against which there has been some strategic thinking on the conduct of war in this
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dimension. In his book Cyberdeterrence and Cyberwar, Martin Libicki draws out some
notable principles in the conduct of cyberwar. He implies, for example, that cyberwar is
non-incremental in nature. “At first glance cyberwar lends itself to an incremental
approach because it presents such a broad range of options for contemplation …
At second glance, an incremental approach may be wrong.”20 This is because the
relationship between cyber activities and their effect is nonlinear in nature. Tactical attacks
can bring only mild annoyance for long periods of time and then suddenly cross a
threshold into strategic effect. The notion, prevalent in other domains, of starting a
conflict with a series of probes, and learning in the process one’s own and one’s adversary’s
weaknesses, does not hold up in the fifth domain. Because learning takes place so quickly
on the part of the adversary and because cyberwar is ultimately non-incremental in
nature, a better approach in this domain is that of surprise. “Cyberattacks are about
deception, and the essence of deception is the difference between what you expect and
what you get: surprise … cyberwar is tailor made for surprise attack … for a one-time
bolt from the blue.”21

The People’s Liberation Army. As indicated above, strategic thought on cyberwar has
also been underway for some time in the People’s Liberation Army (PLA). Historically,
China’s warfare approach has been “active defense,” meaning the country would not
initiate an attack but would be ready to respond if attacked. In the information era this
has changed to one of active offense in the conduct of war. The view is that the key to
effective cyber operations is to take the initiative, launch cyber offensives and even
act pre-emptively. The approach is closely linked to China’s overall perspective on
“informationized” warfare—the incorporation of advanced technologies into military
operations—under which all activities now revolve around gaining information superiority
on the battlefield.

China’s military has developed a strategy called Integrated Network Electronic
Warfare, designed to guide the combined employment of network warfare tools (bits)
and electronic warfare weapons (waves) against an adversary’s information systems.
The strategy points to several possible principles of cyberwar. Cyber attack, it is argued,
should be used in the early or opening phases of a conflict. The idea is to exploit a
temporary period of adversary blindness with a series of traditional firepower attacks,
i.e. physical strikes, on platforms and personnel. The cyber approach is also targeted, in
that its integrated warfare method specifically identifies enemy C4ISR (command,
control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance)
and logistics systems networks as the highest priority for information warfare attacks.
“Attacks on an adversary’s information systems are not meant to suppress all net-
works, transmissions, and sensors … [but] only those nodes which the PLA’s IW
[information warfare] planners assess will most deeply affect enemy decision making,
operations, and morale.”22

The PLA’s approach is thus qualitative and effects based in nature, organized around
a determination of the operational center of gravity as represented by those nodes.
In line with the goal of denying an opponent his freedom of action in cyberspace,
China seeks information dominance or superiority by attacking an adversary’s C4ISR
infrastructure to prevent or disrupt the acquisition, processing, or transmission of
information in support of combat operations. Finally, the PLA identifies the require-
ment for coordinated or simultaneous attacks on enemy networks and systems, and
highlights the value of silent or undetected operations to either steal or manipulate
information.
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The US military community. The scholarly US literature on cyberwar indicates that
at least 13 different doctrinal documents at the Office of the Secretary of Defense,
Department of Defense, Navy, Army, Air Force and Strategic Command (STRATCOM)
levels outline how America will fight a cyberwar. Despite this, however, information on
America’s conduct of war in the cyber domain is relatively limited—and for good reason.
The quality of a CNA is derived from the ability to deceive, overcome, or circumvent
defenses, while the quality of the defense is based on the ability to anticipate an enemy’s
offensive approaches. Once offensive or defensive techniques are known, in relatively
short order corresponding enemy defenses and offensive approaches can be engineered.

That said, it is possible to identify in US strategic thinking some notable aspects of
the conduct of war in the cyber dimension. A key theme in US military literature is the
requirement to take the offense. Unlike in the other domains, where questions have
historically arisen as to whether the offense or defense dominates, in the cyber domain
the query is definitively answered in favor of the offense. “The offensive form of
cyberspace operations,” officials from US STRATCOM argue, “is far superior to the
defensive form.”23 America’s Deputy Secretary of Defense, William Lynn, has similarly
stressed cyberwar’s amenability to an offensive approach. “In cyberspace,” he argues, “the
offense has the upper hand” because the internet, designed to be rapidly expandable
and without boundaries, creates an inherently “offense-dominant environment.”24 US
allies have pointed out that cyberwar strongly favors the attacker over the defender.25

Although the dominance of the offense is a predominant theme in the US literature,
that is not to say that the defense does not figure in strategic thinking about this warfare
domain. The notion of defense is prevalent, but it is presented within an active rather
than passive construct. General Alexander has stated that the United States needs to
develop dynamic rather than passive defenses, meaning searching for adversaries on
networks before they attack, rather than blocking attacks after they have been laun-
ched and detected.26 To do otherwise is akin to letting a burglar stand outside your
door trying successive keys until one unlocks the door—rather than actively seeking to
locate and apprehend the burglar before he walks up the step. The Pentagon refers to
this concept as active defense—hunting within the military’s own networks. Along these
lines, US defense analysts have stressed that computer network defense is more than
building better firewalls and antivirus software.27 It also involves seeing the threats
before they come and perhaps allowing the US military to reach out into the adversary’s
cyber systems using CNA for cyber response. This is much different from the original
perspective presented in the mid-1990s, that most of what US forces could usefully do
in information warfare would be defensive, and that those defenses would be passive.
(It is also distinct from China’s former approach, noted above, which used the same
term but was more passive in nature).

The US National Research Council concurs that passive defense is insufficient to
ensure security and that it makes no sense to allow an adversary to pay no penalty for
failed attacks until he or she succeeds or chooses to stop. They suggest taking measures
to eliminate or degrade an adversary’s ability to successfully prosecute an attack.
Under this rubric, a CNA might be used for defensive purposes, to neutralize a cyber
threat before it arrives at one’s door. The Council, like China—and as practiced by
Russia (see below)—also points to the use of cyber attack in the early or opening phases
of a crises, before overt conflict begins.28

US military leaders stress the requirement for speed in the conduct of cyberwar.
“The speed at which information moves in cyberspace approaches the speed of light,”
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the Joint Chiefs of Staff have pointed out. “In war, operational speed is a source of
combat power. When this speed is exploited, increased efficiency and productivity can
result.”29 Part of this involves using the speed of information flow to gain and maintain
the initiative, and to operate within the enemy’s decision cycle. Beyond this, Lynn has
stated that cyber warfare is like maneuver warfare in that speed and agility matter
most, while US allies have drawn attention to speed, surprise, and economy of force as
characteristics of war relevant to cyberwar.30 Observers have cautioned that the speed
with which electronic attacks can be conducted leaves “little time for cool headed
reflection” and favors pre-emptive attack.31 A prevailing theme is also a silent and sur-
reptitious approach. One US cyber security firm has argued: “Hacking used to be
about making noise. Now it’s about staying silent.”32 The best approach to cyberwar,
some argue, is to infiltrate the enemy’s computers and networks, spy on them, and
surreptitiously change pieces of their communications without them knowing it.33

Russia. One cannot point to a body of Russian strategic thought on cyberwar.
Nonetheless, it is possible to draw out elements of its perspective on the conduct of war in
the cyber dimension by looking at Russia’s brief war with Georgia in August 2008,
during which it allegedly launched cyber attacks against Georgia (this has not been
definitively determined). Analysts note that the war was historic and unprecedented
because it was the first time there had been a cyberspace domain attack coordinated
with conventional warfare. The case drew out several potential principles for the future
conduct of cyberwar, including the notion of parallel or simultaneous attacks by kinetic
and cyber forces. At the operational and tactical level of war, alleged Russian cyber-
space operations were closely synchronized with those in the land, sea, and air domains
to achieve the desired effect.

Russia also undertook to identify the opponent’s cyber center of gravity, in this case
the Georgian government’s ability to communicate with the outside world and put out
its message. Russian patriotic hackers worked against Georgian systems in the weeks
leading up to the actual shooting war, underscoring the value of preparatory operations—
including reconnaissance activities and probing attacks—well in advance of any network
attack conducted in actual support of a traditional military operation. The fact that
Georgian hackers were targeted first reinforced as an important element in the conduct
of cyberwar the idea of pre-emption to disrupt, degrade, and even remove retaliatory
capability. Based on the Russia–Georgia war example, analysts argue that future
patriotic hackers will be using the cyberspace equivalent of fire and maneuver operations
directly in support of warfare in other domains.34

War questions

Thresholds

The advent of war in the cyber domain has raised a number of interrelated war questions.
The first and most basic is whether cyberwar can be considered war. The definition of
war as a conflict carried on by force of arms between nations or between parties within
a nation is problematic when it comes to cyberwar. And yet, as one NATO official put
it: “If a member state’s communications centre is attacked with a missile, you call it an
act of war. So what do you call it if the same installation is disabled with a cyber
attack?”35 The question of when offensive activities in cyberspace become an act of war
is an important one because, under international law, article 51 of the UN Charter, the
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use of force in self-defense (cyber or kinetic) is allowable “if an armed attack occurs.”
Moreover, pre-emptive military activity, that is, anticipatory self-defense, is permitted if
an armed attack is imminent but has not actually already occurred. American scholars
have stressed that in assessing whether to respond to a cyber threat, the United States
should not make a distinction between methods of attack, between cyber and kinetic
tools, but should focus on effect.36 The National Research Council concurs that notions
related to “use of force” and “armed attack” should be judged primarily by the effects
of an action, rather than its modality.37

Looking at effect, much of what is loosely called a cyber attack or cyberwar would
not pass muster as an “attack” in the other domains. The intrusions are hacker, espionage,
or criminal in nature and are better characterized as a network irritant than an act of
war. Legal scholars have argued that we can begin to distinguish between a criminal
act and an act of war in cyberspace if we define war in cyberspace as something that
produces the equivalent effect to an armed attack. From this perspective, the thresholds
for war or attack should not be very different from war in a kinetic environment. An
action that did not directly cause substantial death or physical destruction (or was not
imminently about to do so) would be unlikely to qualify as an armed attack.38 Others
have relaxed the terms slightly, arguing that cyber activities that could result in
casualties or a regional power failure, such as planting logic bombs on the US electrical
grid, might be considered warfare.39

Consequences

Current US doctrine is unclear on what the consequences would be for a state launching a
cyber attack that is deemed to be an armed attack. Some have proposed a response
using conventional armed forces. Others may recommend replying in kind through
cyber means. Regardless, the commander of US Cyber Command and many others
point out that a response would be conducted in accordance with long-standing rules
and principles of war, including proportionality, discrimination, and necessity. The latter
refers to anticipatory self-defense (noted above) and dates to the early 1800s; the
former two are familiar from Just War Doctrine and date back centuries. Proportionality
weighs the use of force, in this case CNA, against the minimum necessary to achieve
the military goal, while discrimination weighs the use of force against the likelihood of
collateral (i.e. civilian) damage. Lynn has pointed out the need for clear rules of
engagement for responding to cyber attacks, based on a determination of “what action
is necessary, appropriate, proportional and justified in each particular case based on the
laws that govern action in times of war and peace.”40 The US National Research
Council has gone into more detail, noting that limitations mandated by the laws of
armed conflict regarding, among other things, the differentiation of targets, military
necessity, and limiting collateral damage, would apply in cyberwar. “If it was legitimate
to attack a target with kinetic weapons, it remains legitimate under the laws of armed
conflict to attack it with cyberweapons.”41

Imminence

This seemingly straightforward framework is complicated by additional factors, not
least the fact that imminence, difficult to determine in any non-conventional war, is
even more challenging when it comes to cyberwar. How do you determine that an
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attack is imminent? What degree of certainty is needed before authorizing a response?
After the 9/11 terrorist attacks attempts were made at the multilateral level to adjust
the concepts of necessity and imminence to the reality that an impending terrorist
attack is far less visible than a traditional army massing on the border.42 A similar
effort, ideally encompassing some general benchmarks (such as the discovery of
numerous logic bombs), will be required with respect to cyberwar.

Attribution

Even if it is deemed that an armed attack has taken place or imminently will take
place, responding is complicated by the difficulty, in the cyber world, of assigning
attribution. Today we still speak of the “alleged” Russian attacks on Estonia because
the identity of the attackers remains unclear. Attribution is the major stumbling-block
when it comes to adjusting the concept of deterrence to cyberwar. Without knowing
the identity of the attacker, it is hard to threaten retaliation. The US military has set a
goal of deterring adversaries from using offensive capabilities against US interests in
cyberspace, and is improving its ability to locate the sources of electronic attack.
Nonetheless, US officials believe deterrence by denial—making defenses effective
enough to deny adversaries the benefit of an attack, despite the strength of offensive
tools in cyberspace—will be more effective than deterrence by punishment or imposing
costs of retaliation.43

Utility

Questions have also been raised about the utility of cyber attack as a tool of warfare.
Cyber attack in its physical consequences is more like sabotage carried out by guerrillas
or special operations forces, than like warfare in the sea, land, or air domains. Moreover,
growing redundancies in the systems that control critical infrastructures mean that the
degree to which they are vulnerable to an “electronic pearl harbor,” a scenario presented
in such books as Richard Clarke’s 2010 Cyber War, may be overstated. The jury is out
in this regard, and only time will tell the degree to which the cyber domain is a truly
threatening one. Certainly the use of cyber attack in the Russia–Georgia war, and the
Stuxnet virus, indicates cyberwar’s potential as an offensive weapon of the future.

Unpredictability

Finally, even if the utility of cyberwar as an effective instrument of warfare can be
determined, planners may be reluctant to wage cyberwar because of the unpredictable
nature of the cyber instrument. Should a cruise missile be used to strike an adversary’s
command and control center we can know with certainty that some other facility
around the corner or around the world will not also blow up as a result of that missile.
But predicting the effects of a CNA on a complex set of computer systems can be far
more difficult. A virus intended for another country’s computer system could accidentally
contaminate one’s own or that of an ally. The effects of cyberspace weapons are global
in nature and cannot necessarily be contained to a specific geographic theater. There is
the potential for unintended collateral damage and unintended effects, making the use
of cyber attack risky. Notes one senior US military official, when it comes to military
weapons, one wants a predictable time and effect, something that is difficult to achieve
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in the cyber domain.44 The Stuxnet virus gives a possible counter-example, targeting
only a particular programmable logic controller made by Siemens that is prevalent in
Iranian nuclear plants, and Clarke has gone so far as to describe the worm as a “precision
guided munition.”45 Still, of the 100,000 hosts affected by the virus, 40,000 are outside
of Iran, including some in the United States, indicating the potential for collateral or
unintended damage.

Conclusion

Strategic thought on cyberwar, on hostile action in cyberspace, is in its infancy. Largely
denied in the 1990s as an area of activity, since about the turn of the century offensive
information warfare or CNA has been an area of growing—and since the latter half
of the 2000s, accelerated—strategic focus. Driven by the desire to develop asymmetric
offsets to American power, one of the earliest strategic thinkers in this area was the
PLA. Martin Libicki of RAND has also produced several works in the area, as has
the US military community writ large, including high-ranking military officers, civilian
officials, and scholars. But strategic thought on the cyber dimension of war is relatively
sparse as compared to that of other warfare domains. Cyber attack’s close connection with
intelligence gathering, and the fact that a CNA, once launched, is almost immediately
susceptible to enemy counter-defenses and offensive approaches, means that many views
on the conduct of war in this environment remain classified. That said, it is possible to
identify some common themes with respect to cyberwar.

Taken together, post-Cold War strategic thought on cyberwar reveals a theory of
cyberwar that might include the following tenets: cyberwar is quintessentially suited to
offensive strategies, and even defensive approaches should, paradoxically, be pursued in
an active or offensive manner; cyber strikes, rather than being broad brush in nature,
should be targeted at specific high-value nodes deemed to be a center of gravity; speed,
maneuver, and agility are important factors in cyberwar, which is best carried out in
the opening phases of a conflict, or even pre-emptively; once conflict has started, cyber
attacks should be conducted in parallel or simultaneously with conventional strikes,
closely synchronized for maximum effect; cyberwar is non-incremental in nature; sharp
learning curves on the part of the targeted party dictate that it is well suited to surprise
and a one-time bolt from the blue; at the same time a silent, surreptitious, stealthy, and
patient approach to cyberwar can be effective in manipulating information and
achieving psychological effects.

These themes drawn from the unclassified literature no doubt only scratch the surface of
the true depths of contemporary strategic thought on cyberwar. The particular nature
of CNA is such that we are unlikely to see an official treatise any time soon on how best
to carry out war in the cyber dimension. Future facets of cyberwar are more likely to be
revealed in real-life experiences, such as the Russia–Georgia War, which ultimately provide
the most instructive venue for understanding the conduct of war in the cyber domain.
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7 Nuclear power and deterrence

When we arrive at nuclear power we contemplate a qualitatively different dimension of
warfare. Unlike seapower, landpower, airpower, and even cyberwar, where we can speak
of the actual conduct of war, in the realm of nuclear power we are operating entirely in
the abstract, theoretical sphere. As Lawrence Freedman so aptly put it in his 1986
assessment of Cold War nuclear strategists, the study of nuclear power and strategy is
the study of the “non-use” of these weapons.1

Despite the fact that nuclear weapons were never used in the four and a half decades
after the atomic bombs were dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the Cold War period
was replete with policy and academic discussions of nuclear strategy—of whether and
how to use nuclear means to achieve military and political ends. This well-known
history begins with early post-war views that nuclear weapons were simply a more
powerful tool of airpower, and continued on to Bernard Brodie’s 1949 recognition
that “thus far the chief purpose of our military establishment has been to win wars.
From now on, its chief purpose must be to avert them”;2 to the Eisenhower adminis-
tration’s mid-1950s statement that it was prepared to massively retaliate with nuclear
weapons against aggression anywhere; to a brief flirtation in the late 1950s with ideas
about conducting limited nuclear war. It continued on with the Kennedy and Johnson
administrations’ mixing of conventional, tactical nuclear, and strategic nuclear threats
into an escalating framework of flexible response; to the Carter administration’s coun-
tervailing strategy of meeting any Soviet escalation with an effective US response;
and finally to the Reagan administration’s emphasis on marrying offensive strategies
with ballistic missile defenses. In the course of all this strategizing a whole new
language emerged, including terms like first strike, second strike, counterforce, coun-
tervalue, deterrence by punishment, deterrence by denial, and mutual assured des-
truction. While the strategies are history, much (but not all) of the language remains
relevant.

This chapter examines strategic thought on nuclear power and deterrence in the post-Cold
War and post-9/11 period. Notable strategists include, among others, American scholar
Keith Payne and British scholars Colin Gray and Freedman. Significant strategic
thinking is also reflected in some key Pentagon documents, particularly the 2001 Nuclear
Posture Review, the 2006 Deterrence Operations Joint Operating Concept, and, to a lesser
extent, the 2010 Nuclear Posture Review. The organizing principle is the evolution of
thinking about how to apply the deterrence concept to contemporary threats. Nuclear
weapons figure prominently, of course, but perhaps the defining aspect of deterrence
today, as compared to that of the Cold War period, is the degree to which non-nuclear
capabilities and non-military elements now complete the deterrence menu.



Deterrence then

Because nuclear power is best put to the ends of averting war it is often discussed in the
context of deterrence. Deterrence can be defined as the threat of force designed to convince
an adversary, via a cost-benefit analysis on the part of the adversary, not to take an
action of some kind. It is distinct from compellence, a more difficult-to-achieve goal,
which involves getting an adversary to take an action of some kind, including reversing
a previous activity.

The idea of threatening force to prevent conflict is as old as war itself. In historical
accounts it can be traced back millennia and it figured, for example, in Thucydides’
account of the Peloponnesian War. But it was during the nuclear era that the concept
of deterrence first came to be examined with rigor. From the late 1950s onward US
scholars spoke about “deterrence by punishment,” under which an adversary is con-
vinced not to take an action because the costs will be unacceptable; and “deterrence by
denial,” wherein the enemy is persuaded not to take an action because he cannot
achieve his operational objectives. Although there were variations and nuances, during
the Cold War deterrence by punishment and nuclear weapons dominated the analysis.
The superpowers were deterred from military action by the threat the adversary’s
nuclear-armed international ballistic missiles posed to one’s own population centers,
otherwise referred to as “countervalue” targets. The strategic picture was stabilized
by the fact that, after the Soviet Union achieved rough parity with the United States
in nuclear capability in the mid-1960s, each side could absorb a “first strike”—a
nuclear attack by the other side—and still have enough missiles and warheads survive
the barrage to launch a devastating “second strike” or counterattack. To the extent
that deterrence by denial played a role, it was when strategies moved toward nuclear
war-fighting roles against military and leadership targets, also referred to as “counter-
force.”

All this led to a highly mathematical and capability-oriented means of achieving
deterrence. The Cold War literature is vast on this topic and will not be discussed here.
Suffice it to say that from the West’s perspective there was one major adversary, the
Soviet Union, which while seen as threatening and expansionist was also thought to be
a rational actor, and a conservative one at that. Strategically, deterrence was achieved
by maintaining a certain size of US nuclear arsenal that would guarantee a second
strike against the Soviet Union. Requirements were debated almost exclusively in
technical terms, i.e. the number and types of nuclear weapons necessary to maintain
deterrence. Tactically, on the battlefields of Europe, deterrence was achieved by main-
taining escalation dominance from conventional, to tactical nuclear, to strategic nuclear
forces.

Deterrence is a unique concept in that, because it is judged by what does not happen,
one can never be completely certain if it “worked.” Nonetheless, because there was no
military exchange between the superpowers during the Cold War it was deemed a
success. As a result, the initial post-Cold War inclination was simply to apply the basic
tenets of Cold War deterrence to post-Cold War circumstances, notably by continuing
to focus on numbers of warheads and missiles held by the United States and Russia.
Since these arsenals still exist the exercise has value, and the most recent Strategic
Arms Reduction Treaty between the two countries entered into force in 2011. But
much of the Cold War practice and perspective on nuclear policy and deterrence was
rendered obsolete by the new threats and circumstances of the 1990s and 2000s.
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Deterrence now

“We need a new model of deterrence theory, and we need it now,” admonished the US
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral Michael Mullen, in 2008, “Terrorists
are trying to obtain weapons of mass destruction. Some [rogue] states … are trying
to build and/or improve their own nuclear weapons. The specter of state-on-state
conflict, though diminished, has not disappeared” (emphasis in original).3 In his view,
not enough had been done to advance the Cold War theory of deterrence. “What is
necessary,” argued one US analyst, “is a reexamination of the underlying theory [of
deterrence] and a determination of how to apply it to modern cases of concern, without
the irrelevant attributes of Cold War deterrence.”4

Despite these statements, the first two post-Cold War decades actually saw a fair bit
of strategic thinking on nuclear power and deterrence, initially at the think-tank and
scholarly level and later within official policy documents. Keith Payne’s 1996 volume,
Deterrence in the Second Nuclear Age, was one of the first significant studies to address
the nature of the post-Cold War deterrence environment. Perhaps the most visible
change was that the United States and its allies no longer had the luxury of being able to
focus on just one large threat; rather, there would be several, smaller regional challengers
like North Korea and, at that time, Iraq. Less visible were changes in how deterrence
strategies would have to be carried out. In the post-Cold War era, the character of the
US military threat, so central to how the deterrence concept was applied to the Soviet
Union, was far less important than specific intelligence about the challenger and the
particular context. “The initial step in identifying how we might be able to increase the
reliability of deterrence policy is to harken back to Sun Tzu’s fundamental admonition to
‘know your enemy’,” Payne emphasized, including “the challenger’s character, moti-
vation, determination and political context … the answers to these questions cannot be
generalized.”5

The idea of moving beyond the generalized assumptions of the Cold War to a practice
of “tailoring” deterrence policies to a given opponent was one that emerged at this
time. With the focus still on state actors, Payne argued the imperative of determining
such basic things as: whether it is possible to actually communicate with the adversary
in question, as there would be no “hot line” in place; what the enemy values most, i.e.
his center of gravity; if the decision makers being targeted are actually in control of
policy decisions; what sorts of threats the enemy would deem as credible; and whether
there are cultural or idiosyncratic factors that have to be taken into account. In later
work, Payne presents a deterrence framework designed to tailor deterrence policies to
specific antagonists and contexts. Things like leadership characteristics, cost and risk
tolerance, and beliefs about the credibility of US threats figure prominently and are
followed by detailed US deterrence policy options. The idea, Payne notes, is to first
“get inside” the decision-making process of the challenger to identify the particular
factors that may be critical to the functioning of deterrence in a specific case, and then
to determine the most appropriate approach. “There is no adequate alternative to the
hard task of attempting to ascertain the particular opponent’s modes of thought and
core beliefs, assessing how they are likely to affect its [the opponent’s] behavior, and
formulating US deterrence policy in light of those findings.”6

Not until the 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review did the term tailored deterrence
appear in an official US policy document. The emphasis, however, was on capability
approaches rather than on the background homework required in order to “know your
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enemy.” “The Department is continuing its shift from a ‘one size fits all’ notion of
deterrence toward more tailorable approaches,” the report states. “The future force will
provide a fully balanced, tailored capability to deter both state and non-state threats.”7

The Pentagon’s Deterrence Operations Joint Operating Concept (JOC) released later
that year, by contrast, is far more attuned to the subtleties of contemporary deterrence.
It notes that US deterrence efforts must be tailored in character because the perceptions
and resulting decision calculus of specific adversaries in specific circumstances are
fundamentally different. It goes still further to make a distinction between the direct
means of deterrence—the tailored capabilities—and the enablers that necessarily come first.
A central enabler, indeed “the foundation of deterrence,” is global situational awareness, a
somewhat nebulous term that becomes more concrete when one looks at its compo-
nents. These are two: the first, familiar from the Payne assessment, is to develop an
underlying knowledge about adversary decision makers’ values, culture, perceptions of
benefits and costs, and risk propensity to the maximum extent possible; the second is
to gain operational intelligence information about adversary assets, capabilities, and
vulnerabilities.8 In later work, Payne takes this theme still further, noting the requirement
for “tailored intelligence” to understand the enemy as fully as possible. “Deterrence
now,” he states, “is first and foremost a matter of intelligence.”9

The JOC makes an important contribution to strategic thought on deterrence because it
goes beyondmore narrowly conceivedmilitary capabilities to include broader, non-military
elements that play in deterrence. Indeed, the US military has expanded the concept of
strategic deterrence to include not only nuclear and conventional forces, as first spelled
out in the New Triad (see below), but also diplomatic, economic, and informational
tools. Thus the JOC mentions strategic communication, or “efforts to understand and
engage key audiences in order to create, strengthen or preserve conditions favorable for
the advancement of [US] interests” as a direct means of influencing the deterrence
effort.10 The effect is to take the idea of a tailored approach to a new level. Notes
Payne, “in some cases, non-military approaches to deterrence may work best, in others
conventional force options may be adequate and advantageous, in still other cases, nuclear
threat options may be necessary to deter” (emphasis in original).11

Tailoring capabilities

This brief discussion of the evolution of strategic thinking on nuclear policy and
deterrence reveals that the idea of tailored deterrence as it has emerged over the past
two decades comprises two important facets: tailoring to specific actors and situations,
and tailoring capabilities—the direct means versus enabler distinction made in the
JOC. While Payne’s strategic thought on deterrence in the first post-Cold War decade
did much to address the former aspect, the earliest comprehensive attempt to address
the changed capability requirements for deterrence dates to the Bush administration’s
2001 Nuclear Posture Review (NPR). Released in December that year, but begun long
before the 9/11 attacks, the NPR introduced a New Triad as the basis for America’s
nuclear posture. In place of the “old triad” of bombers, intercontinental ballistic missiles
(ICBMs), and submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) that formed the basis of
strategic deterrence during the Cold War, the first leg of the New Triad includes all the
offensive strike systems that were in the old triad (i.e. nuclear capabilities) and
improved long-range conventional strike capabilities. In this way “strategic deterrence,”
previously a concept involving only intercontinental nuclear weapons, expanded to
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incorporate conventional forces. The other two legs of the New Triad are active and
passive defenses, most notably missile defenses; and a “responsive infrastructure,”
meaning a research, development, and industrial infrastructure that is robust enough to
maintain offensive and defensive forces.

The Bush administration’s New Triad represented a long-overdue departure in strategic
thinking about deterrence and the role and place of nuclear weapons in US deterrence
policy. “As a result of [the NPR],” former Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld
stated in the foreword to the report, “the U.S. will no longer plan, size or sustain its
forces as though Russia presented merely a smaller version of the threat posed by the
former Soviet Union.”12 The NPR thus marked the official abandonment of mutual
assured destruction as the core element of US nuclear policy. In place of an old triad of
systems designed to pose a massive response to nuclear attack, the New Triad sought
means of tailoring responses to particular circumstances and therefore to increase
the credibility of deterrence—much as massive retaliation had been abandoned two
generations earlier in favor of a more flexible approach. But the NPR also overwrote
Flexible Response, revealing a belief that, rather than acting as the lower rung of an
escalation ladder that culminated in a nuclear response, conventional forces themselves
could act as a strategic deterrent. Finally, by including defense in its strategic doctrine,
as well as potential counterforce capabilities, the NPR signaled a conceptual shift from
a primarily “deterrence by punishment” orientation to a more prominent focus on
“deterrence by denial.” Many of these new elements sparked interest and debate in the
2000s, which served only to push forward the boundaries of strategic thought on
nuclear power and deterrence.

Conventional deterrence

One aspect of the New Triad that sparked debate was placing nuclear and conventional
forces into the same leg of a strategic force posture. The views of scholar Stephen
Cimbala are representative of the concerns that this raised. “The conmingling of conven-
tional, long range precision strike with intercontinental nuclear weapons,” he argued in
a 2005 work, “might erode the firebreak between nuclear and conventional operations.”
For Cimbala, the new conceptual approach implied that nuclear weapons would no longer
be treated as a separate form of warfare, reserved for deterrent missions only. Dangerously,
“nuclear weaponswere part of a newmilitary synergy and no longer a door opener toworld
war,” with the implication that they were therefore more likely to be used.13

Proponents countered that integrating the Cold War triad with new non-nuclear
strategic capabilities was intended for precisely the opposite reason: to reduce reliance
on nuclear weapons. The 2001 NPR expresses a Pentagon view that a strategic posture
that relies solely on offensive nuclear forces would be inappropriate—that is, not cred-
ible—for deterring the full range of twenty-first-century threats. During the Cold War,
US nuclear threats against the Soviet Union were deemed credible because US survival
was at stake. But in the contemporary period, in those regional contingencies where the
stakes at risk for the US do not involve survival or the survival of allies, some may
view US nuclear deterrent threats as incredible. Writing in the wake of the 1991 Gulf
War, which first revealed America’s dramatic advancements in conventional long-range
precision strike, William Perry (later US Secretary of Defense in the Clinton adminis-
tration) pointed out: “This new conventional military capability adds a powerful
dimension to the ability of the United States to deter war. While it is certainly not as
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powerful as nuclear weapons, it is a more credible deterrent, particularly in regional
conflicts vital to U.S. national interests.”14

Conventional long-range precision-strike capabilities were seen to enhance the
credibility of deterrence for two basic reasons. First, it was felt that conventional cap-
abilities had become so powerful and precise that they could now impose unacceptable
costs, such as destroying an adversary’s strategic and high-value targets, and thereby
be employed for missions once reserved for nuclear forces. Second, they were more
“usable” because whereas limited nuclear war was an oxymoron, limited conventional
war was clearly possible. In its 1998 Strategic Defence Review, for example, Britain
argued that deterrence involves several capabilities in addition to nuclear weapons, and
that it was especially advantageous to employ “conventional weapons with a capacity
for precision and penetration so as to minimize incidental damage.”15 Ever more precise
yet powerful precision weapons fit well with the Western world’s growing aversion to
causing “collateral” damage. Moreover, history suggests that non-nuclear nations are
not intimidated by a country’s nuclear capabilities (e.g. Vietnam by the United States or
Argentina by Britain in the Falklands War), but many view US conventional capabilities
as credible because of its demonstrated ability to use them.

Others are careful to stress that however powerful, precise, and “usable” conventional
weapons are, they cannot replace nuclear weapons for strategic deterrence. “It is illusory
and dangerous to claim that such technologies could have the effect of preventing war
as nuclear weapons do,” France argued in its defense White Paper of 1994. “Far from
substituting for nuclear deterrence, a so-called conventional deterrent could only com-
plement it.”16 Anecdotal evidence on North Korea seems to support this claim: US
congressmen report that during a visit to North Korea in 2005 the only US weapon
system that North Korea was truly interested in was the nuclear-armed “bunker buster”
(see below), despite the range of powerful precision-force options that the United States
has available. Payne underscores that US nuclear threats have deterred past opponents
who otherwise would have been resistant to US non-nuclear threats, and that this could
be because a challenger may believe it can withstand even “the most devastating con-
ventional punishment” for an extended period.17 Moreover, deterring regional conflict
or aggression is not the same as deterring nuclear attack. After the 1991 Gulf War
Perry pointed out that while the advanced conventional systems revealed by the war
“will add a new dimension to deterrence, it also has significant limitations. It will not
add to the ability of the United States to deter a nuclear attack; for the foreseeable
future that [form of] deterrence will depend on the strength of U.S. nuclear forces.”18

These differing perspectives on the value of conventional weapons for strategic deterrence
focus primarily on their use for deterrence by punishment. Others argue that their utility
lies in deterrence by denial, and in particular in the ability of advanced conventional
weapons to deny an adversary its best chance of success on the battlefield, a fait
accompli. This refers to an enemy striking quickly and achieving battlefield objectives (such
as seizing territory) before the opponent has time to act. Payne notes that a challenger’s
expectation of achieving a fait accompli is considered a primary factor behind conven-
tional deterrence failure. The role of conventional forces in denying battlefield objectives is
one that was first examined in detail by scholar John Mearsheimer during the Cold War,
who determined that conventional deterrence is less likely to fail in circumstances
where it is not possible for the aggressor to achieve a quick and decisive victory.19

Dissuading a fait accompli attempt can depend on particular types of military cap-
ability. For example, in his 1996 work Payne stressed the value of rapid, decisive force
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projection using highly mobile, expeditionary forces—the kinds of units being developed
as part of what was called the Revolution in Military Affairs at the time (see Chapter 4)—
for dispelling adversary beliefs that a fait accompli is obtainable. In the years since, the
US military has continued to emphasize these capabilities, now in the context of a
Prompt Global Strike mission, which seeks to develop conventional capabilities that
can strike targets anywhere in the world within one hour (just as nuclear-armed ICBMs
can). The JOC includes force projection, or “[t]he capability to project U.S. military
power globally and conduct operational maneuver from strategic distances,” as a direct
means for influencing an adversary’s decision calculus.20 It highlights highly valued
adversary assets like weapons of mass destruction (WMD) production, storage, and
delivery systems; and adversary decision makers, leadership power bases, and com-
mand and control facilities as especially important targets for global strike. For some
analysts, the pursuit of a Prompt Global Strike capability “demonstrates how hard the
United States is working to preclude having to use nuclear weapons in any contingency
short of a response to a nuclear attack.”21

Strategic thinking in this area has also progressed beyond rapidly deployable forces
and long-range “smart” weapons to include forward-deployed combat power that can
all but guarantee that substantial US forces are able to arrive quickly in theater. The
JOC speaks of “forward presence,” that is, “forward-stationed and forward-deployed
multipurpose combat and expeditionary forces,” as a key enabler for deterrence (by
denial).22 It also stresses the imperative of security cooperation with allies. By providing
basing for US forces, or even their own extensive ground forces, partner nations can
reduce the potential benefits to be reaped from a surprise adversary attack before US
forces are fully deployed in theater. Still, some adversaries, should they deem the stakes
critical enough to their national security, will not be deterred by removing the fait
accompli option. In these circumstances, rather than denying the prospect of a quick
victory, the United States must be able to credibly threaten defeat—something for
which forward-deployed forces will also be well suited.

Nuclear deterrence

Nuclear deterrence also figured centrally in the first leg of the NPR New Triad, as
would be expected, but its particular form provoked debate. It was then US Defense
Secretary Les Aspin who, in 1993, first set out the demands of a deterrence-by-denial
strategy, should it be pursued by the Clinton administration. These included: the ability
to locate and target hardened and deeply buried underground (nuclear) sites, particularly
with reference to North Korea; to do the same with respect to mobile missiles armed
with WMD; and to defend against, i.e. shoot down, any enemy missiles that should
survive a counterforce attack.23 Ballistic Missile Defense (BMD) will be discussed
below. What is useful to consider here is the contribution of nuclear counterforce to
deterrence. As one scholar has put it,

There is little disagreement that the United States should deter nuclear attacks by
threatening to inflict unacceptably high costs with nuclear retaliation. But should it
also plan to destroy with nuclear weapons an adversary’s nuclear and other weapons
of mass destruction and related facilities?24

Although classified, leaked portions of the NPR indicate that it included within its
pages the need to be able to “hold at risk,” i.e. directly target, hard and deeply buried
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underground sites containing WMD or command and control facilities. The reasoning
behind this approach can best be understood by considering the views of Payne and of
another notable strategic theorist of deterrence, Colin Gray. In his 1999 book, The
Second Nuclear Age, Gray points out that in contrast to the first nuclear age of bipolar
rivalry, the second nuclear age is characterized by a number of regional foes that are
less risk averse than was the Soviet Union. As a result, deterrence is likely to fail—or
fail to apply—more often in the second nuclear age than in the first. This is a theme
that was picked up by the George W. Bush administration in its 2002 National Security
Strategy, which argues that deterrence based on the threat of retaliation made sense
with a status quo, risk-averse adversary that saw WMD as weapons of last resort, but is
far less likely to work against rogue-state leaders who are willing to takes risks, gamble
with the lives of their people, and who see WMD as weapons of choice.

For Gray, in the face of rogue states intent on acquiring WMD, “there are measures
states can take, especially with respect to the provision of robustly layered offensive and
defensive counterforce capabilities” that could well address the threat.25 As regards
offensive counterforce, he does not “shy away” from incorporating general war-fighting
roles and the military uses of nuclear weapons into strategic thought on nuclear power.
During the Cold War there was no realistic possibility of either superpower being able
to disarm the other of its nuclear arsenal. But when it comes to the NBC arsenals of
regional enemies, Gray stated in 1999, “in a phrase, the job generally is doable.”
Counterforce has become feasible. A decade later he echoed these themes, arguing that
a contemporary application of the theory of deterrence should involve deterring and
coercing those who we can and defeating those who remain irreconcilable. “The default
option for strategy today vis-à-vis [rogue states] with nuclear weapons should not be to
seek a stable condition of mutual deterrence. Instead, we can plan and attempt actually
to defeat … by brute force … a state that has few WMD.”26 In terms of actual cap-
abilities, Gray finds that one strategic mission of US nuclear forces should accordingly
be to “[p]rovide ‘niche’ war fighting denial options against very hard, elusive, or dispersed
targets.” Gray suggests the use of offensive conventional strikes and nuclear forces tai-
lored “to effect the kind of damage to targets that other U.S. forces cannot impose
reliably.” Moreover, to address America’s casualty concerns, such nuclear strike cap-
abilities would have to be as precise and discriminating as possible.27

Payne arrives at a similar conclusion—the need to develop low-yield, accurate, earth-
penetrating nuclear weapons—albeit through a different logic process. The centerpiece
is the credibility of deterrence. To the extent that the United States can hope to apply the
logic of deterrence to rogue-state decision makers, the US must be able to credibly
threaten those assets most valued by the opponent, including WMD sites in buried and
hardened bunkers. To convince adversaries that they cannot “ride out” a US retaliatory
strike by going underground, the requirement is for a weapon that can target and destroy
these sites. Moreover, because opponents are well aware of the West’s extreme reluctance
to cause high levels of civil destruction, the weapon also had to be discriminate enough to
address America’s concern for collateral damage. “In the post-Cold War era,” he argued,
when national survival is not at stake, “the credibility of the U.S. deterrent may rest not
on how much damage to the opponent’s society is threatened but rather on how
little.”28 Payne, a principal architect of the 2001 NPR, argued in favor of the robust
nuclear earth-penetrator, soon dubbed the “bunker buster,” which was pursued for
several years by the Bush administration but ultimately failed to secure congressional
funding.
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A central critique of the bunker buster was that its pursuit appeared to connote a
rejection of deterrence in favor of war-fighting, counterforce roles (perhaps along the
lines envisaged by Gray). Thus Cimbala, who raised a general concern about integrating
nuclear and conventional forces into one leg of the strategic triad (noted above), is
doubly concerned about the creation of accurate, low-yield nuclear weapons because
such advances could lower the nuclear threshold bymaking nuclear weaponsmore attractive
to a US president. But for Payne, such arguments reflect a basic confusion between
ensuring the credibility of a threat in the eyes of an opponent, and a US president’s
actual willingness to use a nuclear weapon. Low-yield tactical nuclear weapons were
part of the Cold War landscape, and occupied several rungs on the escalation ladder of
Flexible Response, but this effort to increase the credibility of deterrence did not translate
into a lower nuclear threshold on the part of the US president. That is to say, weapons that
can hold enemy sanctuaries at risk with minimal unintended damage may make
deterrent threats more credible from an opponent’s perspective (recall the North Korean
interest in the bunker buster, noted above), but their availability would not simplify or
increase the likelihood of nuclear employment decisions. A president’s decision calculus
is impacted on by a far greater range of factors—including the severity of the circum-
stances, the nature of the provocation, broaderUS goals, allied considerations, and foreign,
domestic, and moral considerations—than the specific capability of aweapon system.

US allies, too, have discussed the deterrent value of low-yield, accurate nuclear
weapons. In 2001, France took issue with the Bush administration’s view, later expressed
in the 2002 National Security Strategy, that rogue leaders could not be deterred. “The
Americans judge that deterrence does not work with ‘rogue states’ that are considered
irrational,” former French President Jacques Chirac stated upon releasing France’s new
nuclear deterrence strategy; “[h]owever, the leaders of these states are sensitive to
threats exerted against their centre of power.” To this end, France would be acquiring
“more accurate, less powerful, longer-range [nuclear] weapons” to reach “above all the
political, economic, and military power centres of a possible aggressor.”29 The French
goal was to acquire precise, discriminate nuclear strike options that could destroy
bunkers without destroying cities, thereby increasing the credibility of French threats
and strengthening deterrence.

Consistent with the American approach, France maintains a distinction between
deterrence credibility and the willingness to authorize the use of nuclear weapons. Even
as it pursued an option that lay between “the total annihilation of a country and doing
nothing,”30 France stressed that its overall nuclear doctrine is one of “non-use.” Notes
one scholar, “[t]he French have repeatedly affirmed since the mid-1980s that they do
not regard nuclear arms as ‘tactical’ for battle but as political and strategic instruments.”31

Far from promoting war-fighting, French officials emphasize, more operationally useful
and discriminate nuclear weapons would enhance deterrence credibility, thereby bol-
stering the “non-use” principle.32 Box 7.1 highlights one perspective on contemporary
requirements for deterrence.

Box 7.1 “The nukes we need”

� Contemporary scholars argue that the only way for the United States to
determine the nuclear arsenal it needs for deterrence in the twenty-first century
is to work through the “grim logic of deterrence”: what actions need to be
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deterred, what threats need to be issued, and what capabilities are needed to
make the threats credible.

� Actions may include the introduction of nuclear weapons by countries like
North Korea, Iran, or China during a conventional war with the United States
as a means of compelling a cease-fire or denying the US access to allied military
bases. Nuclear escalation would be rational from the adversary’s perspective
because of his conventional inferiority as compared to the United States, just
as NATO strategy rested on nuclear escalation throughout the Cold War
because of its conventional inferiority vis-à-vis the Soviet Union.

� The least-bad threat that could be issued to deter escalation would be to be
able to launch a counterforce attack that destroyed an enemy’s nuclear forces,
while the worst and least credible approach would be to threaten to destroy
enemy cities. The latter would be a vastly disproportionate response to, say, a
nuclear strike against a US carrier.

� Capabilities for a disarming counterforce strike include a mix of conventional
and nuclear weapons, specifically, low-yield precision nuclear weapons and
conventional counterforce weapons, such as the United States is pursuing with
its prompt global strike capability. Finally, a limited number of traditional
high-yield nuclear weapons must be retained in the event of circumstances “so
dire that collateral damage was not a major concern.”

See Keir A. Lieber and Daryl G. Press, “The Nukes We Need: Preserving the
American Deterrent,” Foreign Affairs 88, no. 6 (November/December 2009).

Questions of nuclear pre-emption

A related concern within this overall debate is that the pursuit of more accurate, low-yield
nuclear weapons could be part of an overall shift in nuclear doctrine toward pre-emptive
nuclear strikes. Early supporters of the 2001 NPR interpreted the US approach in the
following way:

Recent trends present a challenge. On the one hand, there is a strategic capability
optimized for a danger that no longer exists … On the other, failures in non-
proliferation confront planners with relatively small-scale threats that could
become serious problems with little warning… America accepts that it cannot prevent
proliferation. Instead, it is preparing to target [NBC] arsenals with conventional
and, if necessary, nuclear forces.33

Although it is difficult to justify the use of nuclear weapons to prevent enemy use of
nuclear weapons, for some this is a necessary card to hold in order to maintain esca-
lation dominance. A high-level report prepared by retired NATO generals in 2008
argued that the alliance must be able to resort to pre-emptive nuclear attack to halt the
“imminent” spread of nuclear weapons, and that the “first use of nuclear weapons must
remain in the quiver of escalation as the ultimate instrument to prevent the use of
[WMD].”34 Nor was this approach confined to NATO: in a 2008 speech the chief of
the general staff of the Russian armed forces stated that Russia was prepared to use
pre-emptive nuclear strikes to uphold its interests in a variety of situations.
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Throughout atomic history the United States and its allies have maintained the
option for the first use of nuclear weapons, refusing to adopt a doctrine of “no first
use” (NFU). Meanwhile, the Cold War declaratory policy of the Soviet Union was
NFU, but post-Cold War Russia reversed this, including in its military doctrine the
option of nuclear first use China is also thought to be abandoning its Cold War NFU
policy in favor of the first-use option. NFU opponents argue that the potential, however
remote, for a scenario to arise in which the only option is to use nuclear weapons first
to forestall enemy use necessitates reserving the first-use option. But some scholars
have made the case that retaining the first-use option in the contemporary period
undermines crisis stability because the fear of a disarming first strike on the part of the
United States increases the possibility of rogue-state escalation. Others note that an
acknowledgment of the peril created by the acquisition of nuclear weapons by a rogue
state can reasonably lead to the requirement for a pre-emptive strike, but it does not
necessarily lead to a nuclear pre-emptive strike. In 2003 the commander of STRATCOM
stated that precision-guided conventional munitions could do just as good a job as any
nuclear penetrator in sealing off underground facilities. Still others have pointed out
that earth-penetrating nuclear weapons may be useful for destroying moderately deep
and precisely located nuclear bunkers, but this value would disappear as soon as an
adversary responded by digging deeper or adopting a strategy of dispersion or mobility.

For proponents of the 2001 NPR, of course, all this points to the value of including
long-range precision conventional weapons in the first leg of the New Triad. The Obama
administration’s 2010 NPR does not use the term “New Triad,” reverting instead to the
old terminology of a “nuclear triad” comprising ICBMs, SLBMs, and bombers. But
while the New Triad terminology is gone, its content remains largely intact. In line with
the US objective of reducing the role of nuclear weapons in deterrence, there is no
mention in the 2010 NPR of new, low-yield weapons. The document does, however,
place significant emphasis on the value and role of conventional precision force, missile
defenses, and a robust infrastructure in America’s strategic-force posture.

Pre-emption and biological and chemical weapons

Questions have also been raised about what role strategic weapons, whether conventional
or nuclear, may have in deterring adversary use of chemical and biological weapons.
Under the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)—which divides the world into
nuclear weapons states and non-nuclear weapons states—the United States has extended a
long-standing (since 1978) “negative security guarantee” stating that it would not
target, with nuclear weapons, non-nuclear weapons states that are in compliance with
its NPT obligations. But this negative security assurance did not extend to states
brandishing chemical and biological weapons. Up until recently, the US had always
maintained a “calculated ambiguity” doctrine of refusing to say whether or not it
would respond to chemical or biological threats with nuclear weapons, given that it has
no chemical or biological weapons of its own. In the past Britain and France have also
left open the option of threatening nuclear retaliation against adversaries employing
chemical and biological weapons, even if the adversary had no nuclear weapons and
was not allied with a nuclear-weapons state.

The Obama administration’s 2010 NPR was the first to explicitly rule out the use of
nuclear weapons in response to chemical and biological weapons threats. Advances in
US conventional military capabilities, it argued, as well as continued improvements
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in missile defenses, were enabling the US to continue to reduce the role of nuclear weapons
in deterrence—a trend that had begun with the 2001 NPR. The United States reiterated
its negative security assurance, noted above, but went further to state that it “affirms that
any state eligible for the assurance that uses chemical or biological weapons against the
United States or its allies and partners would face the prospect of a devastating con-
ventional response” (emphasis added). The threat of a nuclear response is eliminated. That
said, the administration does leave open the right to make a future “adjustment” in its
stance, i.e. to return to America’s previous policy of strategic ambiguity, if warranted by
developments in proliferation and US capacities to counter the threat.

The Obama administration’s less than firm position on whether conventional or
nuclear forces should be used to deter chemical and biological weapons threats reflects
the mixed views that exist within strategic thought on this issue. In a 2000 article,
scholar Scott Sagan argued that America’s calculated ambiguity policy placed the
United States in a “commitment trap.”35 The reputation costs of not following through
on threats increased the probability, in the event of deterrence failure, that US leaders
would respond with nuclear weapons where it might otherwise have retaliated with
conventional weapons only. Sagan and other scholars recommended an unambiguous
commitment to retaliate with a devastating conventional response to the use of uncon-
ventional weapons. In fact, soon after the 1991 Gulf War Perry had raised the idea that
conventional precision force could “serve as a credible deterrent to a regional power’s
use of chemical weapons.”36 But others dispute the deterrent value of conventional
responses to WMD threats. For Payne, indicating what is militarily necessary to target
biological or chemical weapons sites misses the fundamental point that deterrence
involves exploiting an opponent’s fears and sensitivities—and these may have little or
no connection to America’s conventional combat capabilities.

Ballistic missile defense

The second leg of the Bush administration’s New Triad for deterrence, the integration
of passive and active defenses, marked a substantial development in the evolution of
strategic thought on deterrence. ColdWar deterrence relied almost exclusively on the threat
of punishment in kind. This was partly because conservative, status quo superpowers
were particularly amenable to the logic of deterrence, but also because—notwith-
standing the vision of US President Ronald Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative—it
was not possible to defend against the ballistic missile threat, which numbered in the
thousands. In the contemporary period both elements have changed, and this is reflec-
ted in the strategic thought of several scholars. Colin Gray, for example, argued early
on for defensive counterforce capabilities (noted above) as part of an overall “national mili-
tary strategy that looks with favor upon denial options.”37 In his view, defense against
some forms of WMD delivery had become both necessary and feasible: necessary
because deterrence against rogue states was far more difficult and likely to fail; feasible
because the challenge is to be able to defeat missile threats much more modest in scale
and sophistication than was the case during the Cold War. “With the arguable exception of
the … Russian nuclear arsenal,” he argued, “there are no missile-armed groups in the
world today [1999] … whose WMD capabilities should prove beyond defeat by U.S.
offensive and (especially) defensive counterforce means” (emphasis in original).38

Other scholars and strategic thinkers have similarly focused on the current necessity
of incorporating the defense into strategic thought on deterrence and nuclear policy.
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“Defense, not deterrence,” argues Sagan, will “be necessary when confronting irrational
enemies who either welcome a nuclear apocalypse or are, for whatever reason, oblivious to
any level of threatened destruction.”39 Meanwhile Payne predicted soon after the end
of the Cold War that in the second nuclear age missile defense would be viewed more
sympathetically, even essential, as a “safety” net against deterrence failure when a
challenger is armed with a relatively small arsenal of missiles. BMD could provide
protection for US urban areas while its sister, theater missile defense, could protect
deployed troops, thereby increasing the credibility of conventional deterrence using
force-projection capabilities. On the home front BMD “should now be seen … as wise
insurance against the near-certainty that at some future point deterrence will unex-
pectedly fail”;40 abroad, without defensive capabilities “the risk of significant American
and allied casualties resulting from projecting force abroad could be too great for any
President to accept.”41 Payne neatly summarized at the end of the 2000s that in the
contemporary environment “we must seek not only to deter, we also must prepare to
defend our society, our expeditionary forces, and our allies in the event deterrence fails.”42

Critics contend that incorporating defensive measures into the US strategic posture
is inherently destabilizing. During the Cold War the logic behind no missile defenses
was twofold: first, establishing defenses would spark an arms race as one side sought to
overcome the other side’s defenses with more offensive power; second, missile defenses
could make nuclear weapons more usable in the eyes of a country that was, by virtue
of having defenses, no longer vulnerable to nuclear retaliation. Similarly, in the con-
temporary period it has been argued that BMD could motivate an arms build up by
new and old nuclear powers to offset the defense, and that “[t]he deployment of effective
missile defenses … returns us to a condition in which victory is thought to be possible.”43

But for Payne and others these arguments have the effect of applying Cold War logic to
twenty-first-century circumstances. New actors are not invariably deterrable; contemporary
deterrence is more fallible. Today “[d]eterrence may fail, and U.S. damage-limiting
capabilities may be the only means for mitigating the catastrophic consequences of
nuclear or other WMD attack” (emphasis in original).44

Conceptually, then, active defenses are included as part the US strategic posture for
two related yet discrete reasons. First, to enhance defense for the sake of defense, i.e. to
minimize potential US and allied losses; second, to strengthen deterrence by denial by
convincing an adversary that an attack against US territory could not succeed, and
that the US would have the will to deploy [conventional] power protection forces. In
this way, missile defenses are expected both to offer a hedge against deterrence failure,
and to contribute to the functioning of deterrence itself. Meanwhile, passive defenses, such
as improved homeland security measures, operate in the same fashion—strengthening
deterrence and minimizing losses. For the latter, passive defenses like efficient con-
sequent management capabilities reduce the effectiveness of attacks that active defenses
fail to defeat. As for strengthening deterrence, if the police, customs, immigration, and
other government services are better able to deal with the consequences of an attack,
this might send the message that the homeland is a “hard target.”

Deterrence and terrorism

A final area of strategic thought on nuclear power and deterrence that has emerged in
the contemporary period (particularly, of course, since 9/11) is its relevance to terrorism.
The primary issue here is the applicability of the concept of deterrence writ large with
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respect to terrorism, with the unspoken assumption that we are talking about conven-
tional deterrence. Few would entertain nuclear strikes against terrorist sites, but this
does not mean that the relevance of nuclear deterrence in the face of these attacks has
not been discussed in the literature. Soon after 9/11, France responded to the seeming
irrelevance of nuclear deterrence to contemporary threats with the point that “these
attacks have in no way … affected the credibility of nuclear deterrence. It was never
designed to work against individuals or terrorist groups. It is aimed at states.”45

Whether we are talking about nuclear or conventional deterrence, the original post-9/11
thought was that non-state actors were not deterrable. This was certainly the perspective of
the Bush administration, which stated in its 2002 National Security Strategy that
“[t]raditional concepts of deterrence will not work against a terrorist enemy whose
avowed tactics are wanton destruction and the targeting of innocents; whose so-called
soldiers seek martyrdom in death and whose most potent protection is statelessness.”
America’s National Research Council pointed out at the time that there are problems
in using traditional threats of punishment against terrorists because they do not control
particular territories; they may not believe direct threats against them can be readily
carried out in the short run; their leadership is elusive; it is hard to identify targets; in
any case, it can be difficult to know what terrorists “value” and therefore what should
be targeted; there are often no established channels of communication with such a diffuse
adversary; clearly communicating credible warnings and threats is thus of limited utility
if not entirely impossible; and some terrorists may actually wish for an overwhelming
response against them because this will radicalize potential supporters.46

“Does that mean [deterrence] can be written off as a strategy of historical interest but
no contemporary application?”47 Freedman asked in the early post-9/11 period. For
some this was initially thought to be true, but sober second thought indicates otherwise.
Freedman challenges the argument that deterrence does not work with terrorism, and
his writings in this regard, as well as those of others, comprise an evolution in strategic
thought surrounding the concept. The core of this thought is that while it may be true
that terrorists cannot be deterred in an immediate sense, it is also the case that even
suicide terrorists want to die to accomplish something. Therefore, focusing on deterrence
by denial—denying terrorists the accomplishment of the “benefits” of their actions—may
be an avenue for applying the deterrence concept to non-state actors.

If it transpires that suicide terrorism rarely succeeds in achieving the strategic effects
so desired, then terrorists may, in the long run, be deterred. Freedman recommends a
strategy that isolates terrorists rather than rooting them out through force, stigmatizing
their ideas amongst sympathetic communities. Payne argues that less emphasis should
be placed on punitive threats than on “measures to frustrate their planning, operations
and goals—actions which compel them to move and hide, put pressure on their societal
network and state sponsors, demoralize their personnel, and deny their aims.”48 The
National Research Council, too, makes the case for indirect deterrence measures as a
supplement to more direct brute-force threats, while stressing the value of establishing
communication with third parties, including other states, that have contact with terrorist
supporters and may be able to influence their behavior.

Conclusion

Strategic thought on nuclear policy and deterrence evolved considerably in the two
decades following the end of the Cold War. Scholars such as Keith Payne and Colin Gray
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have taken to task the applicability of Cold War deterrence tenets to contemporary
circumstances. US policy documents, especially the 2001 NPR and the Pentagon’s 2006
Deterrence Operations Joint Operating Concept, transformed the official US approach
to deterrence and this new approach remained largely in place in the 2010 NPR. Ideas
presented by these scholars and documents have been challenged and debated, and this
has served to further push forward the boundaries of strategic thought.

Taken together, these views reveal a contemporary theory of nuclear power and
deterrence that may include the following tenets: the foundation of strategic deterrence
today is to first “know your enemy”; this involves accounting for intangible factors
like values, culture, perceptions, and risk tolerance and tangible things like assets,
capabilities, and vulnerabilities; based on these things deterrence strategies must be
tailored to the specific adversary in mind; whereas the defense did not figure in Cold
War deterrence, contemporary strategic deterrence involves a combination of offensive
and defensive measures; offensive responses may be nuclear or precision conventional
(some would also argue for precision nuclear); as compared to the Cold War’s fall-back
baseline of nuclear deterrence by punishment, the contemporary starting-point is
deterrence by denial through precision conventional weapons and missile defenses;
nuclear weapons figure less in contemporary strategic deterrence; that said, in a world
in which nuclear weapons exist, they remain the penultimate deterrent; pre-empting the
use of nuclear weapons would involve conventional precision strike (again, some would
also argue for precision nuclear strike); deterrence by brute-force punishment has little
bearing on terrorism but deterrence by denial can be effective; finally, conventional
weapons, nuclear weapons, and missile defenses form only the military component of a
far broader deterrence menu that now includes political, economic, and informational
measures.

The study of nuclear power is quintessentially theoretical in nature and, one
hopes, will remain so. Nuclear power is particularly amenable to being discussed in
the context of something not happening, and therefore to the deterrence concept. Not
surprisingly, the Cold War was a heyday of theorizing about deterrence and nuclear
power, but the strategies that were associated with it, along with many of its underlying
tenets, were rendered obsolete by the end of the Cold War, even if much of the
language it spawned remained pertinent. Since that time a whole range of ideas have
emerged and been debated as to how nuclear power and deterrence relate to the new
era, with the result being no less than a transformation of ideas about how best to effect
strategic deterrence. Yet old ideas should be shelved but not discarded. If, as Colin
Gray argues, the second nuclear era is to be followed by a third that looks not unlike
the first,49 yesterday’s tenets on nuclear power and deterrence may have to be dusted off
and given new life.
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8 Spacepower

With the launch of Sputnik I in October 1957, space joined air, land, and sea as a
potential fourth domain of warfare. Over the next three decades hundreds of satellites
were sent into orbit, including among them communications satellites in high earth
orbit, navigation satellites in medium earth orbit, and earth observation satellites in
low earth orbit. The combination of communication and navigation satellites enabled
the dramatically increased precision in force application, and speed of information
transmission, that figured so prominently in the 1991 Gulf War. These attributes have led
many to characterize the Gulf War as “the first space war,” while others—fewer in
number—claim that the distinction belongs to the Cold War. But “both claims are
dubious,” argues one of a handful of spacepower theorists that have emerged in the
period since the end of the Cold War. “Though replete with examples of space support for
terrestrial forces, these conflicts were devoid of confrontation in space. It is doubtful
history will remember either as space wars.”1 Indeed, the organizing principle of examin-
ing strategic thinking on the conduct of war in this particular domain is (fortunately)
limited by the lack, so far, of empirical examples. Yet this doesn’t mean that there has
not been discussion of the parameters and character of spacepower, and the potential
role and mission of space forces acting both in and from space.

This chapter examines strategic thought on spacepower. It begins by discussing what is
meant by “space” and the particular attributes unique to space, out to the geostationary
belt around earth, that impact on its use. It then goes on to define spacepower, only one
component of which is military, before drawing out some of the defining features of
what might be the character of war in this dimension. Specific theorists are found largely
in the United States defense community. They include the authors of official government
and Pentagon documents, and also, and more notably, military and civilian scholars
associated with the US Air Force. Despite their institutional affiliation, these thinkers are
paradoxically united in the view that far from being an extension of airpower, as the
term “aerospace” would indicate, space is a domain deserving and requiring its own
tradition of strategic thought.

What is space?

In 1958 the Chief of Staff of the US Air Force, General Thomas White, declared: “There is
no division … between air and space. Air and space is an indivisible field of operations.”2

Thus was set the post-Sputnik tone under which air and space are seen as a seamless
medium, unconstrained by altitudinal demarcations. Yet despite the fact that the
atmosphere gradually rather than abruptly disappears the further one moves away from



earth, there are important markers. “Air” extends upward from earth’s surface to the
highest point at which air-breathing engines can operate, about 50 kilometers, while
“space” begins above the surface of earth at the lowest altitude at which a satellite can
sustain a circular orbit, roughly 150 kilometers. Between the “ceiling of aviation” and
the “floor of astronautics,” notes spacepower theorist Colonel M. V. Smith of the US
Air Force, there is a 100-kilometer-wide band called the transverse region, within
which neither aerodynamic flight nor orbital rotation is possible.3 The region divides
the air from space, calling into question the idea of an aerospace continuum.

The “aerospace fallacy” of an aerospace continuum, perpetuated over decades and
reflected, for example, in the official name of the North American Aerospace Defense
Command (NORAD), has had the effect of hindering the development of spacepower
theory. Despite Sputnik’s launch in 1957, the first substantive work on spacepower,
David Lupton’s On Space Warfare, did not appear until the closing days of the Cold
War.4 The first dedicated effort on the part of the United States to craft a spacepower
theory “similar to that of other domains, for example, sea power” was launched in
2006 but was unable in the timeframe given—and in part because of the little empirical
evidence available to aspiring theorists—to develop a coherent theory of spacepower.5

The topography of space

At first glance, space appears to be simply a vast expanse. But a closer look reveals that
as a result of the laws of physics it is as demarcated and bounded a domain as are the
land and sea environments by earth’s geographic features. Terrestrial orbits have been
categorized into four, depending on their altitude and mission utility. Low earth (or
altitude) orbit extends from 150 to 800 kilometers upward from earth and, being rela-
tively close to earth, is particularly useful for earth-observation satellites, as well as
manned space flights and the international space station. Medium earth orbit ranges
from 800 to 35,000 kilometers and includes, most notably (as mentioned above), navi-
gational satellites like the Global Positioning System at 20,000 kilometers up. The lower
the satellite, the faster it moves in relation to earth: satellites in low earth orbit travel
around earth between 14 and 16 times a day, while those in high earth orbit go around
it between 2 and 14 times a day.

High earth orbit lies above 35,000 kilometers, and satellites here travel around earth no
more than once a day. If a satellite’s orbital period is exactly the same as the earth’s (at
a height of just under 36,000 kilometers) the satellite is considered geosynchronous and
appears fixed above one spot of earth. With only three such satellites carefully placed
equidistant from one another directly above the equator, in geostationary orbit, all
points of earth between 70 degrees north and 70 degrees south are in constant view. As
a result, this orbit is the preferred location for military and civilian communications
satellites, as well as those that detect ballistic missile launches. Finally, satellites in highly
elliptical orbit do not stay at the same altitude as they go around earth, but rather
travel as close as 250 kilometers and as far out as 40,000 kilometers, allowing them to
“see” the polar regions of earth. Today there are about 1,000 operating satellites in orbit,
most in low earth and geostationary orbits. In theory, a satellite could be placed as far out
as 900,000 kilometers, the limit of earth’s gravitational field and just over twice the
distance to the moon, at one time earth’s only satellite.
Our concern here is space out to about 40,000 kilometers. The most important factor

in the topography of this area around earth is gravity, which has the effect of creating
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strategic narrows and celestial lines of communication no less important than the
maritime chokepoints and sea lines of communication on earth. The first strategic
narrow is low earth orbit, a narrow band of space around earth that is relatively “easy”
to reach because satellites going this distance do not need a third-stage rocket boost to
go into orbit. The second obvious strategic narrow is the geosynchronous altitude,
especially the geostationary belt above earth’s equator, where satellites are stable rela-
tive to a position on earth, thereby allowing for fixed antennae on earth.
Apart from orbits, the topography of space around earth also features common

pathways. In theory, maneuvering between orbits is possible anywhere in space, but this
requires enormous amounts of very limited onboard fuel. Earth’s gravitational pull is
such that anything done close to earth requires exponentially more energy or, in space-
travel terms, “total velocity effort.” It takes twice as much effort to propel a satellite
from earth out to 100 kilometers as it does from that altitude to the moon. The most
effort-efficient way to move from one orbit to another is via a two-step engine boost, the
first to accelerate the spacecraft into a higher orbit (or decelerate into a lower orbit)
and a second, once the new orbit is intersected, to circularize and stabilize the destination
orbit. The concave line traveled between orbital levels is known as the Hohmann
Transfer Orbit. Because of their advantages in fuel efficiency, notes one scholar, “The
future lanes of commerce and military lines of communications in space will be the
Hohmann transfer orbits between stable spaceports.”6 Beyond this, the trajectory of
satellites in or on the way to orbit must also account for the Van Allen radiation belts.
These are two donut-shaped regions of space, one straddling low and medium earth
orbit and another straddling (and going beyond) medium and high earth orbit, that are
dangerous to space vehicles and must be avoided.

Strategic areas for spacepower are also found on the surface of earth. Launch tra-
jectory impacts on the effort required to place a satellite into orbit. The fact that earth
rotates west to east gives a “boost” to satellites launched upward in an eastward
direction. Since booster rockets fall to earth once expended, launch sites are best located
on the eastern seaboard of an ocean (Cape Canaveral, Florida) or in the middle of a
vast, unpopulated area (Baikonur, Kazakhstan). Launch latitude also matters. Because
the boost from earth’s rotation peaks at the equator, where the speed of its rotation is
greatest, a country that has territory straddling the equator or close to it (Kourou,
French Guinea) has a decided edge in launching satellites into geostationary orbit.
Twice the payload for the same energy can be launched into geostationary orbit from
the equator as from Kazakhstan. Strategic areas for spacepower are also found on earth
wherever there are satellite ground stations to receive the electromagnetic information
from the satellite and pass it on to the user.

Thus the physical characteristics of space create a number of strategic elements and
terrain-like features, including common routes, chokepoints, celestial lines of commu-
nication, and hubs or bases of operations. Common routes in space-going terms are the
orbital paths used for most standardized missions and functions, such as low earth
orbit for weather satellites and geosynchronous satellites for communications; choke-
points are limited-access locations through which large volumes of traffic must pass,
including space launch facilities, passage through low earth orbit to medium and high
earth orbit, Hohmann Transfer Orbits, and common pathways to avoid the Van Allen
belts; celestial lines of communication are those from, into, and through space, includ-
ing information links between satellites and their operators and among satellites; hubs
or bases of operations are the satellites in orbit and the communication relay stations
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on earth, continually passing information back and forth. Today there are certain
desirable orbits, but future strategic locations for space vehicles could also include the
so-called Lagrange Libration Points. First postulated in the 1700s, these are five points
in space where it is theoretically likely that the gravitational pull of the moon and earth
cancel each other out, and where a space vehicle could therefore remain permanently
fixed and stable with no fuel expenditure.

The character of spacecraft

Global presence and access

The defining features of space mean that spacecraft have some significant environmen-
tally influenced characteristics. One is that such platforms, unlike those in any other
domain, have global presence and coverage, with line-of-sight view to large portions of
earth and the ability to sustain this presence, once in orbit, with little or no use of fuel.
Spacecraft are unique in that they are able to “see” within the boundaries of sovereign
states, whereas air forces, for example, must normally get over-flight permission. Space-
power’s global presence means that, as with and even more so than airpower, it is
flexible and versatile, in that it can shift from one campaign objective to another very
quickly. With global presence, space forces can also produce both global and theater
effects simultaneously.

Space, strategic thinkers have noted, is the ultimate “high ground” that military doctrine
from time immemorial has advised commanders to seek and to hold. Forces on high
ground or an elevated position are at an advantage because they can look down on enemy
forces and because they are harder to reach and therefore less vulnerable to enemy fire.
Similarly, British scholar Colin Gray argues that space can be considered a (dramatically)
new variant of the familiar high ground concept. Space systems have a global vantage point
and at the same time are, notwithstanding the advent of ground-based anti-satellite
weapons, relatively difficult to reach because of earth’s gravity well.7

A corollary to global presence is global access: a space vehicle can be observed from
the ground and accessed for information throughout large portions of the day, and in the
case of geostationary satellites, all day. Moreover, with relatively few assets all locations
on earth can be accessed simultaneously. The Iridium Satellite Company in low earth
orbit with 66 satellites, GPS in medium earth orbit with 24 satellites, and a handful of
satellites in geosynchronous orbit, are indicative of the number of assets required at
each level to ensure that all points on earth are in view at all times. A fundamental
reason, then, to migrate capabilities in other domains—for example, those of Joint
Surveillance and Target Attack Radar System aircraft that pin-point targets on the
ground—to space would be to exploit the global presence and global access attributes
of spacepower.

Non-maneuvering

A further characteristic of spacecraft is that they are “quasi-positional” rather than
maneuvering platforms. Once in orbit they are in non-stop motion at high velocity, and
they cannot maneuver, stop, or reverse course in the manner of terrestrial vehicles. As
Gray notes, “laws of motion that must govern celestial bodies are a permanent con-
straint upon the flexibility with which spacepower can be employed.”8 Celestial objects
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cannot persist in an area of operations in the way, for example, that naval vessels can.
Spacecraft “persistence” comprises repetitive over-flights of a given region, much as
is done by aircraft in the air domain. Uniquely, however, celestial objects move in a
predictable trajectory. Objects in space are in regular, unceasing motion around the
world, an attribute that is useful for reliable global presence and access, but that also
presents vulnerabilities because friendly and enemy parties alike know the location of
space platforms. (This is one reason, apart from cost, not to migrate earthly capabilities
to space.)

Spacecraft are also congregational. The topography of space dictates that there are
certain desirable orbits and areas of operation, and this in turn creates cluster points.
The geostationary belt is especially crowded because of its utility, and space is limited
by the fact that satellites must be sited far enough apart to avoid broadcast interference
in the electromagnetic spectrum. Competition for space in geostationary orbit is so
tight that it has required regulation by the International Telecommunication Union
since the late 1970s.

Spacepower

It is against this backdrop of space and spacecraft characteristics that we can examine
strategic thinking on spacepower. Lupton defined spacepower as “the ability of a
nation to exploit the space environment in pursuit of national goals and purposes and
includes the entire astronautical capabilities of the nation.” By contrast, in his 1999
volume, Modern Strategy, Gray defines spacepower in narrower terms as “the ability to
use space and to deny such use to a foe.”9 This is an understanding that is closer to that
of “space control” (see below), although elsewhere he broadens his definition to “the
ability to use space for military, civil, or commercial purposes and to deny the ability of
an enemy to do the same.”10

Official US publications have consistently reflected the more comprehensive approach
to spacepower. The Joint Doctrine for Space defines spacepower as “the total strength
of a nation’s capabilities to conduct and influence activities to, in, through and from
space to achieve its objectives.”11 As such, space is a nationwide endeavor and can
include, depending on the country, up to four distinct yet overlapping areas of space
activity: civil (like the space station); commercial (like telecommunications); intelligence
(like surveillance and reconnaissance); and military (like military communications and
ballistic missile detection). This is the approach taken in the 2001 Report of the Com-
mission to Assess United States National Security Space Management and Organization,
a bipartisan commission chaired by Donald Rumsfeld before he became secretary of
defense, where the same four sectors of space activity are identified. And it appeared
far earlier in Lupton’s work, which is also careful to stress that not all four sectors need
to be covered for a country to be a spacepower.

A number of spacepower theorists have highlighted conditions that influence whether
a country will become a spacepower, much as Alfred Thayer Mahan (see Chapter 1)
drew out important conditions influencing seapower. Indeed, of the terrestrial forms of
power, spacepower is seen as being most like seapower; it is an analogy that appears
often in the literature. For Mahan, the six conditions that define a nation’s seapower
potential are geographical position, physical conformation, extent of territory, number
of population, character of the people, and character of the government. They are
conditions that also ring true for spacepower. One spacepower theorist has identified
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the basic traits of most spacefaring nations as being geographical size and location,
national wealth, a large and well-educated population, a popular appetite for technology,
and, above all, political will. Geographical size and location determine whether there are
suitable launch locations; wealth provides resources to focus on space endeavors; and a
large population is more likely to have a critical mass of well-educated, technologically
oriented people. But there are spacefaring countries that defy one or more of these
traits, indicating that “[w]hen all layers are peeled away what is left is a state’s political
will.”12 In addition, a national character that includes a commercial orientation and a
popular appetite for technology is particularly important in the post-Cold War period.

Space forces and space missions

The military component of spacepower is called “space forces.” These may be capable
of destructive acts themselves or, just like many land, sea, and air platforms, provide
support to such destructive elements. Benjamin Lambeth, an airpower theorist who has
also written extensively on spacepower, divides the spectrum of space force missions
into four: space support, force enhancement, space control, and space force application.
Space support involves things like launching satellites, the daily management of on-orbit
systems, and replenishing lost or malfunctioning satellites.

Force enhancement

It is force enhancement with which we are most familiar. When we say the 1991 Gulf
War was the “first space war,” what we are really referring to is the force-enhancement
mission—enhancing the effectiveness of terrestrial systems through the synergistic support
of space systems. Thus communications satellites enable the near-real-time transmission
of voice, data, and even images from, for example, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs);
navigation satellites pin-point coordinates for the application of precision air- , sea- , and,
increasingly, landpower; and imaging satellites significantly augment the sensory picture
provided by manned aircraft, UAVs, and on-ground intelligence.

Gray characterizes the force-enhancement attributes of spacepower as providing the
next “layer” of increased force capability. “Spacepower augments the military effec-
tiveness of air power, just as air power augmented the potency of sea power, and as air
power and sea power worked synergistically and ‘jointly’ to enable land power.”13

Spacepower is thus quintessentially joint in nature, in that its value lies in its synergistic
application in concert with other military domains. In the decades since the end of the
Cold War, spacepower assets have been fully integrated into the sensor-to-shooter loop of
active combat operations. Box 8.1 highlights some of the space-based force-enhancement
capabilities available today.

Box 8.1 Space force enhancement

The force-enhancement mission of space forces, that is, the contribution that
space-based assets make to terrestrial operations, dates to the Cold War. But it
has become increasingly apparent and part of the public consciousness with every
international conflict from the 1991 Gulf War onward. Force-enhancement functions
and representative assets include:
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� Missile warning. The original space force-enhancement mission was to detect
the launch of intercontinental ballistic missiles. In 1970 the United States
launched the first of about eight to ten satellites in geosynchronous orbit at
any one time that are part of the Defense Support Program (DSP) satellite
system, with the most recent launched in 2007. Designed to warn of strategic
missile launches, DSP’s first operational test came with the detection of tac-
tical Scud missiles during the Gulf War. The system is to be replaced over the
coming years with a new Space Based Infrared System.

� Satellite communications. The ability to transmit voice, data, and now images
(for example from UAVs to decision makers) in near-real time half-way around
the world is central to the conduct of modern war. Located in geosynchronous
orbit, America’s dedicated military satellite communications systems include
MILSTAR, launched in the 1990s and early 2000s, and the next-generation
Advanced Extremely High Frequency system, the initial satellite of which was
launched in 2010. Countries like Britain and France also have dedicated military
satellite communications systems, but it is more common for militaries to rent
space on commercial satellites.

� Navigation. The application of satellite-guided precision force by air forces,
navies, and, increasingly, armies is dependent on America’s Global Positioning
System. Located in medium earth orbit, GPS is the world’s only fully func-
tioning satellite navigation system, but others are in the process of being
established. They include Russia’s Global Navigation System (GLONASS)
and China’s Beidou Satellite Navigation and Positioning System, both of
which already have many satellites in orbit. The European Union (EU) is also
pursuing a satellite navigation system, called Galileo, but political differences
among the various EU countries on costs and funding have hindered progress.

� Earth observation. Intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance information—
the ability to “see over the next hill”—can come from manned and unmanned
aircraft, but the most strategic picture is provided by satellites. America’s Landsat
earth observation system has been operating in low earth orbit since the 1970s,
providing an uninterrupted picture of earth’s surface. France and Germany
also have military surveillance earth-imaging satellites, the Helios II and SAR
Lupe systems respectively, while other countries receive dedicated imagery
from commercial satellites. Canada’s RADARSAT, for example, gives 1-meter
resolution of most of earth’s land mass every several hours, while a follow-on
RADARSAT constellation will provide an almost continuous capability to
monitor ships approaching North America from the Atlantic, Pacific, and
Arctic oceans.

Space control

Spacepower theorists within the US Air Force define space control as measures to
“ensure freedom of action in space for the United States and its allies and, when
directed, deny an adversary freedom of action in space.”14 Along these lines, the US
Air Force officially refers to space-control missions as “counterspace operations,” the
objective of which is “space superiority”—“the freedom to attack as well as freedom
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from attack.”15 The idea that controlling space, or at least precluding control by a
hostile power, could be just as critical in the future as air and sea control first appeared
in the scholarly military literature in the 1970s, ironically by the US Army. Yet perhaps
because of the lack of US competitors in the early post-Cold War period, throughout
much of the 1990s space control was not an area of focus for the Pentagon. In 1995
one space analyst prophesized that “Today the United States is the undisputed leader
in space-assisted warfare … [but] [w]hen an enemy can use the orbital highways over-
head at will, or interfere with U.S. space missions critical to the course or outcome of a
war, space control will no doubt receive the attention it deserves.”16 Gray underscored at
the time that the space-control concept had to be assigned “master status” if America’s
ideas for the military use of spacecraft were not to be rendered irrelevant.17

By the early 2000s the United States was more heavily invested in, and dependent
on, its on-orbit assets than ever before, while potential adversaries were closing in on
the ability to disrupt those assets. Strategic thinkers associated with the US Air Force
began to stress the quintessential importance of space control: “Space control is not
optional,” wrote Smith in 2002. “A growing reliance on spacepower assets by govern-
mental agencies and the business community makes it essential to secure access to
satellite services. It is equally important to deny access to unfriendly users” (emphasis
in original).18 Benjamin Lambeth argued that potential opponents would soon be able
to threaten US space-based assets by means ranging from harassment to neutralization,
to outright destruction. A watershed and clear demonstration of potential future
threats was China’s early 2007 destruction of one of its obsolete weather satellites in
low earth orbit using a ground-based anti-satellite missile.

Official US strategic thinking on space control is found in the 2004 Air Force Doctrine
Document on Counterspace Operations, the 2006 Air Force Doctrine Document on
Space Operations, and, at the Joint Chiefs of Staff level, the 2009 Joint Publication
on Space Operations. For the Air Force, the space-control or counterspace mission includes
several components. The first is “space situational awareness,” or knowing about space-
related conditions and capabilities in, from, toward, or through space. The idea here is
that it is necessary to monitor what sorts of space vehicles are in orbit at any given
moment, where they are going, what they are capable of doing, and what they are
relaying to their operators. In addition, space control involves defensive counterspace
operations; that is, passive and active measures to protect friendly systems from attack.
System hardening and the simple dispersal of space systems can be passive measures,
while more active measures include maneuvering in orbit or changing frequencies to
deny an adversary the ability to track or target a satellite.

Space control also includes offensive counterspace operations designed to actively
preclude an adversary from exploiting space. For the US Air Force, offensive space-
control strategy involves “deception” by manipulating or distorting information; “dis-
ruption” by temporarily impairing system capability, without physical effects; “denial”
by temporarily eliminating system capability, without physical effects; “degradation” by
permanently impairing system capability, with physical damage; and “destruction” by
permanently eliminating system capability with physical damage. Targets include
on-orbit satellites, communications links between ground stations and satellites, ground
stations themselves, and launch facilities. It is immediately apparent that when it comes
to offensive space control, much of what is being controlled is not physically in space.
Indeed, Coalition air attacks against Iraqi satellite ground stations during the 1991
Gulf War have been considered in hindsight as a successful first-generation attempt at
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offensive space control. Offensive space control includes the full range of capabilities
“to disrupt, delay, or deny enemy access to space by launching air attacks or ground
assaults against ground nodes and terminals, jamming enemy satellite links, introducing
viruses into computer programs, and destroying hostile satellites.”19

Some experts argue that the best way to negate adversary satellites is in orbit.
The physical, i.e. kinetic, destruction of satellites using ground-based anti-satellite cap-
abilities is one way of doing this. Both the United States and the Soviet Union pursued
such a capability during the Cold War but the only successful anti-satellite test was by
the United States against one of its own low earth-orbit satellites in 1985. The satellite
which China shot down in 2007 was also in low earth orbit. However, strategic thinkers
have long theorized that by virtue of the fact that satellites are so predictable in their
orbits there is no apparent reason why, with the use of a larger launch vehicle, intercepts
could not be accomplished up to geosynchronous orbit. In future, space-based kinetic-
energy anti-satellite capabilities could also be used to physically destroy satellites. The
United States and other countries are thought to be developing microsatellites that
could be used for this purpose. In the mid-2000s America’s Missile Defense Agency
worked on a space-based kinetic-energy weapon designed to destroy ballistic missiles in
their mid-course phase, and experts noted at the time that such weapons could also be used
as a space-based anti-satellite weapon.

A major problem with the kinetic destruction of satellites is debris. Indeed, one
outcome of the 2007 Chinese anti-satellite demonstration, which created thousands of
pieces of dangerous debris in low and medium earth orbit that could orbit for infinity,
may have been to definitively confirm that the kinetic destruction of anything in space,
whether a satellite or a mid-course ballistic missile, is not a viable option. The unique
physical attributes of space, specifically the lack of gravity, mean that, unlike sea, land,
or air forces, future space forces cannot—or at least should not—kinetically engage one
another. “Battlefields in space are … fundamentally different from those on land, at sea,
or in the air,” note some spacepower scholars. “Battlefield debris in space … can last
for decades, centuries, or even millennia, thereby constituting an indiscriminate lethal
hazard” to the very high-value satellite systems the satellite warfare was meant to
protect.20

Thus it is likely that to the extent the United States and other countries pursue anti-
satellite capabilities in the future, these will be of the non-kinetic variety. Apart from
electromagnetic jamming, ground-based lasers may be an option. But more likely are
microsatellites that render adversary satellites inoperable by firing paintball-like material
at them, or by burning out their wiring with lasers. Along these lines, a maneuverable
satellite carrying laser weapons was first foreseen in the 1970s. Others have suggested
somehow non-kinetically dislodging a satellite from its orbit. “[A] bump or a push in
the wrong direction is all that is necessary to send [a satellite] spinning off into a useless
or uncontrollable orbit.”21

Space force application

A fourth space force mission is “space force application,” first raised in the US context
by the Rumsfeld Commission in early 2001. “Many think of space only as a place for
passive collection of images or signals or a switchboard that can quickly pass infor-
mation back and forth over long distances,” the commission pointed out, “[but] [i]t is
also possible to project power through and from space.”22 The US Joint Chiefs of Staff
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define space force application as “combat operations in, through, and from space to
influence the course and outcome of conflict by holding terrestrial targets at risk”
(emphasis added).23 The US Air Force Doctrine Document on Space Operations similarly
speaks of operations “in, through, or from space which hold terrestrial-based targets at
risk” and gives examples of the weapons systems involved as being intercontinental
ballistic missiles (ICBMs), ballistic missile defense, and force projection.24 Thus ICBMs,
which reach well into medium earth orbit (about 1,500 kilometers up) in their mid-course
phase travel “through” space; ballistic missile defense systems that intercept missiles in
the mid-course phase would operate “in” space; and any future space-to-terrestrial
power-projection capability would operate “from” space.

The emphasis above on terrestrial targets is necessary in order to draw a distinction
between, on the one hand, space force application, and on the other, offensive counter-
space missions involving the use of force in space. That said, the space force application
concept also speaks of operations “in” space, raising some confusion as to the distinc-
tion between space force application and offensive counter-space missions. For good
reason, spacepower theorists argue that “The line between space control and force
applications has been increasingly blurred” since the US Air Force released its 2004
doctrine statement on Counterspace Operations.25

Space force application weapons

An early attempt at a space-to-ground capability was the Soviet Union’s Fractional
Orbit Bombardment System (FOBS), an ICBM that was to go into low earth orbit
and be called on to de-orbit for ground attack. The 1967 Outer Space Treaty banned
the placing of WMDs in space, but the Soviets continued to test the FOBS without the
warhead for over a decade. More recently, both the United States and China are
thought to be exploring space-to-ground attack weapons. Indeed, US Space Command
considered the force application mission as far back as in its 1998 Long Range Plan,
which discussed, among other things, the technology areas that required attention if a
spacecraft were to be able to reliably hit terrestrial targets. One of the four operational
concepts included in the Long Range Plan (of which there is no more recent unclassified
version) is “global engagement,” a concept that is given the explicit 2020 end-state
objective of “A robust and fully integrated suite of space … capabilities providing …
the ability to identify, track, and hold at risk designated high value terrestrial targets.”26

Advocates of space-to-ground weapons argue that they may be uniquely able to
strike two types of terrestrial target: those that are time critical, for example, mobile scud
missiles or biological weapons laboratories; and those that are considered “denied
access,” that is, geographically remote, hardened, or deeply buried. To this list we might
add the value (for avoiding space debris) of using space-based weapons to destroy ballistic
missiles in their launch or terminal phases within the atmosphere, rather than ground-
or sea-based interceptors designed for interceptions in the mid-course, exoatmospheric
stage. Critics counter that non-space weapons such as UAVs, cruise missiles, and
ICBMs with conventional payloads provide greater capability and at a lower cost.

The weaponization debate

The Space Command Long Range Plan also underscored that “the notion of weapons
in space is not consistent with US national policy” and that planning was being done
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only in case the government “should later decide the application of force from space is
in the [US] national interest.”27 Thus was raised the elephant in the room behind all
discussions of the force application mission—whether space is or should be weaponized,
or whether space can somehow be sanctuarized. The latter, sanctuary school of space-
power thought seeks to preserve space as a weapons-free zone to prevent states from
threatening other states, and to prevent triggering of security dilemmas. The basic tenet
of the school, which has its basis in the Cold War, is that non-offensive spacepower
helped to prevent nuclear war and create strategic stability by providing each super-
power with the means to see within the other’s sovereign boundaries and to detect a
nuclear attack. In the post-Cold War era the sanctuary school has argued that the
United States, as the country most dependent on space assets both militarily and
commercially, has the most to lose should space be militarized and its own assets be
put at risk.

But many spacepower thinkers come from the perspective that while the weaponization
of space is probably undesirable, it is nonetheless inevitable. “Can humans transcend
their power urges and instincts to engage in cooperative behaviour?” asks Robert
Pfaltzgraff. “Will earthly competition inevitably be expanded into space? There is little,
if any, evidence to support the proposition that human behaviour in space would differ
substantially from that on earth.”28 In its 2001 report the US commission on space
stated this perspective directly: “We know from history that every medium—air, land
and sea—has seen conflict. Reality indicates that space will be no different.”29 Indeed,
strategist Norman Friedman draws a direct link between the force-enhancement attributes
of space-based assets and space’s eventual weaponization. Information gathered and
distributed by satellites has become central to victory on land, he notes. “It follows that
eventually war will be fought in space. After all, air warfare began with reconnaissance.
The first fighters were designed to deny enemies that information.”30

Although the timing is not known, at some point in the future it can be expected that
the nature of the international system of sovereign states and the nature of mankind will
combine to put weapons into orbit. Thinkers predict that space-based weapons will
eventually be used against targets on land, sea, and in the air. Lambeth, for example,
expects that the force application mission “will eventually entail the direct defensive
and offensive imposition of kinetic and non-kinetic measures from space in pursuit of
joint terrestrial objectives,” including the range of hardened bunkers, surface vessels,
armored vehicles, and enemy leadership targets.31 Others argue that space forces will
become directly engaged in traditional combat—killing targets and receiving hostile
fire—adapted for the unique environment of space, while at the same time retaining the
spacepower role of force enhancement. Space-based weapons may fill specific niches,
ideal for some missions during certain phases of operations.

Some theorists argue that space is the dominant theater for military operations and
that force application from space could have decisive effects on terrestrial conflicts.
From this perspective, spacepower could succeed in coercing leaders by holding high-
value, well-defended targets at risk from space attack. But most strategic thinkers
concede that, as with airpower, spacepower alone is insufficient to control the outcome
of terrestrial conflict or to ensure the attainment of political objectives. Gray approaches
the debate in the context of space as a “leading edge” military force, under which
“leading edge” can mean the military capability that takes the war to the enemy
(as airpower did in the 1991 Gulf War), or that determines the outcome of a conflict
even if that capability is not of the combat sort.32 From this perspective, spacepower
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can decide the course and outcome of some conflicts, even though space forces may not
be combat ones with offensive capabilities. “No claim is made that spacepower by itself
can be decisive in conventional warfare,” Smith similarly argues, “but it may help set
the conditions for victory under some circumstances.”33

The conduct of war

For Lambeth, only once it is possible to directly inflict harm on adversaries from space
against space-based, air-breathing, and terrestrial targets, will it become possible to
truly speak of “spacepower.” Today, military space activity remains limited to enabling
rather than actually conducting combat operations and this, combined with concerns
about weaponizing space, has meant that there has been only limited strategic thinking
on how and why combat operations might be conducted in and from space.

… from space

Combat operations from space, that is, the force-projection component of the space
force application mission, may be considered conceptually analogous to air-to-ground
warfare. Strategic thinking on its use and value, when it comes, may parallel or at least
have some similarities to strategic thought by airpower theorists on the use and value
of strategic bombing (see Chapter 3). Against the argument that spacepower could
coerce leaders by holding high-value targets at risk, for example, future space force
application theorists may determine that force application from space “doesn’t matter”
and that achieving political objectives still requires “boots on the ground.” Alter-
natively, and again echoing the airpower debate, it may be determined that force
application from space can reduce the casualty costs of warfare, doing much of the
battlefield work prior to introducing ground forces. These debates are still many years
off, but it is not difficult to foresee their likely future facets.

… in space

It is with respect to combat operations in space that the most innovative ground will
eventually be broken on spacepower strategic thought. Theorists speak of space warfare
as involving not only attacking terrestrial nodes (similar to striking any other building)
and disrupting lines of communication between earth and space assets, but also targeting
the satellites themselves. Already thinkers within the US Air Force and Navy have put
forward some ideas about the conduct of war in space.

Strategic thought on combat in the space domain discusses the difficulty of the
defense. Despite the protection of earth’s gravity well, space forces are vulnerable. They
are bright objects against a dark background, they travel in predicable orbits, and,
unlike terrestrial forces, do not have sovereign barriers behind which they can find refuge.
Space forces are like ships on the open, ungoverned seas, with the added circumstance
that they cannot seek protection by returning to friendly waters. (The exception
here would of trans-atmospheric vehicles. China is thought to be exploring in theoretical
research space planes that can transit and fight up and down between the upper
atmosphere and space.) Smith has characterized satellites as “delicate, fragile devices”
that can easily fall prey to lasers, radio-frequency jamming, brute-force weapons, and
ground-launched anti-satellite kinetic-kill vehicles. Satellites in low earth orbit are most
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vulnerable to anti-satellite measures, yet “satellites all the way out to the geostationary
belt and in highly elliptical orbits share a universal vulnerability to radio frequency
jamming and electromagnetic brute force attacks.”34 It is possible to arm satellites
against some types of electromagnetic interference, but arming a satellite against physical
attack as one would, say, a tank, is not feasible. The cost limitations of propelling extra
weight into space mean that satellites have little carrying capacity beyond that which is
necessary to carry out their mission.

In its official doctrine the US Air Force includes the dispersal of space systems as
one possible defensive counter-space measure. Strategic thinkers in the US Navy
concur, provided such forces retain the flexibility to combine dispersal with concentra-
tion. “Space forces and systems should in general be dispersed to cover the widest
possible area yet retain the ability to concentrate decisive force. Dispersal of forces will
allow the protection of a nation’s space assets … [but] [t]o defend against or neutralize
a significant threat … space forces should quickly concentrate firepower.”35 Lupton
goes further on the defensive side, proposing that space force clustering—a pre-
dominant tendency in any case because of the topography of space—could actually be
advantageous because it might simplify the defensive problem: “High value assets
might be defended individually, whereas strategic chokepoints might be provided an
area defense.”

The difficulty of the defense in space means that many emphasize the importance of
the offense: “The first and most enduring mission of space forces is to gain relative space
control over enemies, enabling the space offensive.”36 Strategists caution that an offensive
space force “looking for a decisive victory will likely not find it,” and the force must
be careful not to throw away space assets on “ill-considered attacks.”37 But offensive
counter-space does not have to be total to be effective, since an adversary will likely
have satellites that do not especially affect its warfighting capability. “Circumstances
and strategy will dictate the degree of offensive space control required.”38 The choice of
offensive measures is limited by concern for space debris, which impacts on friendly
and enemy forces equally, but some theorists have proposed tactical measures that
could address this battlefield problem. The pace of technological development in
microsatellites may allow a major spacefaring nation to launch enough independent
kinetic-kill vehicles in the lowest of low earth orbits—where it is physically likely that
any debris from a kinetic destruction would fall through the atmosphere—to effectively
deny entry to space of any other state. In future, this orbital band could become central
to an anti-access strategy in the space domain.

Strategists also argue that offensive and defensive operations in space are mutually
complementary: a country wanting to initiate limited war in space needs a defensive
capability against any unlimited counter-attack. Moreover, some aspects of space weigh
equally on the offense and defense. While electromagnetic waves travel unimpeded
throughout space, kinetic and laser interactions between objects must involve either
aligning or intersecting orbital paths. Changing direction at orbital speeds can be difficult
or impossible because of the limited fuel available. Thus spacecraft, whether attacking
or evading, cannot rely on maneuverability to conduct their operations or increase their
survivability, and to the degree that they do maneuver they do so in relatively predictable
transfer orbits.

Although the offense is considered the dominant form of war in space today, this
may not necessarily always be the case. Satellites are getting smaller, and therefore
stealthy because space surveillance networks are less and less able to track them;
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avoiding tracking is starting to include maneuvering satellites to undisclosed wartime
orbits; space systems involve a growing number of cheaper satellites, thereby building
in redundancy and creating a “swarming” effect; and satellites increasingly include a
mix of civilian and military applications, making them a complicated target for adver-
saries. In this context, “The best defense for a space system in the 21st century
may be the dual use system that is owned, operated and used by broad international
partners.”39

Conclusion

Strategic thought on spacepower is relatively new and, at least in the unclassified
domain, limited only to some types of spacepower missions. Sparked by the 1991 Gulf
War, much has been written from the mid-1990s onward about the value of force
enhancement through space-based assets, that is, of enhancing the military effectiveness
of land, sea, and air forces through the integration of space-based capabilities. During
the early post-Cold War period the force-enhancement capability was dominated by the
United States. But as new spacepower players emerged, thereby raising the potential
for threats to US capabilities, strategic thinking evolved. The focus expanded to
encompass space control and the imperative, during a conflict or crisis, of maintaining
access to space-based assets while denying such access to adversaries. In the post-9/11
period the US Air Force and scholars associated with it have written quite extensively
on space control or counter-space operations, including defensive and offensive measures.
Because strategies associated with the latter range from relatively benign deception and
denial, through to hostile destruction, certain aspects of the offensive counter-space
mission start to look a lot like combat operations “in” space, blurring the line between
counter-space and space force application, a fourth military mission that appears
within spacepower strategic thought.

For some spacepower thinkers, true spacepower will arrive only when it is possible to
directly inflict harm on an adversary’s sea, land, air, or space forces using space-based
assets, in essence a space-to-space or space-to-terrestrial capability. Although strategic
thought in the open literature has yet to emerge on space force application against
earthly targets, it seems likely that the value and use of such capabilities will have some
resonance with debates about the value and use of strategic airpower. Strategic thinking
on space-to-space combat, by contrast, promises to be wholly unique from that which
we have seen before, largely because of the most important topographical aspect of
space: its lack of gravity and resulting orbital dynamics.

Already theorists have put forth some ideas about what may be the impact of space’s
topographical features on combat operations in space. They include an emphasis on the
vulnerability of space forces; the difficulty of the defense; the relative advantage of the
offense; some fledgling anti-access ideas; the limited ability to maneuver, whether on
the offense or defense; the tendency toward cluster points and chokepoints, which,
depending on one’s perspective, makes space forces either harder or easier to defend;
and the measures that are being taken to increase the defense. This is not an extensive
list. Notwithstanding the weaponization debate, in the future, space warfare is
bound to occur between two or more warring states if space is a critical medium for at
least one side and the other side has the capacity for space combat. Before then, much
more strategic thinking will need to be done on the conduct of war in the space
domain.
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Conclusion

The period since the end of the Cold War has been one of almost continual conflict or
war at some level in the international system. The prevalence of wars between states
or, more often, between a state and a non-state actor has meant that the conduct of
war remains one of the most important acts of the state. Strategic thought on the
conduct of war can help us to manage and contend with crises by shedding light on the
contemporary role and contribution of military force in and to a nation’s security policy.
In the two decades after the Cold War, civilian academics and military practitioners

produced a substantial literature pertaining to one or more of the warfare domains—
sea, land (conventional and irregular), air, space, and cyber—as well as on military
topics that do not fit neatly into one domain or another, including joint theory, nuclear
warfare, and deterrence. In some cases their scholarship is explicitly structured around
statements or principles about the conduct of war, with one example being the US
Army/Marine Corps counterinsurgency manual. In most cases, however, it has been
necessary to pull these themes together from various parts of their works. Doing so for
a range of notable scholars within a domain of warfare reveals a set of principles or
statements that may collectively be considered a modern, albeit partial, theory of war.

Amodern theory of seapower tells us that seapower shouldwork in conjunction with land
forces to achieve strategic effects. It should be used to gain sea control in the littorals to
impact on the course of intra-state conflicts and in the open ocean to maintain open
the sea lanes of communication. In addition, navy expeditionary warfare, through
forward presence and things like sea basing, is necessary to respond to distant crises.
Landpower should be employed using small, mobile units that are dispersed on the
battlefield and are linked together through information technology. It should feature
simultaneous and synchronized operations that are nonlinear in nature, seek massed
effects with precision technologies, and operate at all times in close conjunction with
sea, air, and space forces. Airpower should be applied in conjunction with friendly
landpower; rarely be used in a strategic bombing “decapitation” strategy; not be used
in a punishment strategy against population centers; be employed against economic
and other critical nodes to achieve strategic effects in war; work in conjunction with
indigenous forces to reduce friendly casualties; be applied in counterinsurgency missions
to a degree that is inversely proportional to the proximity of insurgents to civilian
population centers; and be relied on to contribute to situational awareness in forms of
warfare from conventional to counterinsurgency. All services, whether navy, army, or
air force, should be fully interoperable in practical and technological terms; operate in
conjunction with at least one other service; be assigned missions according to requirement,
not service; and work increasingly with non-military instruments.



A modern view of counterinsurgency reveals that counterinsurgents should strive to
secure the population using non-kinetic means; use highly discriminate, direct combat
strikes against some insurgents; secure the population in large urban areas first and
then spread security and stability outward from consolidated areas; seal off safe havens
and porous borders; and integrate economic, political, and social measures as soon as
feasible. Meanwhile cyber strikes should be employed offensively in the opening phases
of a conflict, even pre-emptively; be targeted at specific high-value nodes deemed to be
a center of gravity; be closely synchronized with or conducted in parallel or simulta-
neously with conventional strikes; be employed as a one-time bolt from the blue; or,
conversely, be deployed over a long period of time, surreptitiously, stealthily, and
patiently to manipulate information. Deterrence strategies must be tailored to the specific
adversary in mind; use a combination of offensive and defensive approaches and
nuclear and conventional threats; focus in the first instance on deterrence by denial
whether vis-à-vis a state or non-state actor; and integrate the military component of
deterrence with comprehensive measures. Spacepower should be used to gain space
control, thereby securing global presence and an ultimate high-ground picture for the
other services, while denying these to the adversary. Space control should be secured
offensively through non-kinetic means and with a growing emphasis on defensive
measures. Principles of force application from space will likely mirror airpower themes,
while principles of combat in space may include anti-access strategies and the defense
of cluster and chokepoints.

Each set of principles above may be considered as representing, or at least approaching,
a partial theory of warfare within each warfare domain. They indicate how a particular
kind of military power should be employed to affect the course of a conflict. But what can
we say about warfare as a whole? Clausewitz’s theory of war remains relevant today
because it was based on principles and statements about the conduct of war that were
not bounded by time or domain. After discussing the enduring nature of war, the
character of which does not change, Clausewitz argued that war plans should be based
on principles like applying force proportional to the political goal; directing efforts at
an enemy’s center of gravity; acting with the utmost concentration and utmost speed; and
directly engaging the enemy through the shortest route possible, rather than engaging
in maneuver. These are ideas that were meant for landpower but could easily be, and
have been, applied to other dimensions of warfare.

From our partial theories above it may be possible to draw out some general themes
about warfare today that similarly are not bounded by domain, or at least are applicable
across two or more domains. These include: achieving strategic effects in war today
(including irregular war) is a joint effort; plans must be drawn up that account for sea,
land, air, space, and cyber forces working together to achieve the political objective of
the war; military force from all domains must be employed in synchronized, parallel,
and simultaneous fashion; force should be applied with utmost precision; the offensive
use of force holds the upper hand in most scenarios; that said, the patient accumulation
of intelligence is imperative across several domains (cyber, deterrence, and irregular), as
is the honing of non-kinetic war-fighting skills (space and irregular); and war efforts
must be planned with a comprehensive approach in mind, incorporating a wide range
of non-military elements.

This is an admittedly short list of statements and principles. But collectively they
may comprise the beginnings of a modern, general theory of war. That war is a con-
tinuation of politics by other means and that force must be applied against the enemy’s
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center of gravity are enduring and undisputed aspects of war. They remain in a modern
theory of war. Nor is the nature of war any different; it still, for example, resembles a
game of cards. But some things have changed. There are contemporary strategic thinkers,
both military and civilian. New elements in the conduct of war have been drawn out
and recorded in their scholarship. It is possible to detect some common themes that
cut across domains. These principles and statements mark the initial signposts in a
twenty-first-century understanding of the role of military forces in a nation’s security
policy, that is, in modern strategy.
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Glossary

4GW fourth-generation warfare
BMD Ballistic Missile Defense
C4I communications, computers, command, control and intelligence
CNA Computer Network Attack
CNE Computer Network Exploitation
COIN counterinsurgency
EBO effects-based operations
ICBM Intercontinental Ballistic Missile
ISR intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance
JOC Joint Operating Concept
LCS Littoral Combat Ship
MTR military technical revolution
NCW network-centric warfare
NFU no first use
NPR Nuclear Posture Review
NPT Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
ONA Office of Net Assessment
PGM precision-guided munitions
PLA People’s Liberation Army
PSYOPS psychological operations
RDO rapid decisive operations
RMA Revolution in Military Affairs
SLBM Submarine-Launched Ballistic Missiles
STRATCOM Strategic Command
TRADOC Training and Doctrine Command
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
WMD Weapons of Mass Destruction
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